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Abstract
The goal of this study was to design and implement curricula in the Adult Basic Education classroom
that aligned to the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework. Specifically, this study assessed if ABE
students’ mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy ware affected by curricula that aligns to the
Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework. Using a transformative convergent parallel mixed methods
study, this study showed that students taught using CMPF-based lessons specifically reflected on their own
attitudes towards mathematics self-efficacy, mathematics anxiety, number positioning, and the need for
societal change around mathematical concepts. Both quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed to
highlight student reflections and dispositions around the aforementioned topics. Quantitative one-group
pretest-posttest data on the Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire were analyzed using
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests. Additionally, open-ended qualitative data was collected and analyzed through
applied thematic analysis methodology. Collectively, both qualitative and quantitative data provided a lens
into the effects of the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework-based curricula on Adult Basic
Education students’ mathematics anxiety, mathematics self-efficacy, attitudes towards number positioning,
and statements about societal change around mathematical concepts.
Keywords: Adult Basic Education, mathematics anxiety, mathematics self-efficacy, the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical
Framework, applied thematic analysis
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Chapter I: Introduction
This manuscript explores literature related to critical mathematics, critical literacy, Adult Basic
Education, mathematics self-efficacy, and mathematics anxiety. Based on relevant literature, the
manuscript then makes a case for the creation and implementation of the Critical Mathematics
Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press) within the Adult Basic Education (ABE) classroom.
Operational Definitions of Key Terms
To effectively show the need for the CMPF-based curricula in the ABE classroom, it is first
necessary to operationally define key terms within the context of this manuscript.
Critical Mathematics and Critical Literacy
Critical mathematics is a modification of Paulo Freire’s (1970) critical literacy to fit the field of
mathematics education (Frankenstein, 1983; Skovsmose, 1994). Marilyn Frankenstein (1983) and Ole
Skovsmose (1994) have coined the phrases criticalmathematical literacy and mathemacy, respectively, to
describe how the critical literacy framework can and should be applied to mathematics. Teachers who use
critical mathematics will cultivate students’ critical mathematics schema (Piaget, 1968) so that students
can approach the world around them from a highly developed critical mathematics lens.
Critical literacy is the theory that semiotic resources have socio-cultural orientations that establish
power, display power relationships, and produce identity positions (Janks et al., 2014). Critical numeracy,
also referred to as mathematical literacy, is defined by the idea that “all students should be problem solvers
who can communicate and reason mathematically” (Spielman, 2008). Critical mathematics occurs at the
intersection of critical literacy and critical numeracy. Skovsmose (1994) defines critical mathematics as a
concern for equity and social justice through a foundation of mathematics research and practice. Through
strong critical mathematics pedagogical practices, citizens can “contribute to the creation of a critical
citizenship and support democratic ideals” (Skovsmose, 2011; Spielman, 2008).
Critical mathematics is not grade-specific; it can be used throughout all education levels, as long as
teachers are adequately trained and prepared for critical literacy and critical numeracy incorporation into
1

their curriculum. Teaching critical mathematics means straying from the traditional “banking” model of
mathematics education, where students are seen as receptacles of knowledge where teachers deposit
information (Freire, 1970). Instead, mathematics must be taught in a way that promotes equity and social
justice. While critical pedagogy is becoming more and more prevalent in the English and social science
classrooms, teachers in mathematics classrooms often see critical pedagogy at odds with mathematical
content (Darvin, 2007).
Adult Basic Education
Critical mathematics pedagogical practices are necessary at all educational levels, including in the
Adult Basic Education (ABE) classroom. ABE programs serve adult populations by providing students
educational opportunities that either lead to a standard high school diploma or a High School Equivalency
(HSE) certificate (Tighe et al., 2013). To qualify as an ABE student, the student cannot be concurrently
enrolled in K-12 education (Tighe et al., 2013). Collectively, ABE programs across the United States
serve approximately 2.6 million adults annually; they are primarily state and federally funded (Lesgold &
Welch-Ross, 2012). While many view ABE programs as “extensions of the elementary and secondary
settings,” differences exist between ABE and K-12 student populations (Tighe et al., 2013, p. 417). It is
necessary to recognize the barriers that ABE students face, and the pedagogical nuisances required to
effectively teach ABE populations (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011).
Mathematics Self-Efficacy
Mathematics self-efficacy is defined as “a situational or problem-specific assessment of an
individual’s confidence in her or his ability to successfully perform or accomplish a particular
[mathematics] task or problem” (Hackett & Betz, 1989, p. 262). Mathematics self-efficacy has an effect
on students and non-students alike (Hackett & Betz, 1989, p. 262). Arising from Bandura’s (1977) social
cognitive theory, mathematics self-efficacy directly impacts how much effort one expends in the face of
obstacles and adverse experiences (Bandura, 1977; Maddux, 2002).
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Studies have shown that mathematics self-efficacy is low in students with high mathematics
anxiety and is generally low in ABE student populations (Frankenstein, 1984; Jameson & Fusco, 2014).
The prevalence of low mathematics self-efficacy is disconcerting, as low mathematics self-efficacy has
been linked to low mathematics performance, low mathematics achievement, mathematics avoidance, and
an avoidance of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) careers, which has an
impact on individual and global economic development (Hembree, 1990; Mutawah, 2015).
Over the last forty years, studies have shown that mathematics self-efficacy levels can be altered
with appropriate interventions and pedagogical applications (Bandura, 1977; Jameson & Fusco, 1994;
Frankenstein, 1982; Skovsmose, 2011). Proper implementation of pedagogical practices can increase
students’ mathematics self-efficacy, allowing students to achieve success in all academic areas.
Mathematics Anxiety
Mathematics anxiety is defined in this manuscript as a feeling of “tension and anxiety that
interferes with the manipulation of numbers and the solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety
of ordinary life and academic situations,” (Richardson & Suinn, 1972, p. 551). Mathematics anxiety
affects K-12, post-secondary, and ABE populations (Frankenstein, 1984; Ma, 1999; Hembree, 1990; Aksu
et al., 2016) as well as non-student populations, where mathematics anxiety “may be a contributor to
tensions during routine or everyday activities, such as handling money, balancing bank accounts,
evaluating sales prices, or dividing work loads” (Richardson & Suinn, 1972, p. 551-552).
Before 1970, mathematics anxiety was considered a part of general testing or academic anxiety.
However, in 1972, Richardson and Suinn demonstrated that mathematics anxiety exists among many
individuals who do not suffer from any other types of anxiety (p. 551). Upon this discovery, Richardson
and Suinn (1972) developed the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS), a 98-item Likert scale
instrument, as a mathematics anxiety diagnostic tool. Still the standard mathematics anxiety instrument
used today, the MARS is used to diagnose as well as measure treatment effectiveness of mathematics
anxiety interventions (Richardson & Suinn, 1972).
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Over the last forty years, studies have shown that mathematics anxiety levels can be altered with
appropriate interventions and pedagogical applications (Frankenstein, 1984; Richardson & Suinn, 1973;
Ashcraft & Faust, 1994; Patrick, 1999). Proper implementation of pedagogical practices can decrease
students’ mathematics anxiety, allowing students to achieve success in all academic areas.
Statement of the Problem
Studies have shown that mathematics self-efficacy is low in students with high mathematics
anxiety and is generally low in ABE student populations (Frankenstein, 1984; Jameson & Fusco, 2014).
Mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy are often integrated constructs; often someone with
high mathematics anxiety has low mathematics self-efficacy (Pajares & Miller, 1994; Cates & Rhymer,
2003). The prevalence of low mathematics self-efficacy is disconcerting, as low mathematics self-efficacy
has been linked to low mathematics performance, low mathematics achievement, mathematics avoidance,
and an avoidance of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) careers, which has an
impact on individual and global economic development (Hembree, 1990; Mutawah, 2015). Therefore, it is
imperative that implemented curricula focuses on decreasing students’ mathematics anxiety and
increasing students’ mathematics self-efficacy.
Purpose of the Study
This research study shows the necessity for a new framework through which we teach
mathematics to ABE students. It is important that students who were failed by the current education
system not only learn mathematical content but are also able to fight back against society’s oppressive
systems.
The purpose of this transformative convergent parallel mixed methods research study was to
determine if the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press) affected ABE
students’ mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety (Bandura, 1977; Richardson & Suinn, 1972).
The CMPF was implemented throughout an in-person, High School Equivalency (HSE) test preparatory
course. Quantitative and qualitative data were collected and analyzed separately, but results were integrated
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to determine the effects of a CMPF-based curricula on mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy
in ABE student populations (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
Importance of the Study
The need for critical mathematics is great. To move away from the traditional “banking” model
and towards a more equitable system, educators must prioritize critical mathematics pedagogy (Freire,
1970; Gromlich, in press). This prioritization can be done by integrating collaborative critical literacy
activities into the traditional mathematics classroom, forcing students to question the power structures in
the world around them (Darvin, 2007; Janks et al., 2014).
Not only is critical mathematics necessary in K-12 education, but in ABE as well. By
implementing critical mathematics pedagogical strategies, adult learners will be able to critically analyze
and evaluate mathematical content used in their daily lives. They will be able to identify when
mathematics is used for oppressive and suppressive motives through critically analyzing texts and
graphical data through critical pedagogy, ultimately developing a strong critical mathematics schema in
which they use to interact with and change the world around them (Gromlich, in press).
The CMPF (Gromlich, in press) builds from Freire’s (1970) critical literacy pedagogy, combining
critical numeracy (Stoessiger, 2002), mathemacy (Skovsmose, 1994) and criticalmathematical literacy
(Frankenstein, 1983). While these pedagogical practices have been implemented in courses and curricula
and anecdotal evidence of its effectiveness exists, there is a lack of empirical evidence that shows how these
practices affect student mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety. In this study, I used a
transformative convergent parallel mixed method study to evaluate the effectiveness of a CMPF-based
curriculum on ABE learners’ mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety.
Theoretical Framework
Critical mathematics pedagogy is a modification of Paulo Freire’s (1970) critical literacy
pedagogy to fit the field of mathematics education (Frankenstein, 1983; Skovsmose, 1994). Marilyn
Frankenstein (1983) and Ole Skovsmose (1994) have coined the phrases criticalmathematical literacy and
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mathemacy, respectively, to describe how critical literacy can and should be applied to mathematics
pedagogy. While the term critical mathematics pedagogy has been used in modern literature, a framework
has not been developed that unifies the ideologies expressed in critical mathematics literature. This
manuscript synthesizes the writings of Paulo Freire (1970), Marilyn Frankenstein (1983), Ole Skovsmose
(1994), Hilary Janks et al. (2014), and others into a formalized framework through which curricula can be
developed and future studies can be conducted. The Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework
(CMPF; Gromlich, in press) relies on four fundamental tenets, as shown in Figure 1. The CMPF will be
described in its entirety in Chapter II.

Figure 1
The Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press)
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Research Questions
There were three research questions guiding this study:
(1) Does learning mathematics through the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Frameworkbased curriculum affect Adult Basic Education students’ mathematics anxiety and
mathematics self-efficacy?
(2) How do Adult Basic Education students describe the impact of number positioning when
taught using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework?
(3) How do Adult Basic Education students describe society and the need for societal change
when taught using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework?
These questions, collectively, require both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis,
which were answered through a convergent parallel mixed methods research design.
Overview of Research Design
This research study followed a transformative convergent parallel mixed methods research design
(Morse, 1991; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). In a convergent parallel
design, qualitative and quantitative data are gathered and analyzed separately. After analysis, data are
compared and integrated to obtain “different but complementary data on the same topic” (Morse, 1991, p.
122).
Quantitative data were collected using one-group pretest-posttest measures and analyzed using a
Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945). In a pretest-posttest research design, participants are initially
tested, are given a treatment, and then re-tested to determine if the treatment had any statistical effect on
the participants.
Qualitative data were collected using open-ended, written reflections to eight CMPF-based lessons.
An applied thematic analysis methodology was used to analyze this qualitative data (Guest et al., 2012),
with data analyzed until saturation occurred. A second and third coder were also used for coding reliability.
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After analysis, transformative convergent parallel mixed methods research requires quantitative and
qualitative integration (Morse, 1991; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). This
mixed methods methodology brings together the differing strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses of both
qualitative and quantitative measures to provide a stronger overall study (Patton, 1990). This design is used
“to obtain different but complementary data on the same topic” (Morse, 1991, p. 122; Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
Participants in this transformative convergent parallel study completed a 10-week, in-person
preparatory course that incorporates eight lessons based on the CMPF. Pretest and posttest data were
collected from the students at the beginning and the end of the course using the Mathematics Self-Efficacy
Anxiety Questionnaire (MSEAQ; May, 2009). Qualitative data were collected throughout the course, as
students submitted written responses to open-ended reflections about the eight provided lessons.
Quantitative and qualitative data were collected simultaneously throughout the 10-week course but were
not analyzed until after the course ended.
Anticipated Results
ABE students have been shown to have high mathematics anxiety and low mathematics self-efficacy
(Frankenstein, 1984; Hembree, 1990). Critical mathematics pedagogy has been shown to decrease
mathematics anxiety and increase mathematics self-efficacy at the K-12 and post-secondary levels
(Frankenstein, 1983; Frankenstein, 1984; Frankenstein & Powell, 1989; Skovsmose, 2011). Thus, the
following results were anticipated:
(1) Adult Basic Education students who learn mathematics through the Critical Mathematics
Pedagogical Framework will show and/or describe decreased mathematics anxiety and increased
mathematics self-efficacy at the end of a ten-week course.
(2) Adult Basic Education students who learn mathematics through the Critical Mathematics
Pedagogical Framework will identify aspects of and responses to number positioning within
their personal lives and/or within society.
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(3) Adult Basic Education students who learn mathematics through the Critical Mathematics
Pedagogical Framework will identify aspects of society that can be changed or improved.
Assumptions, Delimitations, and Limitations
The largest limitation for this study is the number of participants. The recommended sample size
for Applied Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al., 2012) when investigating a phenomenon surrounding
an experience is somewhere between six and 12 participants, depending on the literature cited (Roberts et
al., 2019; Morse, 2000; Guest et al., 2006). However, the average class size of Adult Basic Education
classes ranges from 10-20 students, with a fairly high attrition rate. For this study, time limitations proved
impossible to gather data from two classes, so one classes’ data was used. Additional information on this
limitation is provided in Chapter III.
Summary
Low mathematics self-efficacy and high mathematics anxiety are prevalent in ABE student
populations (Frankenstein, 1984; Jameson & Fusco, 2014). Low mathematics self-efficacy has been
linked to low mathematics performance, low mathematics achievement, mathematics avoidance, and an
avoidance of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) careers, which has an impact
on individual and global economic development (Hembree, 1990; Mutawah, 2015).
This manuscript first shows the necessity for a new framework through which we teach
mathematics to ABE students. Then, it shows the creation of such a framework. Finally, it describes how
the CMPF was implemented in a 10-week ABE classroom and the effects, both quantitative and
qualitative, on students’ mathematics anxiety, mathematics self-efficacy, identification of number
positioning in the world around them, and identity as an agent of change in their society.
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Chapter II: Review of Literature
There is substantial research in the fields of mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy.
However, there is little research on how mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy can be
influenced within Adult Basic Education (ABE) populations. The goal of this literature review is to
summarize the history of ABE, mathematics anxiety, and mathematics self-efficacy. Additionally, this
chapter will describe Critical Literacy and propose the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework
(CMPF; Gromlich, in press), a framework created using literature from various experts in the field of
Critical Literacy, Critical Numeracy, and Criticalmathematical Literacy.
Search Strategy
The search strategy for this study started with establishing literature review components and
keywords. Keywords included, but were not limited to, critical literacy, critical mathemacy, critical
numeracy, mathematics anxiety, mathematics self-efficacy, and Adult Basic Education. The ProQuest
ERIC and EBSCOHOST databases were searched. Sources included peer-reviewed journal articles,
books, theses, and dissertations. Over 200 sources were identified with relevant material. The majority
were published within the last 20 years. However, some older sources were included to provide a
perspective of the longevity and history of the topics.
Adult Basic Education
Adult Basic Education (ABE) programs serve adult populations by providing students educational
opportunities that either lead to a standard high school diploma or a High School Equivalency (HSE)
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certificate (Tighe et al., 2013). To qualify as an adult education student, the student cannot be
concurrently enrolled in K-12 education (Tighe et al., 2013). Collectively, adult education programs
across the United States serve approximately 2.6 million adults annually; they are primarily state and
federally funded (Lesgold & Welch-Ross, 2012). While many view adult education programs as
extensions of the K-12 school setting, differences exist between adult education and K-12 student
populations (Tighe et al., 2013). It is necessary to recognize the barriers that adult education students face
and the nuisances required to effectively teach adult education populations (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011).
Adult Education Programs
Adult education programs teach basic core subjects such as math, reading, writing, history,
science, and English as a Second Language as well as career-centered information such as resume writing,
interview skills, and college application support (Gromlich & Wiens, in press; U.S. Department of
Education, 2020). Some adult education programs even teach career-specific courses and present their
graduates with technical credentials – such as Healthcare and Emergency Medical Services programs,
CPR classes, and motorcycle safety courses (College of Southern Nevada, 2020).
Adult education programs can be tied to higher education institutions or can be separate entities
(Gromlich & Wiens, in press). The U.S. Department of Education (2020) states that “more than 2,500
programs deliver instruction through public schools, community colleges, libraries, and community-based
organizations and other providers” (U.S. Department of Education, 2020). According to the United States
Department of Education Office of Career, Technical, and Adult Education memorandum written by
Keenan (2018), $616,955,000 of federal funding was appropriated to all 50 U.S. states as well as
Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, the Commonwealth of Northern
Mariana Islands, Guam, and the Republic of Palau for Adult Education and Family Literacy in fiscal year
2018 (Keenan, 2018). Of this total, $542,920,400 was allocated to fund basic adult education and literacy
activities; the other $74,034,600 was allocated specifically to fund the Integrated English Literacy and
Civics Education (IELCE) program (Keenan, 2018).
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History of Adult Education
While formal adult education did not begin until in the United States the 1860s, informal
education began hundreds of years earlier. In the early colonial period, apprenticeships were available for
young adults to learn not only their skilled trade, but also core subjects such as reading, writing, and math
(Long, 1975). George Washington, the first President of the United States, understood the great need for
adult education. In 1777, Washington asked local chaplains to teach his troops, so that he could
communicate with them in writing. Chaplains began to teach Washington’s soldiers basic literacy at
Valley Forge (Weinert, 1979).
By 1800, the Navy incorporated adult education into their services. Schoolmasters and teachers
were called upon to teach basic writing and arithmetic so that nautical duties could be upheld. By the mid19th century, adult education was commonplace. In 1851, J. W. Hudson published the History of Adult
Education (Hudson, 1851). This is the first noted publication where the term “adult education” was used
and defined.
World War I was instrumental in the development of U.S. adult education. As the United States
Army was recruiting soldiers to fight overseas, it decided to develop and distribute standard intelligence
tests – the first of their kind (Stubblefield & Keane, 1994). It was through administering this test that the
Army realized how illiterate U.S. citizens really were. While some argued that there were just some
people who could not be educated, the Army decided to take matters into their own hands. Between 1917
and 1919, approximately 25,000 troops had received literacy training (Stubblefield & Keane, 1994).
During World War II, the General Educational Development (GED) was developed for similar
purposes. This test claimed that military personnel, while they may not have been school educated,
developed and perfected educational skills through the Army’s training. By scoring well enough on the
GED, former army men had the ability to obtain a high school equivalency certificate using their service
as a replacement for formal educational training. This, then, allowed former soldiers to use the GI Bill to
pursue college, university, and technical degrees and certificates (Olson, 1974).
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While private organizations pushed adult education, it was not until the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations in the 1960s that adult basic education became a nationally supported program. On
August 20, 1964, the Economic Opportunity Act was passed (Economic Opportunity Act, 1964). In this
act, Title II Part B established Adult Basic Education that would be subsidized by the federal government.
This allotted no less than $50,000 to each state willing to educate persons 18 years of age and older
(Economic Opportunity Act, 1964).
Throughout the mid to late 20th century, adult education was championed by the federal
government. Bills passed in 1966 established the National Advisory Council on Adult Education and the
1968 and 1970 bills increased the allotment to $100,000 and then $150,000, respectively. The 1970s also
saw an increase of those eligible to benefit from these programs. The age of “adult persons” changed to
include those aged 16 and up who had not graduated from high school. It also grew to include Native
Americans. In 1974, special projects for the elderly were incorporate to widen the target audience even
more. And in 1978, federal funds could be offered by public or private non-profit entities.
With an influx of immigrant workers and citizens, the 1981 amendment included a program to
support English and a Second Language (ESL) programs. Ten years later, the National Literacy Act of
1991 was an improvement on the pre-established Adult Education Act. This Act established a National
Institute for Literacy, established literacy programs for incarcerated individuals, and created indicators of
program quality (National Literacy Act, 1991).
One of the biggest changes to the adult education scene, from a Federal perspective, came in 1998
when the Adult Education Act was repealed and replaced with the Workforce Investment Act (Workforce
Investment Act, 1998). The Federal Government realized in the early 1990s that it was not enough to
simply educate the workforce in reading, writing, and mathematics. In an increasingly global society,
employees need a more worldly education (Workforce Investment Act, 1998). The Workforce Investment
Act of 1998 incorporates the need for training and employment programs at the local level. It also
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mandates that companies will provide information, leadership, and training for its employees (Workforce
Investment Act, 1998).
In 2014, the Workforce Investment Act of 1998 was replaced by the Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act (WIOA; Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, 2014). WIOA’s five titles expand
the Workforce Investment Act of 1998 by providing funding for job training, adult education and literacy,
employment services, and vocational rehabilitation.
From GED to HSE
In January of 2014, the entire realm of adult education changed. For over 70 years, the only way to
obtain a High School Equivalency certificate (HSE) was to take the GED. However, in 2014, the
American Council on Education decided to partner with the Pearson Publishing Company Testing Service
on the fifth generation of the GED (Gromlich & Wiens, in press). This change was prompted by the
acceptance of the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010) and the adult education College and Career
Readiness Standards (Pimentel, 2013), under the assumption that for-profit companies would be able to
increase rigor and align tests more to these standards (Page-Reeves, 2015).
The modification in the rigor and the privatization of the GED test provided the opportunity for two
other test creation companies, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) and the Data Recognition Corporation
(DRC/CTB), to develop their own high school equivalency tests: the High School Equivalency Test
(HiSET) and the Test Assessing Secondary Completion (TASC), respectively (GED Testing Service, 2020;
HiSET, 2020; TASC, 2020).
The GED, HiSET, and TASC, now referred to collectively as the High School Equivalency (HSE)
tests, are aligned with the Common Core State Standards that have been adopted at the K-12 level (National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). They
have also been designed with the College and Career Readiness Standards in mind (Brinkley-Etzkorn &
Skolits, 2014; Pimentel, 2013).
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Demographics
As of 2010, 80% of the U.S. population have a high school diploma, 7% have an HSE credential,
and 14% have no secondary degree (Zhang, 2010). Current studies show the discrepancies between college
graduation rates of traditional high school graduates compared to adult education graduates. In 2009, 73%
of traditional high school graduates completed some college and 33% had earned at least a bachelor’s
degree, while only 43% of adult education graduates completed some college and only 5% of adult
education graduates had earned at least a bachelor’s degree (Ewert, 2012).
Research has recently been conducted identifying the financial situation of adult education students
who apply for post-secondary study. Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) data of
Pennsylvania college students were analyzed for applicants from 2010 – 2011 (Prins & Kassab, 2015).
These data were aimed to determine if there was a financial difference between traditional high school
graduates attending college and adult education completion graduates attending college. It also aimed to
answer if adult education graduates from rural communities were similar in their socio-economic status to
those in urban communities.
In this study, traditional graduates were more likely to pursue B.A. or B.S. degrees, whereas adult
education graduates were more likely to pursue associate degrees, specifically occupational and technical
associate degrees. Adult education graduates were also more likely to pursue half-time study than traditional
graduates (Prins & Kassab, 2015). This correlates with the fact that HSE holders had more need than their
peers on every measure used in this study. Rural HSE holders’ mean annual gross income (AGI) was
$23,388 vs. rural non-HSE holders AGI of $55,793. Similarly, the poverty rate of HSE holders was twice
that of non-HSE holders (Prins & Kassab, 2015). While post-secondary institutions often collect financial
data on a wide variety of underrepresented groups, adult education students are often not represented in
these calculations. With three-fourths of HSE-holders in this study living in poverty or near-poverty, they
are worth including in financial data and reforms in the future (Prins & Kassab, 2015).
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Even before the privatization of the HSE tests, there seemed to be a discrepancy between rural and
urban students taking the HSE. Van Horn and Kassab (2011) designed and implemented an explanatory
mixed methods research study to see if there was, in fact, a statistical difference between rural and urban
population pass rates on the HSE in the state of Pennsylvania (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011).
Demographic survey data were collected from the GED Testing Service databases and compared to
a second set of survey data, the Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy Education’s (ABLE) database on
participants in ABLE-funded educational programs. This database included the length of time students were
enrolled in an ABLE program, education level on entry and exit, and the number of hours of instruction in
GED preparation and other classes (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011). Overall, 28,862 candidates participated in
an adult education program prior to taking the HSE. This study included approximately 42% of those
students in its analysis.
The researchers divided the participants into two groups based on their self-reported addresses: rural
and urban. The GED Testing Service database also broke the participants into three groups: Did Not
Complete, Did Not Pass, and Passed. After the analysis, the researchers reported that Pennsylvania residents
who lived in more rural areas were statistically more likely to pass the GED. Similarly, they were
statistically more likely to score higher on the reading, writing, and social studies sub-categories.
Researchers also collected qualitative survey data to explain the statistical differences they observed
in the data. Overall, rural candidates were more likely to cite personal satisfaction as a motivating factor for
taking the GED, compared to urban candidates who often cited entering a 2-year college. Based on this selfreport, rural candidates were often more likely to attend public education (ABLE) classes instead of being
self-taught as the urban students indicated.
When looking at the reasons for not completing high school, students in urban settings were more
likely to indicate that they got a job, whereas students in rural settings mentioned got pregnant/made
someone pregnant (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011). Both groups of students indicated they were not happy in
school, did not like school, did not get along well with teachers, and had trouble with math.
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One of the biggest demographic differences seen in this study was that the urban population was
much more ethnically diverse that the rural population (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011). Since HSE students
are often members of marginalized or disenfranchised groups within society (Sampson, 2016), urban
students were already at a disadvantage, even before the privatization of the HSE.
Barriers
There are many barriers that ABE face. Work and family are two barriers that ABE students must
balance with school. Many ABE learners also have jobs and families, which also happen to be the reason
why they initially dropped out of high school (Gromlich & Wiens, in press).
When looking at the reasons for not completing high school, students in urban settings were more
likely to indicate that they got a job, whereas students in rural settings mentioned got pregnant/made
someone pregnant (Van Horn & Kassab, 2011, p. 11). Both groups of students indicated they were not
happy in school, did not like school, did not get along well with teachers, and had trouble with math.
Another barrier to HSE programs is the cost of the HSE test. HSE tests can range from $50-$150,
which keeps some students from taking and passing the HSE. An interesting theme that emerged was that
of cost. When the GED was revised in 2014, the cost of the test greatly increased. Students were aware of
the prince increase and indicated that the cost of the test was a significant barrier that some would not be
able to overcome (Brinkley-Etzkorn & Skolits, 2014).
With ABE students ranging in age from 18+, technology can also be a barrier to success. The
GED is completely computer-based, with even the essay being typed. While the TASC and HiSET have
paper-based options, registration for the tests is still completed online. Students must have a working
knowledge of technology to even register for the HSE exams. Similarly, more technology needs to be
present in the classrooms, since the new GED test is entirely on the computer (Brinkley-Etzkorn &
Skolits, 2014).
Another barrier for ABE students is low self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is an individual’s “belief in
their capabilities to produce desired effects by their own actions,” (Bandura, 1977; Bandura, 1997, p. vii).
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These beliefs in oneself are the most important determinants of whether or not coping behavior is
initiated, how much effort is expended, and how long it is sustained in the face of obstacles and adverse
experiences (Bandura, 1977; Maddux, 2002). They are also influential in psychological adjustment,
psychological problems, and physical health; those with stronger self-efficacy will continue to pursue and
persist in activates perceived to be threatening. Studies have shown that self-efficacy is generally low in
ABE student populations (Frankenstein, 1984; Jameson & Fusco, 2014).
Mathematics Anxiety
Mathematics anxiety, a feeling of “tension and anxiety that interferes with the manipulation of
numbers and the solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and academic
situations,” (Richardson & Suinn, 1972, p. 551) is a concept that has increasingly gained attention in the
mathematics education community over the last forty years. Since its conception, mathematics anxiety has
been observed in K-12, post-secondary, and ABE student populations (Frankenstein, 1984; Ma, 1999;
Hembree, 1990; Aksu et al., 2016).
Mathematics anxiety is prevalent across ages and educational achievement levels. In a survey
conducted of 400 undergraduate students, roughly 28% exhibited extreme levels of tension associated
with mathematics situations or number manipulations (Suinn et al., 1972). Richardson and Suinn (1972)
found over one-third of students at a university said their problems centered around mathematics anxiety
(p. 551).
Mathematics anxiety has also been identified in pre-service teacher candidates. Hembree (1990)
concluded that pre-service elementary school teachers have the highest levels of mathematics anxiety of
all college students. If teachers’ mathematics anxiety is not addressed, they could transfer mathematics
anxiety to their students, who in turn would become mathematically anxious individuals (Bekdemir, 2010;
Anis et al., 2016).
Mathematics anxiety relates inversely to positive attitudes towards mathematics and is bound
directly to avoidance of the subject (Hembree, 1990). High-anxious students take fewer mathematics
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classes and show less intention to take post-secondary mathematics courses. Additionally, high
mathematics anxiety has been shown to be negatively correlated with grade point average (GPA) in
mathematics courses among undergraduate students (Suinn & Winston, 2003).
When otherwise capable students have a high mathematics anxiety, it often leads to mathematics
avoidance (Hembree, 1990). Students who avoid the study of mathematics ultimately close potential
career paths in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields (Ashcraft, 2002). When
options regarding careers are reduced, it erodes the country’s resource base in science and technology,
ultimately limiting economic development (Hembree, 1990; Mutawah, 2015).
Mathematics Anxiety in Student Populations
There are a wide variety of scales and measures that can be used to assess mathematics anxiety
and mathematics self-efficacy. The Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS; Richardson & Suinn,
1972) was one of the first mathematics anxiety scales created. Over time, the MARS has been applied to a
variety of populations. In 1982, Suinn and Edwards developed the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale for
Adolescents (MARS-A; Suinn & Edwards, 1982). This 98-item Likert scale survey was similar to the
MARS, but items were changed to reflect the types of mathematics scenarios adolescents would
encounter.
With the creation of the MARS and MARS-A scales, research could finally be conducted on both
K-12 students and post-secondary students. Hembree (1990) and Ma (1999) conducted meta-analyses of
all the mathematics anxiety research from 1952 to 1988 and from 1975 to 1997, respectively. Most of the
literature Hembree (1990) included focused primarily on post-secondary student populations, while Ma
(1999) focused on K-12 student populations.
Hembree’s (1990) meta-analysis was designed to accomplish five tasks:
(1) identify variables that correlate with mathematics anxiety,
(2) identify variables that exhibit different levels of mathematics anxiety,
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(3) identify if there is a relationship between mathematics anxiety and mathematics
performance,
(4) identify any treatments that can reduce mathematics anxiety, and
(5) answer theoretical questions associated with mathematics anxiety. These theoretical
questions were:
(a) Is there a causal direction in the relationship between mathematics anxiety and
mathematics performance?
(b) Does test anxiety subsume mathematics anxiety? and
(c) Are behaviors related to mathematics anxiety more pronounced in females than
males? (Hembree, 1990, p. 35)
Many interesting conclusions were drawn from this meta-analysis. First, all studies showed that
higher mathematics anxiety consistently related to lower mathematics performance across all grade levels
– from K-12 to postsecondary. Overall, females displayed a higher level of mathematics anxiety than
males did, especially in college. However, mathematically anxious females were more likely to still
pursue mathematics courses in high school and college compared to their highly anxious male peers
(Hembree, 1990). At the university level, high levels of mathematics anxiety appeared in students who
were taking remedial mathematics courses. High levels of mathematics anxiety also appeared in preservice elementary school teachers (Hembree, 1990).
In addition to the conclusions above, it was also determined through these studies that
mathematics anxiety is not the same as testing anxiety of general anxiety. While students who are
mathematically anxious are more inclined to have other anxieties (Ashcraft, 2002), there are students who
suffer solely from mathematics anxiety (Richardson & Suinn, 1972). Therefore, mathematics anxiety is a
separate phenomenon than other types of anxiety (Ashcraft, 2002). This feeling of mathematics anxiety
compromises a “general fear of contact with mathematics, including classes, homework, and tests”
(Hembree, 1990, p. 45).
In 1999, Ma conducted a meta-analysis of 26 studies focusing solely on elementary and secondary
students to provide insight into this student population. Only publications after the year 1975 were
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included, as “attitudinal instruments have been greatly refined since the late 1970s” (Pedersen et al.,
1985). Ma included 26 studies in this meta-analysis, which incorporated 4,091 total elementary and
secondary students. However, lower elementary students (K-3) were not included in any of these studies,
because no instruments were developed to measure the mathematics anxiety of children at the lower
elementary level.
Through this meta-analysis, Ma concluded that there was a significant relationship between
mathematics anxiety and mathematics achievement across all grade levels, genders, ethnic groups, and
instruments measuring anxiety (Ma, 1999). Interestingly, the relationship between mathematics anxiety
and mathematics achievement was similar for males and females. Grade level itself did not have an
impact on mathematics anxiety or mathematics performance, indicating that early detection of
mathematics anxiety is necessary (Ma, 1999). There is evidence to conclude that mathematics anxiety can
begin as early as the fourth grade (Scarpello, 2007), which again shows the importance of early
identification and intervention implementation.
Mathematics Anxiety and Student Performance
In 1994, Ashcraft and Faust investigated students’ attitudes towards mathematics to determine if
there was a relationship between mathematics anxiety and student performance in mathematics. In the
first part of the experiment, 130 students were given the 98-item MARS scale (Richardson & Suinn,
1972). Students were then divided into four groups (quartiles) based on their MARS anxiety scores. All
four groups were given four sets of problems that tested simple addition, simple multiplication, complex
addition, and mixed operation arithmetic. Students had to respond to a given mathematics problem by
determining if it was “true” or “false.”
As predicted, the anxiety factor did not emerge or was fairly weak in the simple addition and
simple multiplication problem sets. However, in the complex addition problems (two-digit plus two-digit
problems), the anxiety effect was statistically significant (Ashcraft & Faust, 1994). The lowest-anxiety
group was “uniformly and dramatically faster than in the higher anxiety groups, [which shows that]
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anxiety effects become prominent once performance beyond the level of simple addition and
multiplication is tested” (Ashcraft & Faust, 1994, p. 116).
Like the mixed arithmetic problems, the group with the lowest mathematics anxiety answered the
questions at a faster rate and were more accurate than the other groups. Interestingly, the group with the
highest mathematics anxiety levels answered the questions faster than the two middle groups, but with
more errors. This makes sense, as mathematics anxiety is directly tied with mathematics avoidance (Suinn
& Edwards, 1982).
Overcoming Mathematics Anxiety
Mathematics anxiety is present in K-12, post-secondary, and ABE populations (Frankenstein,
1984; Ma, 1999; Hembree, 1990; Aksu et al., 2016). Because mathematics anxiety is negatively
correlated with mathematics performance among children and adults, interventions are required to help
students overcome their mathematics anxiety (Hembree, 1990; Quilter & Harper, 1988). As educators, it
is necessary to find strategies, curricula, and pedagogies that aid in the decrease of mathematics anxiety,
as decreases in mathematics anxiety are significantly correlated with increases in mathematics scores and
performance (Ma, 1999).
One of the biggest hurdles to overcome is the notion that mathematics ability is either present or
absent. Instead, student and adult learners need to understand that mathematics can be learned and
mastery can be obtained through real-world problems and applications (Kulkin, 2016). Patrick (1999)
describes how real-world mathematics applications could be implemented in a 4-week ABE mathematics
class. Throughout Patrick’s (1999) study, students were presented with newspaper articles and other
common mathematical data presentations. By creating a non-threatening, non-competitive, and safe
atmosphere, students were able to learn how to apply previously learned mathematics to real-life
scenarios and data. Participants quickly realized they had more mathematical skills than they previously
believed (Patrick, 1999). Although mathematics anxiety was not explicitly tested, this type of pedagogical
approach would be the ideal place to test mathematics anxiety levels and interventions.
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Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy, an individual’s “belief in their capabilities to produce desired effects by their own
actions,” arose out of Bandura’s social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1977; Bandura, 1997, p. vii). These
beliefs in oneself are the most important determinants of whether or not coping behavior is initiated, how
much effort is expended, and how long it is sustained in the face of obstacles and adverse experiences
(Bandura, 1977; Maddux, 2002). They are also influential in psychological adjustment, psychological
problems, and physical health; those with stronger self-efficacy will continue to pursue and persist in
activates perceived to be threatening. When they accomplish these tasks, their self-efficacy will increase.
Those who give up or fail to pursue activities perceived to be threatening will continue to have low selfefficacy (Bandura, 1977).
Self-efficacy is not the same as perceived skill; it is the belief in oneself that they can perform a
skill or action under certain conditions. Self-efficacy is not a prediction of future behavior; it does not
focus on what one will do, but on what one can do. Self-efficacy is not self-esteem; self-esteem is what
one believes about themselves, whereas self-efficacy is what one believes about their abilities to complete
a task or action. Finally, self-efficacy is not a personality trait. Instead, self-efficacy is a set of beliefs
about one’s abilities in specific domains that develop over time and through experience (Maddux, 2002).
This ties into the tenets of social cognitive theory, where humans are seen as active shapers of their
environments (Bandura, 1977; Bandura 1986; Bandura, 1997; Barone et al., 1997; Maddux, 2002). As
children grow to understand cause-effect relationships, self-awareness, and agency, they begin to develop
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997).
While the term self-efficacy is relatively new, theories about human will and motivation have been
prevalent in philosophy and psychology for centuries (Maddux, 2002). Self-efficacy, however, combines
theories of effectance motivation (White, 1959), achievement motivation (McClelland et al., 1953), social
learning (Rotter, 1966), and helplessness (Abramson et al., 1978) into a formalized, unified framework
that could be tested and examined (Maddux, 2002). The self-efficacy framework establishes four principal
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sources of efficacy: (a) performance accomplishments, (b) vicarious experience, (c) verbal persuasion,
and (d) physiological states. These sources arise from enactive, vicarious, exhortative, and emotive
sources (Bandura, 1977). Psychological and educational treatment methods use these sources of efficacy
to increase self-efficacy in participants across disciplines (Maddux, 2002).
Self-Efficacy and Performance
Self-efficacy is intrinsically linked to performance, where “strong self-efficaciousness intensifies
and sustains the effort needed for optimal performance” (Bandura, 1982, p. 196). Self-efficacy has been
shown as a predictor of future performance, even when these two factors measured in different places by
different assessors (Bandura et al., 1982). In a study of first-year college students enrolled in a
developmental mathematics course, mathematics self-efficacy influenced students’ mathematical
performances (Higbee & Thomas, 1999). In studies of people who smoke, patient self-efficacy after
treatment predicted the likelihood of relapse (DiClemente, 1981; McIntyre et al., 1980). Not only did selfefficacy predict those who would relapse, but the level of self-efficacy also predicted how soon the
relapse would occur (Condiotte & Lichtenstein, 1981). In studies conducted on pianists with stage fright,
self-efficacy after treatment predicted future concert performances (Kendrick, Craig, Lawson, &
Drewson, 1982).
While self-efficacy is a predictive measure of performance, other factors do affect the predictive
strength of self-efficacy. According to Bandura (1982),
discrepancies may arise because of faulty self-knowledge, misjudgment of task requirements,
unforeseen situational constraints on action, disincentives to act upon one’s self-percepts of
efficacy, ill-defined global measures of perceived self-efficacy or inadequate assessments of
performance, and new experiences that prompt reappraisals of self-efficacy in the time elapsing
between probes of self-efficacy and action (p. 198).
However, the predictive and correlated relationship between self-efficacy and performance is
strong enough for self-efficacy research to be implemented in a wide variety of research studies.
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Performance Accomplishments
Because self-efficacy is tied to performance, performance-based procedures and treatments have
been shown to be the most powerful efficacy source, causing permanent psychological changes in
participants (Bandura, 1977). The goal of performance-based procedures and treatments is to place
students in environments where mastery experiences can occur. Mastery experiences are events or
activities where students are able to accomplish a task or goal based on their own personal abilities; they
can be accomplished with or without the guidance and support of the teacher or researcher. Repeated
successes in both guided mastery experiences and self-instructed mastery experiences increase selfefficacy, whereas repeated failures decrease self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977).
Timing of mastery experiences is extremely important when building self-efficacy. If students
experience repeated failures early in their schooling, they are unlikely to develop strong self-efficacy.
Students must experience many mastery experiences early on in their educational development to build a
strong self-efficacy foundation. Once this foundation is built, failures do not easily impact self-efficacy.
Instead, they are seen as obstacles that can be overcome. Timing and patterns of successes and failures
greatly affect self-efficacy. Therefore, it is necessary to provide mastery experience opportunities for
students early so that self-efficacy can be established (Bandura, 1977).
Additionally, it is important for students to link performance to skill. Students must be able to see
that their performance resulted in a positive or negative outcome. Ideally, students will be able to see
positive outcomes with increased performance. Without this link, students may begin to attribute
successes and failures to external factors instead of their own abilities, weakening self-efficacy (Bem,
1972; Weiner, 1972).
Further, scaffolding of tasks must occur for student success and increased self-efficacy. If students
succeed at tasks perceived as easy, self-efficacy is unchanged. However, if students succeed at tasks
perceived as difficult, self-efficacy will continually increase. This is difficult to balance in a classroom, as
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failure at difficult or easy tasks could decrease self-efficacy. It is important that tasks challenge students
without making them feel discouraged or incapable of success (Bandura, 1977).
Vicarious Experience
While performance mastery experiences may be the most powerful efficacy source, it is not the
only way to increase self-efficacy. Vicarious experiences occur when people observe the behavior of
others and the consequences of those behaviors (Maddux, 2002); the consequences of others’ behaviors
influence personal belief in one’s ability to perform. However, the strength of the vicarious experience
relies on the extent to which one believes they are similar to the person they are observing (Maddux,
2002).
For example, when students position themselves as equivalent to their peers and they see their
peers succeed, they believe they are more likely to succeed. Conversely, when students position
themselves as equivalent to their peers and they see their peers fail, they are more likely to believe they
could fail as well. If students do not view themselves as equivalent to their peers, the success or failure of
peers does not have a dramatic effect on students’ self-efficacy. Vicarious experiences produce a less
stable change than performance accomplishments but should not be discounted in the development and
sustainment of self-efficacy (Maddux, 2002).
Verbal Persuasion and Emotional Arousal
Humans use language to communicate. It is therefore understandable that verbal persuasion could
be used to increase students’ self-efficacy. By leading people through suggestion into believing they can
succeed, some studies have shown self-efficacy to increase (Bandura, 1977). However, these increases in
self-efficacy have been weak or inconsistent and some studies have found no increase in self-efficacy at
all (Howlett & Nawas, 1971; McGlynn & Mapp, 1970; McGlynn et al., 1969; McGlynn et al., 1971). In
other words, students do not just believe they can accomplish something just because someone else tells
them they can – especially if it contradicts past experiences (Bandura, 1977). The impact of verbal
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persuasion depends on the credibility of the source: their expertness, trustworthiness, and attractiveness
(Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).
While verbal persuasion alone is a poor method of increasing self-efficacy, verbal persuasion
conducted in conjunction with other efficacy sources, such as performance accomplishments and
vicarious experiences, has been shown to increase self-efficacy. When students are told they can conquer
a difficult situation and then are given the tools or scaffolding to do so, their self-efficacy will increase.
However, when students are told they can conquer the same difficult situation without the performance
aids, the persuader’s credit is undermined and self-efficacy remains low or even decreases (Bandura,
1977).
Not only is self-efficacy based on mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, and verbal
persuasion, but on emotional arousal as well. When people are physiologically aroused or anxious, they
tend to view their arousal as a lack of ability. Additionally, they tend to have increased defensive
behavior. In social learning theory, anxiety and defensive behavior are viewed as coeffects of low selfefficacy (Bandura, 1977).
As with verbal persuasion sources, changing emotional arousal sources alone does not provide
much benefit to self-efficacy. Instead, mastery experiences that incorporate skill to reduce emotional
arousal have been found effective in increasing performance, decreasing anxiety, and decreasing
defensive behaviors (Bandura & Barab, 1973; Bandura et al., 1969; Blanchard, 1970).
Mathematics Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy is the general belief in one’s ability to execute actions and achieve a desired outcome
(Bandura, 1977; Bandura, 1986). However, the self-efficacy framework also posits that self-efficacy is
task and domain specific. Therefore, it is necessary to identify and define self-efficacy within each
domain (Bandura, 1986). Mathematics self-efficacy can be defined as “a situational or problem-specific
assessment of an individual’s confidence in her or his ability to successfully perform or accomplish a
particular [mathematics] task or problem” (Hackett & Betz, 1989, p. 262).
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Dowling (1978) was the first researcher to create a mathematics confidence measure, the
Mathematics Confidence Scale (MCS). Dowling’s (1978) MCS was broken into two parts: (1) asking
students to rate their confidence levels in specific areas of mathematics and (2) asking students to solve
mathematics problems aligning with content areas from part one. All mathematics problems in part two
were chosen from the National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Abilities (NLSMA; Pajares & Miller,
1995). The selected problems represented three components of mathematics (arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry), three levels of cognitive demand (computation, comprehension, and application), and two
problem contexts (real and abstract) (Dowling, 1978; Pajares & Miller, 1995). Research using the MCS
has found a strong correlation between mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics performance
(Dowling, 1978; Pajares & Miller, 1994).
Critical Literacy
Critical literacy, the theory that semiotic resources have a socio-cultural orientation that
establishes power, displays power relationships, and produces identity positions (Janks et al., 2014), has
been prevalent in academics and education since the 1970s when Paulo Freire wrote his book Pedagogy of
the Oppressed. In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1970) highlighted the political and educational
structure of Brazil in the 1970s: how it set up a two-tiered environment in which educators were often the
oppressors and those being educated were often the oppressed. According to Freire, it is up to the
oppressed group(s) to liberate themselves and their oppressors from systems of oppression – and critical
literacy is a way to accomplish this (Freire, 1970).
While Pedagogy of the Oppressed was written about 1970s Brazil, parallels can easily be drawn to
the present-day United States; the educational system often views students as receptacles of knowledge
where teachers, the oppressors, deposit information in the minds of the students, the oppressees. This
“banking” approach to education requires complete compliance instead of allowing students to question
(Freire, 1970). Critical literacy, with its goal to identify and dispel power identities and positions, is a
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process that can be used to upend the oppressive educational system seen in the modern-day United
States.
Since the 1970s, teachers and students across the United States have been integrating critical
literacy into their curriculum to move away from this oppressive “banking” model. Critical literacy is
often integrated into the humanities, with English and social studies classes easily adapting their
curriculum to fit the ideas and principles of social justice equality. Since humanities often use multiple
texts, genres, and interpretations, it is often easy to modify courses to fully embrace critical literacy
practices (Darvin, 2007). It is much more difficult, however, in the mathematics classroom.
The difficulty of applying critical literacy in the mathematics classroom stems from three
attitudinal differences of math teachers. Firstly, mathematics teachers often rely on their textbook as the
sole source of information. Secondly, mathematics often emphasizes the correct answer and quickly
getting to that correct answer instead of exploring the process(es) used to achieve that answer. Thirdly,
there seems to be a mentality amongst mathematics teachers that critical literacy is taught in place of or in
opposition to content; that if mathematics teachers teach critical literacy in their classrooms, they lose
valuable time that could be spent teaching mathematics content (Darvin, 2007). These attitudes highlight
how ingrained the “banking” model of education has become in the area of mathematics education – even
amongst mathematics teachers themselves.
Science and mathematics were born from people’s need to question the world around them and,
thus, scientists and mathematicians set out to prove or disprove theories about how the world functions.
However, current mathematical practices have numbed the learning process to consist of purely didactic
teaching and learning (Darvin, 2007). This practice has made students believe the only way to learn
mathematics is by listening and doing. Critical literacy theorists, on the other hand, suggest that students
should be able to connect what they have learned to themselves and to the world – regardless of the
academic discipline.
Literacy Practices in Mathematics vs. Critical Mathematical Literacy
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For many teachers, it is often unclear as to what the difference is between literacy in the
mathematics classroom and Critical Mathematical Literacy. Critical Mathematical Literacy is the
intersection between critical literacy, critical numeracy, and community literacy. It actively encourages
students to use mathematics to question the world around them by focusing on “whose interests are
served, who benefits, who is disadvantaged; who is included and who is excluded?” (Janks et al., 2014, p.
vi).
Literacy in the mathematics classroom, on the other hand, means integrating literary techniques to
help students comprehend mathematical material better. While this paper does not discount the value of
incorporating literary practices into the mathematics classroom, for research shows that it can be an
“invaluable tool” to help the dissemination of knowledge and the assessment of student learning (Burns,
2004), the goal is to fully examine Critical Mathematical Literacy in its entirety – by being an agent for
social and political change.
Critical Numeracy
While there are many different definitions for the term numeracy in mathematics, basic numeracy
arose with the idea of basic reading and writing skills; being numerate was originally defined as the mirror
image to being literate. In this case, numeracy was seen as “the minimum knowledge of mathematics and
scientific subjects which any person should possess in order to be considered educated” (Withnall, 1994, p.
11). Critical numeracy, or mathematical literacy, on the other hand, means realizing that the way that
numbers are portrayed, projected, and discussed does often have a power motive – that numbers and
mathematics often are culturally based and socially constructed, reflect cultural values, evolve and change,
and involve different ways of solving problems (Kerka, 1995; Stoessiger, 2002). To be able to employ
critical mathematics pedagogical strategies, one must first learn to be critically numerate.
Being critically numerate involves more than just calculations; people must be able to use
mathematical ideas efficiently to make sense of the world (White et al., 2009). Then, people must be able
to use their mathematical knowledge to analyze and challenge authority (Luke & Freebody, 1999).
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Information is always morally and politically loaded – with texts and discourses highlighting or masking
the power relationships of everyday life (Luke et al., 1994; Stoessiger, 2002). The masking of power
relationships is prevalent in every subject and discipline, including mathematics.
When people learn mathematics, they assume that mathematics and numeracy are value-free; that,
however, is not the case (Stoessiger, 2002). While mathematics is used to communicate information, it is
also used to persuade others of a specific viewpoint. There is a reason why “car prices so consistently fit to
a pattern of $14990, $17990, $19990, $29990, and so on” (Stoessiger, 2002, p. 19). This type of sales
technique can be seen in gas prices as well, where the price advertised is really nine-tenths of a cent less
than the actual cost. Again, this ties back into the notion of critical literacy – where consumers need to ask,
“Whose interests are being served?” (Janks et al., 2014, p. vi).
Understanding that mathematics is used to persuade and to maintain current power structures is not
enough. Stoessiger (2002) suggests that there are four major aspects to critical numeracy:
1. “Being able to critique or make critical interpretations of mathematical information
2. Being able to unpack, interpret, or decode mathematical situations
3. Using mathematics in a self-reflective way
4. Using mathematics to operate more powerfully in the world” (p. 19)
Even the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM; 2000) has accepted the need for
implementation of critical numeracy in the mathematics classroom (Thompson & Chappell, 2007, p. 179).
In 2000, NCTM’s revised Principles and Standards for School Mathematics stressed the importance of
communication so that students could:
1. “Organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication
2. Communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others
3. Analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others
4. Use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely” (NCTM, 2000, p.
348).
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To instill these skills in math students, NCTM stressed the importance of teachers being
mathematically literate and making critical mathematics literacy “an integral part of instruction”
(Thompson & Chappell, 2007, p. 180). By introducing a critical mathematics pedagogy into the
mathematics classroom that allow students to observe and question the power structure forced upon them,
students begin to develop a critical mathematics framework for approaching the world around them.
Modern Conception of Mathematics
Mathematics has been an integral part of humanity for centuries. However, it was not until recently
that modern mathematics has become commonplace around the world (Skovsmose, 2011). The idea of
modern mathematics refers to the fact that mathematics has become a language of its own, with its own
linguistic rules and procedural applications (Curry, 1951). Modernity in mathematics is defined by
Skovsmose (2011) as having three main underlying assumptions:
1. “[M]athematics is essential for understanding nature…
2. [M]athematics is a powerful resource for technological invention…
3. [M]athematics is a pure rationality which operates almost as an intellectual game, divorced from
other human activities” (p. 49).
These three tenets of modern mathematics have profoundly impacted modern mathematics
education (Skovsmose, 2011). In modern mathematics education, mathematics is presented as “an
indispensable tool for insight into nature and for the completion of all forms of technological enterprises”
(p. 57). In modern mathematics, mathematics is presented as pure and neutral. Mathematics teachers are
ambassadors of mathematics, guiding students along a pre-created road towards mathematical
enlightenment. Both teachers and students ultimately develop a blind trust in mathematical rationality
(Skovsmose, 2011).
While modern mathematics education paints a rosy picture of mathematics, it forces teachers and
students to accept mathematics without question. This unquestioned loyalty keeps citizens from being
critical consumers of mathematics in the world around them. The lack of critical consumerism creates blind
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regions of mathematics-based and socially based reasoning, which significantly impacts society
(Skovsmose, 2011).
Such loyalty to mathematics and mathematical calculations often occurs in financial decisionmaking. Decisions in many financial industries are predicated upon careful risk estimation; risk is
determined by mathematical formulas and calculations. However, these mathematical models and formulas
only assume outcomes within a certain logical, mathematical space; they cannot account for every possible
outcome (Skovsmose, 2011).
Similar mathematical models are used in construction and engineering. While these models are used
to simulate the real-life construction or engineering event, the social, political, and health implications of
such models are identified without any real consequence. As long as mathematical models predict outcomes
that are within an acceptable mathematical range, the project is deemed viable. In reality, there could be
huge discrepancies between the predicted mathematical outcomes and real-life ramifications of engineering
and construction products (Skovsmose, 2011). Mathematics provides justification and, often, legalization
of designs while minimizing the potential social and geo-political ramifications of such designs and
implementations.
Medicine also implements mathematical models, potentially at the expense of its citizens. In
medicine, “normal health” is often defined by an optimal reference number. Diagnoses and treatments are
provided when people deviate from the norm and the ultimate goal is to bring patients back to “normal”
numerical levels (Skovsmose, 2011). While this routinzation is beneficial for many patients, the
mathematical norm-setting might actually end up harming certain portions of the population who do not
conform to these pre-determined normal numerical levels.
Relying solely on mathematical formulas and models without applying a critical mathematics lens
to real-life scenarios presents a responsibility crisis. Because human actions are based on the outcomes of
mathematical models, humans are absolved of responsibility when these models fail. Similarly,
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mathematics itself cannot be responsible for negative societal outcomes, since mathematics is viewed as a
neutral, pure entity (Skovsmose, 2011).
Modern mathematics education assumes that mathematics is politically neutral and absolutely pure.
The truth, however, is that mathematics, mathematical outcomes, and actions based on mathematical
reasoning cannot be accepted without critical consumption and reflection. “Actions can be dangerous,
courageous, risky, harmless, benevolent, praiseworthy…[a]nd so can mathematics-based actions”
(Skovsmose, 2011, p. 70). Therefore, critical mathematical pedagogy is needed so that society can consume,
reflect, and act on mathematical information in a responsible manner.
Mathemacy
The term mathemacy was developed by Skovsmose (1994) in opposition to modern mathematics
and modern mathematics education. In mathemacy, consumers are constantly
1. “understanding and operating with mathematical notions, algorithms, and procedures;
2. …applying all such notions, algorithms, and procedures in a variety of situations;
3. …reflecting on all the applications [of such notions, algorithms, and procedures]” (Skovsmose,
2011, p. 83).
Mathemacy differs from modern mathematics, in that it parallels Paulo Freire’s view of literacy
(Freire, 1970). In Freire’s literacy, reading refers to “the actions through which one tries to grasp social,
political, cultural, economic features of one’s life-world” and writing refers to “the active way of changing
the world” (Freire, 1970; Freire, 1974; Skovsmose, 2011, p. 83). Mathemacy can also be defined in this
way, where reading mathematics involves reading the world in terms of numbers and figures and writing
mathematics involves being open to and pursuing changes within the world from these numbers and figures
(Skovsmose, 2011).
Mathemacy, and thus critical mathematics pedagogy, relies on “landscapes of investigation,” a
creative environment or realm in which students can explore mathematics (Skovsmose, 2011, p. 31).
Critical mathematics pedagogy is difficult in its application, however, because students must not only know
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how to critically analyze numerical and statistical information, but they also must be able to understand the
mathematical operations themselves. This requires critical mathematics pedagogy to incorporate references
to pure mathematics, defined as “sequences of exercises” (Skovsmose, 2011, p. 31). These landscapes and
sequences are explored through a series of “milieus of learning” (Skovsmose, 2011, p. 40). Six milieus of
learning occur when the combination of two paradigms of classroom activities are combined with three
distinct types of references: references to pure mathematics, references to a semi-reality, and real-life
references. The table below shows the milieus of learning matrix. In the critical mathematics classroom,
teachers must use all six milieus of learning to solidify student understanding of mathematics techniques,
application of such techniques, and reflection on others’ applications of techniques. The six milieus of
learning can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1
The Six Milieus of Learning (Skovsmose, 2011, p. 40)
Sequences of Exercises

Landscapes of Investigation

References to Pure Mathematics

(1)

(2)

References to a Semi-Reality

(3)

(4)

Real-Life References

(5)

(6)

Mathemacy in Practice
Mathemacy in practice takes on four major forms:
1.) practices of construction: technology, construction, and engineering practices that build on
mathematical models and resources
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2.) practices of operation: mathematics-based work procedures that occur in daily working
environments such as the banking, hospitality, and service industries
3.) practices of consumption: the buying or receiving of goods and services
4.) practices of the marginalized: how current economic order affects and oppresses the
marginalized around the world (Skovsmose, 2011).
The idea of marginalized populations has, for some reason, become synonymous with minority
groups. However, Skovsmose (2011) takes a much broader approach in his definition of marginalization.
In alignment with Freire’s views, marginalized represents those that are oppressed by mathematics
positioning. This often includes minority groups, but it also includes any person who is subject to an
oppressive culture. Those that do not fit within or benefit from the hegemonic regime are the marginalized
(Frankenstein, 1983).
Only focusing on the backgrounds of students only enhances this marginalization. Of course, it is
necessary to make mathematics applicable to students’ current social and political environment. But only
focusing on students’ backgrounds and students’ present living situations only contributes to their
marginalization. Instead, it is critical that students’ foregrounds are equally incorporated into critical
mathematics pedagogy (Skovsmose, 2011; Skovsmose, 2014).
For example, a teacher in an inner-city school is preparing critical mathematics curricula for her
students. While using examples that are culturally and societally relevant, such as crime statistics and
educational funding, are applicable, they only consider the students’ backgrounds. Additional consideration
into the students’ foregrounds should include students’ future careers interests and hobbies. If a student is
interested in surfing and surf boards, this could be a foreground experience. By only situating critical
mathematics students’ backgrounds, students are limited to their current situations. When marginalized
students “come to master competencies and techniques important for accessing further education,” they are
empowered (Skovsmore, 2011, p. 86).
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Criticalmathematical Literacy
Marilyn Frankenstein, a professor at The University of Massachusetts, Boston, has also embraced
Paulo Freire’s pedagogical framework and its applications to mathematics education. Frankenstein (1983)
states that modern mathematics and modern mathematics education supports hegemonic ideologies.
Applying Freire’s theory to mathematics education, coined as criticalmathematical literacy, Frankenstein
argues that critical mathematics:
1.) “direct our attention to how most current uses of mathematics support hegemonic ideologies
2.) [direct our attention to] how mathematics education also reinforces hegemonic ideologies
3.) [and direct our attention to] how critical mathematics education can develop critical
understanding and lead to critical action” (Frankenstein, 1983, p. 327).
While the application and implementation of critical mathematics pedagogy on a day-to-day basis
may look similar to other pedagogical methodologies and frameworks, such as student-centered teaching,
criticalmathematical literacy goes beyond the basic methods of teaching in its intent. The pedagogical and
curricular techniques used are not the end result, but a tool used to “develop new social relations in the
struggle for humanization” (Frankenstein, 1983, p. 332).
Criticalmathematical Literacy in Practice
Frankenstein has developed and implemented Freire’s framework in her university and ABE
mathematics courses. She teaches a course entitled “Criticalmathematical Literacy” in which there are four
main goals:
1.) “understanding the mathematics
2.) understanding the mathematics of political knowledge
3.) understanding the politics of mathematical knowledge
4.) understanding the politics of knowledge” (Frankenstein, 1998, p. 306).
One lesson Frankenstein uses with her students is working with unemployment rates. Students have
to be mathematically able to calculate employment rate percentages given numerical data (ie., be able to
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convert from a fraction to a decimal and then finally to a percent). However, finding a numerator and
denominator alone only instills good mathematical competencies; it does not lead students to become
critically mathematically literate members of society.
To truly understand the mathematics of political knowledge, the politics of mathematical
knowledge, and the politics of knowledge, students must determine who “counts” as unemployed. Does
unemployed mean that they are currently in school? Does unemployed mean they are actively looking for
work? How long must someone be out of a job to be considered unemployed? Who decides who “counts”
as unemployed? “Whose interests are served, who benefits, who is disadvantaged; who is included and who
is excluded?” (Janks et al., 2014, p. vi). All these questions encourage students to expand their mathematical
thinking to encompass a real-world application in which people are disenfranchised (Frankenstein, 1998).
Critical Mathematics Pedagogy and Mathematics Self-Efficacy
Mathematics self-efficacy, an individual’s belief or perception regarding their ability in mathematics
(Hackett & Betz, 1989), arose out of Bandura’s social cognitive theory (1977). Social cognitive theory
posits that there are “four principal sources of information [that influence self-efficacy]:
1.) performance accomplishments
2.) vicarious experience
3.) verbal persuasion
4.) physiological states” (Bandura, 1977, p. 191).
While all four of these sources of information can affect self-efficacy, performance
accomplishments are “especially influential because it is based on personal mastery experiences” (Bandura,
1977, p. 195). As students experience repeated success, the negative impact of future failures diminishes.
To lead students through performance accomplishment tasks, four modes of induction are used:
1.) participant modeling
2.) performance desensitization
3.) performance exposure
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4.) self-instructed performance
Oftentimes, guided performance modeling is used to teach a generalizable skill. Then, participants
can use that skill to overcome fears and inhibitions in their everyday lives (Bandura et al., 1977; Bandura
et al., 1975).
Applications of critical mathematics pedagogy have ties to increased mathematics self-efficacy.
Frankenstein (1982) noted that using Freire’s “nonauthoritarian, challenging, dialogic methods of
education,” students’ self-image and their knowledge of the world increased (Frankenstein, 1982, p. 379).
Dialogic techniques are not the only way to positively influence self-efficacy. Frankenstein (1984)
also found that “[s]elf-image improves markedly when they realize that they do understand some
mathematics” (p. 171). Additionally, keeping a mathematics journal allows students to see themselves as
math-competent, since there is a physical record of their accomplishments. Reflecting on their abilities and
experiences is an important part of the critical mathematics pedagogical framework (Skovsmose, 2011).
Critical Mathematics Pedagogy and Mathematics Anxiety
Mathematics anxiety, a feeling of “tension and anxiety that interferes with the manipulation of
numbers and the solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and academic
situations,” (Richardson & Suinn, 1972, p. 551). Mathematics anxiety is extremely prevalent in the ABE
population. However, mathematics anxiety has been shown to decrease when new ways of learning are
applied to mathematics and misconceptions towards mathematics are overcome (Frankenstein, 1984).
One misconception that contributes to mathematics anxiety is that ABE students believe that they
are unique in their non-understanding of mathematics. They believe that they are inadequate for not having
learned mathematics at the “appropriate age” (Frankenstein, 1984). One way to dispel this misconception
is to use critical mathematics pedagogy. Students could interview people in their families or people in their
community to see the prevalence of mathematics non-understanding in society. Additionally, interviewing
techniques allow students to be put in control of their own learning and data collection. This data could later
be analyzed to discuss the rampant fear of mathematics prevalent in society. Using a critical mathematics
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lens, students could write about or discuss how marginalized populations and non-marginalized populations
view mathematics differently (Frankenstein, 1984).
Critical mathematics pedagogy requires students to understand the politics of mathematical
knowledge (Frankenstein, 1998). To stress this point, students should learn that the mathematics taught
today was considered very advanced mathematics in the Middle Ages (Frankenstein, 1984). For example,
a 1517 lecture delivered at Germany’s University of Wittenberg states that “[t]he rules for multiplication
and division, to be sure, require more diligence for their mastery” (Menninger, 1969, p. 434). Even the
concept of negative numbers was seen as a difficult concept as late as the eighteenth century. Famous
scientists and mathematicians such as Descartes, Pascal, and Euler all were uncomfortable with the idea of
negative numbers, with Pascal even calling “the subtraction of 4 from 0 as utter nonsense” (Kline, 1972, p.
593).
Another misconception is that students do not think they know any mathematics. It is necessary,
then, to show students that they do know some mathematics. ABE students, especially, have been members
of society for years. They often know basic operations with money (decimals), shopping and tipping
(percentages), and negative numbers (bank withdrawals and payments). Additionally, ABE students have
developed more of an ability to think abstractly than younger students. This allows critical mathematics
pedagogy to build on previous mathematical knowledge and alleviate mathematics anxiety (Frankenstein,
1984).
A third misconception is that students believe there is only one right answer and only one way to
obtain that answer. They also believe that the teacher always knows the answer. A critical mathematics
pedagogy easily dispels this misconception. By using real-world data to ask “real, real-world problems,”
students quickly realize that there is not always one correct answer (Frankenstein, 2009). They learn that
teachers, as with all authority figures, do not always know the answer or have all the necessary information
to make informed decisions. Finally, students learn that data is positioned to make the consumer believe a
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certain way and that critical analysis and reflection can make them find multiple answers or multiple ways
of answering the problem (Frankenstein, 1984).
Theoretical Framework
Critical mathematics pedagogy is a modification of Paulo Freire’s critical literacy pedagogy
(1970) to fit the field of mathematics education (Frankenstein, 1983; Skovsmose, 1994). Marilyn
Frankenstein (1983) and Ole Skovsmose (1994) have coined the phrases criticalmathematical literacy and
mathemacy, respectively, to describe how critical literacy can and should be applied to mathematics
pedagogy. While the term critical mathematics pedagogy has been used in modern literature, a framework
has not been developed that unifies the ideologies expressed in critical mathematics literature. This
manuscript synthesizes the writings of Paulo Freire (1970; 1974), Marilyn Frankenstein (1982; 1983;
1984; 1998; 2009), Ole Skovsmose (1994; 2010; 2011; 2014), Hilary Janks et al. (2014), and others into a
formalized framework through which curricula can be developed and future studies can be conducted.
The Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press), shown in Figure 2, relies
on four fundamental tenets:

Figure 2
The Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press)
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Tenet 1: All Mathematics Classrooms Are Not Identical
There is a prototypical bias in educational theory building which presupposes that all students
have access to quality education, technology, and fundamental resources (Skovsmose, 2010). This bias is
revealed in many educational studies, pedagogical frameworks, and curricula. Curricula based on the
CMPF must not be based on this prototypical bias.
Every classroom, every student, and every environment is unique. To truly build a curriculum
based on the CMPF, one must understand the struggles and difficulties faced by students, the school, and
the community. Even from one class to another, struggles, life circumstances, and opportunities vary. It is
imperative to incorporate a non-biased view of the prototypical classroom when designing lessons and
curricula in mathematics.
Tenet 2: Mathematics is Not Neutral
The second tenet of the CMPF is that mathematics is not neutral. All semiotic resources, including
mathematics, have a socio-cultural orientation that establishes power, displays power relationships, and
produces identity positions (Janks et al., 2014). Information is always morally and politically loaded –
with texts and discourses highlighting or masking the power relationships of everyday life (Luke et al.,
1994; Stoessiger, 2002).
Curricula built around the CMPF, thus, must first highlight the fact that current economic order
affects and oppresses marginalized members of society (Skovsmose, 2011). While the term marginalized
is often used in reference to minority groups, in CMPF the term marginalized references any person who
is subject to an oppressive culture. Those that do not fit within or benefit from the hegemonic regime are
the marginalized (Frankenstein, 1983).
Tenet 3: Mathematical Concepts Must Be Taught with Intent
It is not enough to highlight the injustices seen in the world. Instead, students must be prepared to
use their knowledge to fight against these injustices. It is therefore necessary to teach mathematical
concepts with intent (Skovsmose, 2011).
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Understanding mathematics itself is not the end of the CMPF. Instead, curricula grounded in the
CMPF use mathematical notions, algorithms, and procedures as a foundation for students to understand,
reflect, and change the world around them. While the application and implementation of the CMPF on a
day-to-day basis may look like other pedagogical methodologies and frameworks, such as studentcentered teaching, CMPF goes beyond the basic methods of teaching in its intent. The pedagogical and
curricular techniques used are not the end result, but a tool used to “develop new social relations in the
struggle for humanization” (Frankenstein, 1983, p. 332).
Tenet 4: Critical Critique of Mathematics Presentations is Necessary
After highlighting the oppression present in society, it is necessary to ask, “Who produced it? For
whom? Why has it been produced? Is it interesting or relevant to you? What are the implications for your
gender [race, ethnicity, family, friends, community members, society] or other social groupings?”
(Stoessiger, 2002; Luke et al., 1994, p. 143). By answering these questions, mathematics then becomes a
tool for understanding the politics of knowledge, the mathematics of political knowledge, and the politics
of mathematical knowledge (Frankenstein, 1998, p. 306). It is only when students take the mathematical
knowledge learned in the classroom and apply it to social injustices that CMPF is fully realized.
Alignment of the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework with the Literature
Each tenant of the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press) is
supported by the previously specified literature. Figure 3 shows the mapping of previous literature to the
CMPF.
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Figure 3
Creation of the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press)
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Chapter III: Methodology
This chapter introduces the research methodology used for this transformative convergent parallel
mixed methods study. A transformative convergent parallel approach provided the opportunity to use the
Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press) as a basis for a transformative
study in an Adult Basic Education classroom.
This chapter first describes the transformative convergent parallel mixed methods design
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018), the history of mathematics anxiety and
mathematics self-efficacy scales, and Applied Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al., 2012). The chapter
then describes the transformative convergent parallel design used in this study, along with the CMPF
lessons used in the 10-week ABE course.
Research Questions
There were three research questions guiding this study:
RQ1: Does learning mathematics through the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework-based
curriculum affect Adult Basic Education students’ mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy?
RQ2: How do Adult Basic Education students describe the impact of number positioning when taught
using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework?
RQ3: How do Adult Basic Education students describe society and the need for societal change when
taught using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework?
Methodology Selected
A transformative convergent parallel mixed methods design was used for this study. This mixed
method approach captured the complexity of the problem that could not be captured through solely
qualitative or solely quantitative research (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
In a convergent parallel mixed methods research study, both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies run in parallel (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Quantitative and qualitative data are
collected and analyzed separately and only compared and integrated at the final interpretation phase.
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Convergent parallel designs bring together the “differing strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses” of
quantitative and qualitative methods (p. 77).
In this study, the quantitative method used was a one-group pretest-posttest design, using the
Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire as the survey tool (MSEAQ; May, 2009). A
Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) was conducted on the pretest-posttest data. The qualitative
methodology used in this transformative convergent parallel mixed methods research study was Applied
Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al., 2012).
The Transformative Mixed Methods Design
There are four fundamental mixed method designs used in typical mixed method research: (a) the
convergent parallel design; (b) the explanatory sequential design; (c) the exploratory sequential design;
and (d) the embedded design. A transformative mixed method design goes beyond these four fundamental
mixed method designs, as it uses a theoretical-based framework to situate the research question, design,
and analysis. Such a design requires that the researcher take a position, be sensitive to the needs of the
population being studied and recommends specific changes as a result of the research to improve social
justice for the population under study (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
While some scholars argue that ideological perspectives relate more to the content and purpose of the
study than the method of the study (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009), others have included transformative
designs among the major mixed methods designs (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2018; Creswell et al., 2003; Greene, 2007; Greene & Caracelli, 1997; Mertens, 2003). These
authors argue that a transformative perspective influences every stage of the research and design process,
which requires it to be regarded as a mixed method design (Mertens 2003; Mertens, 2009).
The purpose of the transformative design is to “conduct research that is change oriented and seeks
to advance social justice causes by identifying power imbalances and empowering individuals and/or
communities” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 96). This value-based, ideological design (Greene, 2007)
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fits with the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework selected for the study, as it considers the four
areas discussed in Creswell and Plano Clark (2011):
1. The researcher seeks to address issues of social justice and call for change.
2. The researcher sees the needs of underrepresented or marginalized populations.
3. The researcher has a good working knowledge of theoretical frameworks used to study
underrepresented or marginalized populations.
4. The researcher can conduct the study without further marginalizing the population under
study. (p. 97)
The transformative mixed method study can be used in conjunction with procedures consistent
with any of the four basic mixed methods designs (p. 97), as long as the transformative paradigm and
theoretical lens used by the researcher has a “pervasive influence throughout the research process”
(Mertens, 2003, p. 142). Therefore, this study will be a transformative mixed method study that uses a
convergent parallel procedure. However, a transformative approach will be used to inform all five steps of
the research process: (1) defining the problem and searching the literature; (2) identifying the research
design; (3) identifying data sources and selecting participants; (4) identifying or constructing data
collection instruments and methods; and (5) analyzing, interpreting, reporting, and using results (Mertens,
2003).
Transformative Convergent Parallel Mixed Methods Design
Convergent parallel mixed methods designs have been implemented since the 1970s and have
become one of the most common mixed method designs (Jick, 1979; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011;
Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). Over the last four decades, this methodology has gone by many names:
simultaneous triangulation (Morse, 1991), parallel study (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998), convergence
model (Creswell, 1999), and concurrent triangulation (Creswell et al., 2003). However, the term
convergent parallel is now the most accepted term used to describe this methodology of analyzing
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separate data sets and then merging the two results together in the interpretation stage (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
Researchers use convergent parallel mixed method designs for a variety of reasons, as stated by
Creswell and Plano Clark (2011):
(1) The researcher has limited time for collecting data and must collect both types of data in one
visit to the field.
(2) The researcher feels that there is equal value for collecting and analyzing both quantitative and
qualitative data to understand the problem.
(3) The researcher has skills in both quantitative and qualitative methods of research.
(4) The researcher can manage extensive data collection and analysis activities. (p. 77)
A transformative convergent parallel mixed methods design was used for this study. This mixed
method approach captured the complexity of the problem that could not be captured through solely
qualitative or solely quantitative research (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
In this convergent parallel mixed methods research design, both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies were run in parallel (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). Quantitative and qualitative data
were collected and analyzed separately and only compared and integrated at the final interpretation phase.
This convergent parallel design brought together the “differing strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses”
of quantitative and qualitative methods (p. 77).
There are four major steps in the convergent design. First, the researcher must design the
quantitative and qualitative strands and collect all data separately. Next, the researcher must analyze the
quantitative and qualitative data “separately and independently, using typical quantitative and qualitative
analytic procedures” (p. 78). Third, the researcher identifies strategies to merge the two sets of results. In
this step, they compare, contrast, and/or synthesize the results in a discussion or table. Finally, the
researcher interprets the merged results. In this step, they summarize the results and discuss how both sets
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of data provide or create a more complete understanding of the phenomenon under study (p. 79). In this
study, all four of these steps were considered using a transformative mixed methods framework.
Role of the Researcher
In a transformative convergent parallel mixed methods design, it is important that the researcher
describe their role within the study. Transformative designs inherently imply that the researcher is
involved in the study itself and is aware of their involvement in the study. The researcher must understand
that they are not only a collector of the data, but someone who influences the data with their biases. All of
this is known and stated ahead of time so that the participants and the readers are also aware of their
biases.
My Role
From the beginning of this research study, I realized that my role was not just as a researcher.
While I conducted a transformative convergent parallel mixed methods study, I also was the course
instructor for these ABE students. My goal was to teach them using the CMPF framework and lessons,
but I also had a goal of teaching them ABE content in this 10-week course.
My personal biases in this research study were apparent to both myself and my students. I wanted
them to succeed in the course, where success was defined by course-specific measures. However, I also
wanted them to become critical consumers of mathematics throughout the 10-week class and eight CMPF
lessons. These goals were evident in both the content material that I taught as well as the eight CMPF
lessons that I created.
Methodological Alignment
In a convergent parallel mixed method study, it is important that methods align so that the research
methods actually assess what they were intended to assess. Specifically, it is important that the chosen
methods yield the appropriate data to answer the research questions. To answer the three stated research
questions, both quantitative and qualitative data were required. Quantitative MSEAQ data were required
to determine if student mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy changed throughout the
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duration of the course. Qualitative reflection data were required to determine if student perception of their
own mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy changed throughout the course. Additionally,
qualitative reflection data were necessary to determine if students identified number positioning in the
world around them and identified the need for change within our society.
Quantitative Methodology: The Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire
In this study, the quantitative method used was a one-group pretest-posttest design. There were a
wide variety of scales and measures that could have been used to assess mathematics anxiety and
mathematics self-efficacy for this study. Similarly, there have been many different self-efficacy scales
developed that assess mathematics self-efficacy. This section describes the history of both mathematics
anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy scales. Additionally, it describes the Mathematics Self-Efficacy and
Anxiety Questionnaire (MSEAQ; May, 2009) that combines both mathematics anxiety and mathematics
self-efficacy items into one measure.
The Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale
Before 1970, mathematics anxiety was considered a part of general testing or academic anxiety.
However, in 1972, studies were published that demonstrated that mathematics anxiety exists among many
individuals who do not suffer from any other types of anxiety (Richardson & Suinn, 1972). To accurately
measure mathematics anxiety, specifically, Richardson and Suinn (1972) developed the Mathematics
Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS). This 98-item Likert-scale questionnaire was tested and re-tested on 398
college students in the United States. Each item presents a scenario that may induce mathematics anxiety.
Participants must answer from 1 to 5, with 1 meaning that activity or scenario would make them “not at
all anxious,” while 5 means that activity or scenario would make them “very much anxious” (Richardson
& Suinn, 1972, p. 552). Examples of such items involve questions relating to balancing a budget,
calculating sales tax, and dividing workloads.
The MARS test was found to have internal reliability, with a test-retest coefficient of .78 after two
weeks (Suinn et al., 1972). The MARS test was also determined to be valid using three additional studies
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(Richardson & Suinn, 1973; Suinn et al., 1970; Suinn & Richardson, 1971). In these three studies, MARS
scores declined post-therapy treatment for anxiety. Additionally, the MARS test was compared against
The Differential Aptitude Test. The Pearson “product-moment correlation coefficient between subjects’
scores was -.64 (p < .01), indicating that high MARS scores are associated with poor performance on the
mathematics test” (Richardson & Suinn, 1972, p. 553).
Shorter Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scales
While Richardson and Suinn’s 1972 Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS) continues to be
the standard instrument used in mathematics anxiety research, the 98-item Likert scale format is often
cumbersome and too time-consuming for many mathematics anxiety research studies (Levitt & Hutton,
1984; Suinn & Winston, 2003). Therefore, additional scales have been developed that shorten the MARS
to a more appropriate length for administration. Rounds and Hendel (1980) creased a 30-item scale, Plake
and Parker (1982) created a 24-item scale, and Alexander and Martray (1989) created a 25-item scale.
With these instruments highlighting the necessity of a shorter mathematics rating scale, Suinn and
Winston (2003) developed the short version of the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (s-MARS) that
incorporated 30 of the 98 original MARS items. The s-MARS items were chosen based on factor analytic
studies of the 98-item MARS reported in the literature: Alexander and Cobb (1987), Alexander and
Martray (1989), and Rounds and Hendel (1980). Items chosen either had a large factor loading in at least
one of the three studies or were identified as an important factor in at least two of the three studies (Suinn
& Winston, 2003).
The s-MARS was found to be more generalizable than some of the other shorter anxiety rating
scales, as it incorporated 61 men and 63 women across undergraduate disciplines (Suinn & Winston,
2003). Internal consistency of the s-MARS yielded a Cronbach alpha of .96, consistent with the Cronbach
alpha of .97 for the MARS scale (Suinn & Winston, 2003; Richardson & Suinn, 1972; Dew et al., 1983).
Concurrent validity was determined using Pearson correlations at two different time intervals, yielding a
significant correlation at Week 1, 𝑟 = .92 (𝑝 < .001) and Week 2, 𝑟 = .94 (𝑝 < .001). Additionally, a
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factor analysis was conducted to determine if factor loadings aligned with the standard 98-item MARS
scale. The two main factors of mathematics text anxiety and numerical anxiety both emerged in the sMARS, as predicted by the factor analysis of the MARS (Rounds & Hendel, 1980; Alexander & Cobb,
1987; Alexander & Martray, 1989; Plake & Parker, 1982).
The Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale for Adolescents
Once the concept of mathematics anxiety was developed, researchers began to see evidence of
mathematics anxiety in the K-12 level as well. Since the MARS scale was developed for college-aged
students, the survey needed to be adapted to fit the adolescent level. In 1982, Suinn and Edwards
developed the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale for Adolescents (MARS-A; Suinn & Edwards, 1982).
This 98-item Likert scale survey was similar to the MARS, but items were changed to reflect the types of
mathematics scenarios adolescents would encounter. Examples included “collecting money to buy
tickets,” “playing cards where numbers are involved,” “studying for a driver’s license test and
memorizing the figures involved,” as well as many others (Suinn & Edwards, 1982, p. 577). The MARSA was identified as constructively valid, since the participants in the study with high MARS-A scores had
low grades in mathematics courses. The MARS-A test was found to be reliable, as the Spearman-Brown
split-half reliability coefficient was found to be .90 and the Guttman Split-half Method produced a
reliability coefficient of .89 (Suinn & Edwards, 1982).
Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scales
Betz and Hackett (1983) built on Dowling’s 1978 Mathematics Confidence Scale (MCS) and
developed the Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (MSES). The MSES incorporated Dowling’s MCS and
added two additional subscales: confidence to perform certain math-related tasks and confidence to earn
an A or B in certain math-related courses. The three final subscales of the MSES are (Betz & Hackett,
1983; Pajares & Miller, 1995):
(1) Math-Related Tasks Self-Efficacy (Tasks)
(2) Math-Related Courses Self-Efficacy (Courses)
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(3) Mathematics Problems Self-Efficacy (Problems)
Mathematics self-efficacy is the composite of these three subscales, with each item in Likert-scale format
from 0-9.
In the 1980s and 1990s, the MSES was primarily used in studies focused on the effects of selfefficacy on academic performance, college major selection, and career choice (Hackett, 1985; Hackett &
Betz, 1989). Hackett (1985) used the MSES to show a correlation of .50 between perceived efficacy and
choice of major. Hackett and Betz (1989) used the MSES to show that MSES scores were strongly
predictive of science vs. nonscience college majors. It also showed that there was a .44 correlation
between undergraduates’ full-scale MSES scores and performance scores on the MSES problem scale
(Pajares & Miller, 1995). Test-retest reliability for the total scale was .88 and test-retest reliability for
subscales was .79 for Tasks, .91 for Courses, and .82 for Problems (Hackett & O’Halloran, 1985; Hackett
& Betz, 1989).
In 1995, Pajares and Miller created the Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale-Revised (MSES-R). This
measure adapted the MSES by using a different form of Dowling’s (1978) MCS. The MSES-R uses a 5point Likert scale instead of the initial 10-point scale. A factor-analytic study with 520 undergraduate
participants was conducted to prove internal consistency did not suffer due to the changing of the MCS
form or the 5-point Likert scale.
The Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire
Literature in the last forty years has shown that mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy
are often integrated constructs; often someone with a high mathematics anxiety has a low mathematics
self-efficacy (Pajares & Miller, 1994; Cates & Rhymer, 2003). To do research on these two concepts in
parallel, May (2009) developed the Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire (MSEAQ).
This questionnaire, designed as a doctoral dissertation measure, assesses students’ mathematics selfefficacy and mathematics anxiety subscales simultaneously. Items included in the MSEAQ were based on
the literature, with some items adapted from previous questionnaires designed to measure mathematics
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self-efficacy (Betz & Hackett, 1983), mathematics anxiety (Richardson & Suinn, 1972), and science selfefficacy and science anxiety (Glynn et al., 2007; May, 2009).
The final MSEAQ, with 13 mathematics self-efficacy items and 15 mathematics anxiety items,
was administered in tandem with the tasks subscale of the Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (MSES; Betz
& Hackett, 1983) and the short version of the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (s-MARS; Suinn &
Winston, 2003) to assess and ensure concurrent validity (May, 2009). There were originally 29 items on
the MSEAQ, however, according to May (2009), one item did not function as expected. May (2009)
stated:
The item “I believe I can think like a mathematician” seemed to be misinterpreted by students,
based on students’ responses in the interviews. The misinterpretation of the item is discussed with
the interview results, but all of the analyses were conducted on the remaining 28 items on the
MSEAQ, with the previously mentioned item removed (p. 26).
After removing that item, the MSEAQ was found to be reliable, relatively valid, and efficient to
administer. Therefore, the MSEAQ was chosen as the mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy
measure for the quantitative component of this study. The full 28-item MSEAQ can be seen in Appendix
A.
When looking at the psychometric data, the MSEAQ had high internal consistency, as measured
by Cronbach’s alpha. This high internal consistency was present in the mathematics self-efficacy subscale
(MSEAQ-SE; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.93), the mathematics anxiety subscale (MSEAQ-A; Cronbach’s alpha
= 0.93), and the total MSEAQ (MSEAQ-Total; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96).
The MSEAQ was also assessed to see how well it correlated with other mathematics self-efficacy
and mathematics anxiety scales. The Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (MSES; Betz & Hackett, 1983) and
the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (s-MARS; Suinn & Winston, 2003) were used as comparison
scales, respectively. Table 2 shows the correlations among the five scales.
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Table 2
Correlations Among Five Scales
MSEAQ-SE

MSEAQ-A

MSEAQ-Total

MSES

MSEAQ-SE

1

MSEAQ-A

.912**

1

MSEAQ-Total

.975**

.981**

1

MSES

.355**

.324*

.348*

1

s-MARS

.504**

.582**

.560**

.691**

s-MARS

1

Note. For the MSEAQ, SE is the self-efficacy scale and A is the anxiety scale. * is p < .05, and ** is p <
.01.

As expected, correlations between the MSEAQ and the MSES/s-MARS were statistically
significant. However, these correlations were also moderate. This was desirable, as the MSEAQ items
“were developed to assess mathematics self-efficacy and anxiety somewhat differently than these
constructs had been assessed in the past, consistent with the current theoretical view of Bandura (1997)”
(May, 2009, p. 28).
Because these items were developed to assess mathematics anxiety and self-efficacy somewhat
differently than other scales, May (2009) hypothesized that there might be multiple factors underlying
these items and performed a factor analysis. This factor analysis yielded five distinct factors: General
Mathematics Self-Efficacy, Grade Anxiety, Future, In-Class, and Assignments. “The interpretation of
these five factors was verified through the participants’ responses during the interviews.” (May, 2009, p.
50).
May (2009) selected a factor loading cutoff point of .4 due to the nature of mathematics anxiety
and mathematics self-efficacy. This higher cutoff point kept most items from loading onto multiple
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factors. At this .4 cutoff point, only one item loaded onto two factors and one item loaded onto zero
factors.
Interestingly, not all self-efficacy items loaded onto the self-efficacy factor. Noting this and
participant responses, May (2009) determined:
[T]he results of this study suggest that students actually view their mathematics self-efficacy and
their mathematics anxiety similarly along five dimensions. Therefore, when designing a
questionnaire to explore students’ mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety, researchers
need to include items that cover a variety of factors that address both constructs (p. 53).
Due to these results and findings, I chose to use the MSEAQ as one full survey instead of broken
into mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety components. All data analysis was conducted
based on the MSEAQ being one complete instrument instead of an instrument consisting of identifiable
parts.
Quantitative Methodology: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
For the quantitative strand of the research design, a pretest-posttest design was used. The onegroup pretest-posttest design controls some threats to validity, but history and maturation are not
controlled (Mills & Gay, 2016). It is often difficult in a one-group pretest-posttest design to conclude that
the treatment itself was the reason for the statistically significant differences on the pretest and posttest;
there are many other potential explanations for changes in pretest and posttest scores.
Additionally, it is difficult to generalize the results of a pretest-posttest study to populations
outside of the treatment population (Mills & Gay, 2016). Furthermore, while there are inherent
weaknesses in solely performing a one-group pretest-posttest design, using this methodology as the
quantitative strain of a larger transformative convergent parallel mixed methods study provides more
validity and generalizability than a stand-alone one-group pretest-posttest design (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
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In this CMPF study, participants completed a pretest and a posttest of the Mathematics SelfEfficacy and Anxiety Questionnaire (MSEAQ; May, 2009). This 28-item inventory has been determined
to be valid and reliable with undergraduate student populations. Participants were pretested, exposed to a
treatment, and then tested again (Mills & Gay, 2016, p. 283). The treatment in this study was the
implementation of a curriculum based on the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF;
Gromlich, in press) in an ABE classroom.
The data in the MSEAQ was non-continuous, Likert-scale data. Due to these properties, the data
were analyzed using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Wilcoxon, 1945)
assumes:
1. Data are paired and come from the same population.
2. Each pair is chosen randomly and independently.
3. The data are measured on an interval or ordinal scale.
4. The data do not follow a specific distribution.
Because the data collected were pretest-posttest data on an interval scale, the Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test made sense for analysis (Wilcoxon, 1945).
Qualitative Methodology: Applied Thematic Analysis
For the qualitative strand of the research design, participants completed open-ended written
responses to a demographic questionnaire (see Appendix B) as well as eight CMPF lessons. The
qualitative methodology used in this transformative convergent parallel mixed methods research design
was Applied Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al., 2012). ATA is a qualitative analysis process used to
analyze and synthesize data. It differs from Grounded Theory in that the iterative generative codes may or
may not result in a unifying theory. Additionally, ATA is applied when research initiatives are based on a
pre-identified theory (Guest et al., 2012).
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Codes and Themes in Applied Thematic Analysis
In ATA, codes are also identified using an iterative process. While the initial codebook is created
based on the research questions and the researcher’s background knowledge, the codes and codebook are
“continuously bring updated as new text is analyzed” (Guest et al., 2012, p. 52). Code definitions in the
codebook should include:
•

The code label – four to 12 characters that make sense to other coders once the labeling
logic is explained

•

A definition – a short, descriptive paragraph (two to 10 sentences)

•

When to use (discuss potential double-codes)

•

When not to use (describes similar/other codes that could be used instead)

As the codes and codebook change, it is also necessary to remove any codes that are no longer
relevant. Therefore, the codes and codebook will continuously change as new text is analyzed and
integrated with the previously analyzed text.
Once the text is analyzed and the codebook is finalized, then it is necessary to look for themes in
the data. Themes are also identified using an iterative coding process (Guest et al., 2012). Themes are
classified into two major categories: structural topics and emergent themes. Structural topics are imposed
by the research design and have direct and indirect effects on the data. Emergent themes are what is
observed or discussed in the context of the imposed research design. It is important to note that codes can
be combined into generic themes and that a single theme can engender multiple codes.
Data Analysis
The data analysis process in ATA aims to “deepen [the] understanding and explanation of a
particular phenomenon” (Guest et al., 2012, p. 161; Miles & Huberman, 1994). To truly analyze data
using ATA, a simple code or theme count is not enough. Instead, ATA should compare codes to highlight
the similarities and differences between two or more data sets or groups. Some questions to consider are:
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•

“Are some themes present in one data set but not another?

•

If a theme is present in data sets from both groups in an analysis, is the expression of that
theme different between groups?” (Guest et al., 2012, pgs. 162-163).

Typically, the results from ATA are presented in narrative form. However, tables and visual
models can also be used to show trends, comparisons, and differences in the data.
Data Reduction in Applied Thematic Analysis
In ATA, the data collected is framed through a specific theoretical framework or lens. Therefore,
the data analysis piece is framed by the theoretical framework as well. This reduces the amount of data
coding that must be done, as not all qualitative data will be applicable to the framework applied.
Validity and Reliability in Applied Thematic Analysis
Validity and reliability are important concepts when discussing research and data analysis. If a
study has validity, it has been shown to assess what it is intending to assess. If a study is reliable, the
measures have been shown to be consistent. A study must have reliability to have validity (Guest et al.,
2012).
However, there is much debate about if the terms validity and reliability belong in qualitative
research. Since these terms originated from quantitative research, some have argued that these terms
should be replaced with other terms (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Golafshani,
2003). In mixed methods research, the term legitimacy is gaining traction as a replacement for validity
(Guest et al., 2012; Onwuegbuzie & Johnson, 2006; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). The term credibility is
also commonly used. Additional terms for reliability include credibility, stability, consistency,
predictability, accuracy, and dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Ulin et al., 2005; Kerlinger, 1973).
While this is an ongoing debate in qualitative and mixed method research, Guest et al. (2012) tend
to share the view of Morse et al. (2002): “the terms reliability and validity remain pertinent in qualitative
inquiry and should be maintained” (p. 8). Therefore, in ATA, according to Guest et al. (2012), the term
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“validity” is still the most appropriate. They define validity as “the creditability and accuracy of processes
and outcomes associated with a research study” (Guest et al., 2012, p. 84).
The two most common types of validity used in qualitative research are face validity and external
validity. External validity can also be referred to as generalizability. Face validity is important for
qualitative inquiry, “as it requires only the judgment of researchers to establish if something is valid or
not” (Guest et al., 2012, pg. 85).
To enhance validity, triangulation of data sources is often used. Intercoder agreement (ICA) is
used to increase reliability. The three most common methods used to assess agreement are subjective
assessment, percent agreement, and Cohen’s kappa statistic. If there are more than two raters, Cohen’s
kappa statistics is replaced with Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971).
Study Participants
The participants in this study were purposefully chosen. All students participating chose to register
for ABE courses at a community college located in the Southwestern region of the United States. They took
this course as an HSE test preparatory course for no credit. The lessons were all aligned to the College and
Career Readiness Standards (CCRS; Pimentel, 2013), the Common Core State Standards (CCSS; National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010), or both,
so the material presented benefitted the students and helped them succeed on the HSE test for which they
were studying. No student was coerced to take this course and there was no harm in not taking the course
or dropping the course. Additionally, students had the option to take this course without participating in the
research study. There was no difference in information, material, or instruction between those who choose
to participate in the research study and those who do not.
Participant Challenges
There were some participant challenges associated with this design. The most apparent challenge
was that the participants in this study were choosing to participate in HSE exam preparatory classes. There
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was no consequence for missing class or dropping out of the course entirely. Because of this, some students
did not complete the course, which resulted in a lack of quantitative pretest-posttest data.
There were also potential challenges with students signing informed consent forms. Because
participants likely had low mathematics self-efficacy and high mathematics anxiety entering the course, I
did not want the informed consent to scare anyone off. Therefore, I had students sign the informed consent
at the end of the 10-week class. At that point, I explained what data were collected, how the data would be
used, and how students’ information would be protected. This allowed all students to access all the
classroom content regardless of whether they chose to have their data be included in the research study.
Participant Pool Size
While one-group pretest-posttest designs typically have a large participant pool, the integration of a
pretest-posttest design with an ATA design in a convergent parallel mixed methods study allowed for a
smaller participant pool. The recommended sample size for ATA when investigating a phenomenon
surrounding an experience is somewhere between six and 12 participants, depending on the literature cited
(Roberts et al., 2019; Morse, 2000; Guest et al., 2006). In this study, only four participants completed the
course, so one session was not to achieve qualitative data saturation. However, it was enough to get a
beginning understanding of a CMPF-based curriculum on ABE students’ learning and identity as learners
and doers of mathematics.
Gender Identity for Pseudonyms
There were four total participants who completed this 10-week course and participated in the study.
To protect each student, I used pseudonyms. However, I wanted to be purposeful in my pseudonym
selection so that gender identity was protected. Too often, people in mathematics attribute specific actions
or traits to specific genders. Therefore, I chose four names that are often used by both genders: Alex*,
Blake*, Cameron*, and Drew*. As you read through the participant stories below, note that these
participants do have a preferred gender identification, but it has been removed in order to truly look at the
data as a collection of four participants and not as a comparison between gender norms or gender identities.
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Additionally, I used the pronoun “they” as a gender-neutral pronoun (American Psychological Association,
2020).
Alex*
Alex was a 21-year-old student who self-identified as having a Mexican American heritage. They
were raised bilingual, with both English and Spanish spoken at home. Much of Alex’s family still resides
in Mexico. Alex worked full-time throughout the 10-week course as a front desk assistant in a medical
clinic. Alex “loved math up until the 3rd grade,” when they began to get “bored very quickly.” They ended
up dropping out of school during the eleventh grade.
Blake*
Blake was a 31-year-old student who self-identified as having both Hispanic and Native American
heritage. Much of Blake’s life was spent in the southwestern United States. Growing up, Blake only spoke
English at home. Blake was married and had full-time employment throughout the entirety of the 10-week
course.
Blake dropped out of school during the tenth grade. When they were younger, Blake had a
“love/hate” relationship with mathematics, “mainly fractions.” However, Blake was employed at a bank,
so they were very comfortable using addition, subtraction, and multiplication in their work life.
Cameron*
Cameron was a 42-year-old student who self-identified as having a South Asian heritage. Cameron’s
childhood and early adulthood was spent outside of the United States in their home country. Cameron also
had a bachelor’s degree in child and family welfare from their home country.
Cameron was married and had two children, ages 9 and 12. While they were not employed
throughout the course, they were helping their children with distance-learning. Korean was the primary
language spoken at home with their family. Cameron stated that they “liked math when [they were] little.”
But they “almost gave up on math in 10th grade” when they started learning calculus.
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Drew*
Drew was a 22-year-old student who self-identified as half-Mexican. However, Drew grew up in a
white household and never knew the other half of their family. They spoke English in their household
throughout childhood and adulthood.
Drew dropped out of high school during 11th grade. They stated that they “always loved math,” but
were “a bit out of practice with some of it now.” Overall, Drew stated that they “quickly became known as
a math person” throughout their career in sales and advertising.
The CMPF Transformative Convergent Parallel Study Overview
This study’s CMPF transformative convergent parallel mixed methods research design, shown in
Figure 4, incorporated both quantitative and qualitative methodologies that ran in parallel throughout the
data collection and analysis phases (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
Quantitative and qualitative data were collected and analyzed separately and only compared and
integrated at the final interpretation phase. This convergent parallel design brought together the “differing
strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses” of quantitative and qualitative methods (p. 77).
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Figure 4
Research Design Procedural Diagram
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Data Collection Procedures
MSEAQ data were collected at two distinct times: at the beginning and the end of the course. A
qualitative, open-ended demographic questionnaire was given at the beginning of the course as well.
Additionally, eight written, open-ended responses to end-of-CMPF-lesson reflections were collected
throughout the course. All analysis of data was conducted separately and integrated after course
completion. All identifying information was stored in a locked file cabinet and will remain there for the
next five years.
Reporting Results
Results were reported using the integration of quantitative and qualitative data analysis. Once the
quantitative and qualitative data were independently analyzed, they were integrated using procedures
outlined in Creswell and Plano Clark (2018). Qualitative data were used to explain, enforce, and inform
the quantitative data (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
Course Overview
Participants in this research study took a 10-week, in-person High School Equivalency (HSE) course
through a community college located in the Southwestern region of the United States. This HSE course was
non-credit-bearing. Therefore, students who took this course were generally interested in obtaining the
information required to pass the HSE test.
The course was a 10-week, modular course with a specified starting and ending date. The course
met four days per week for three hours per day, resulting in 120 total face hours of instruction. Students
took the MSEAQ pretest on the first day of the course and took the MSEAQ posttest on the last day of the
course.
Within this 120-hour timeframe, students participated in eight lessons based in the Critical
Mathematics Pedagogical Framework (CMPF; Gromlich, in press), comprising approximately eight hours
of the 120 total class hours. The additional time was spent learning mathematics through traditional methods
as well as covering topics in reading, writing, social studies, science, workplace skills, and digital literacy.
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After each of the eight CMPF lessons, students answered a short-answer, open-ended reflection question
pertaining to the lesson and applications in their own communities. These eight short-answer reflection
responses provided the basis for the qualitative data strand of the study.
CMPF Lesson Number Rationale
One might ask, “What is the significance of eight CMPF lessons?” The rationale for eight being the
“magic number” of lessons is purely based on time constraints. While the four tenets of the CMPF were
weaved into the course content in various degrees, I also wanted to teach lessons that specifically met all
four tenets of the CMPF. To accomplish this, I had to set aside class time for these specific CMPF lessons.
Based on the amount of available class time and the content that was required as background knowledge
for the CMPF lessons, eight was the maximum amount of CMPF lessons that I could fit into this 10-week
period. If the course were longer, I would have been able to incorporate more CMPF lessons.
Proposed Course Schedule
This ABE course met three hours per day, four days per week, for 10 weeks. This course covered
topics in mathematics, reading, writing, social studies, science, workplace skills, and digital literacy.
Before the course began, I created a daily topic schedule that included direct-instruction lessons, CMPF
lessons, and other assignments. Table 3 shows the original pre-planned course schedule. Items applicable
to the study are bolded.
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Table 3
Proposed Course Schedule
Class Number

Topic or Assignment Title

Subject Area

Class 1

Attendance Policy
Course Outline
Classroom Norms
HSE Testing Requirements
MSEAQ Pre-Test
Demographic Questionnaire

General Course Information
General Course Information
General Course Information
General Course Information
Research Study
Research Study

Class 2

Student Goal Setting Form
Positive and Negative Numbers
Writing Affirmative
Argumentative Essays
Introduction to CTE Workplace
Skills Handout

General Course Information
Mathematics
Writing

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class 6

CTE

Whole Numbers and Decimals
Adding and Subtracting Positive
Numbers
Adding and Subtracting Negative
Numbers
Place Value
Rounding and Estimating
Writing Dissident Argumentative
Essays

Mathematics
Mathematics

Multiplying and Dividing Positive
Numbers
Multiplying and Dividing
Negative Numbers
Order of Operations
Parentheses and Exponents
Using the Calculator
Fraction Basics
Writing Persuasive Essays

Mathematics

How Does Geometry Impact Our
Lives?
Introduction to Algebra

CMPF Lesson 1

Area and Perimeter of Squares
Area and Perimeter of Triangles
Topic Sentences
Introduction Paragraphs
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Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Writing

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Writing

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Writing
Writing

Class 7

College Advisor Presentation

Class 8

Why Do All These Prices End in
99?
Matrices
Exponents and Radicals

Guest Speaker
CMPF Lesson 2
Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 9

Area of Circles
Circumference of Circles

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 10

Topic Sentences
Writing an Essay
CTE Skills Training Activity

Class 11

Introduction to Percents
Close Reading

Mathematics
Reading

Class 12

Converting Between Fractions,
Decimals, and Percents
Commas, Colons, and Semicolons
What is a 0% Introductory
APR and Can 0% Ever be
Bad?

Mathematics

Writing
Writing
CTE

Writing
CMPF Lesson 3

Class 13

Sales Tax
Simple Interest
Listening Writing Prompt

Mathematics
Mathematics
Writing

Class 14

What Are All These Payday
Loan Stores Doing Here?

CMPF Lesson 4

Class 15

America’s Preamble
Digital Literacy Activity

Social Studies
Digital Literacy

Class 16

Tip, Discounts, and Sales

Mathematics

Class 17

Scientific Notation

Class 18

Variables
Grammar Lesson Practice
Argumentative Essay

Mathematics
Reading
Writing

Class 19

Evaluating Expressions

Mathematics

Class 20

Why is it so Hard to Buy
Airplane Tickets?

Science
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CMPF Lesson 5

Class 21

Solving Equations with Addition
Solving Equations with Subtraction
Solving Equations Multiplication
Solving Equations with Division

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 22

Solving Two-Step Equations
Solving Equations Using the
Distributive Property
Themes in Reading
Writing Practice Test
Language Arts Practice Test

Mathematics
Mathematics

Solving Equations with Variables
on Both Sides
Test-Taking Strategies

Mathematics

Class 24

Solving Fraction Equations
Solving Decimal Equations
Mathematics Mid-Term Exam
Reading Mid-Term Exam

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Reading

Class 25

Ratios
Rates

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 26

Absolute Value
Inequalities
Grammar Tenses

Mathematics
Mathematics
Reading

Class 27

Proportions
The Percent Proportion

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 28

Direct and Inverse Variation
Civic Rights and Responsibilities

Mathematics
Social Studies

Class 29

Measures of Central Tendency

Mathematics

Class 30

Box and Whisker Plots
Using Box and Whisker Plots

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 31

Theoretical Probability
Theoretical vs. Experimental
Probability

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 32

Odds
What is with all These Different
Types of Peanut Butter?

Class 23
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Reading
Writing
Reading

Reading

Mathematics
CMPF Lesson 6

Class 33

Functions and Mapping
Function Notation

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 34

Operations on Functions
Slope

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 35

Graphing Lines
Zero and Undefined Slopes

Mathematics
Mathematics

Class 36

Writing Linear Equations
How do Numbers Affect Us?

Mathematics
CMPF Lesson 7

Class 37

Graphing Systems of Equations

Mathematics

Class 38

Graphing Linear Inequalities
Should I Trust This Study?

Class 39

Graphing Systems of Inequalities
The Substitution Method
The Elimination Method

Class 40

Research Informed Consent
MSEAQ Post-Test
Reading Final Exam
Mathematics Final Exam
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Mathematics
CMPF Lesson 8
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Research Study
Research Study
Reading
Mathematics

Proposed CMPF Lessons
There were eight proposed CMPF lessons that were scheduled to be taught and implemented
throughout this 10-week course. Each lesson aligned to at least one College and Career Readiness
Standard (CCRS; Pimentel, 2013). Time estimates for each component of the CMPF lessons are provided
in Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11.
CMPF Lesson 1: How Does Geometry Impact Our Lives?
The first proposed CMPF lesson showed students applications of area and perimeter in their lives.
Additional information for this lesson is provided in Appendix C. Table 4 shows the time breakdown for
the proposed CMPF Lesson 1. CCRS 3.MD.8 and CCRS 4.MD.3 both apply to CMPF Lesson 1. CCRS
3.MD.8 states that students should be able to:
Solve real world and mathematical problems involving perimeters of polygons, including finding
the perimeter given the side lengths, finding an unknown side length, and exhibiting rectangles
with the same perimeter and different areas or with the same area and different perimeters.
(Pimentel, 2013, p. 59).
CCRS 4.MD.3 states that students should be able to:
Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and mathematical problems.
For example, find the width of a rectangular room given the area of the flowing and the length, by
viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an unknown factor. (Pimentel, 2013, p.
68).
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Table 4
Proposed CMPF Lesson 1 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
25 minutes

5 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Teach the concepts of perimeter
and area through the Area and
Perimeter Activity (Appendix
C). This activity provides access
to students and multiple entry
points.

Have you learned about perimeter and
area in the past?

Debrief the activity as a group.

What did you think of the activity?

What make these concepts difficult?

How did this make you think differently
about perimeter and area?
20 minutes

Discuss how these concepts
could be applied to the “real
world.”

What types of word problems do we see
when asked to calculate perimeter and
area?
Who is included in these word
problems? Who is excluded?
What kind of information do you need to
know to be able to understand the
scenario?

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

How did the lesson today make you
think differently about area and
perimeter?
How might you use this information in
your daily life?
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CMPF Lesson 2: Why Do Prices (Typically) End in 99?
The second proposed CMPF lesson allowed students to explore pricing structures and number
positioning. The example images discussed below are provided in Appendix D. The article described
below is provided in Appendix E. Table 5 shows the time breakdown for the proposed CMPF Lesson 2.
CCRS 3.OA.8 and CCRS 7.RP.3 both apply to CMPF Lesson 2. CCRS 3.OA.8 states that students should
be able to:
Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent these problems using
equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers
using mental computation and estimation strategies including rounding. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 57).
CCRS 7.RP.3 states that students should be able to:
Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems. Examples: simple
interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and
decrease, percent error. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
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Table 5
Proposed CMPF Lesson 2 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
5 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Show pictures of items with
their prices (include grocery
store items, gas prices, and car
prices; see Appendix D).

What patterns do you see? Write them
down silently.

Pictures can be printed, drawn,
or digital depending on
technology and access within the
classroom setting (this lesson
can be presented to any group of
students regardless of their
technological access).
10 minutes

Discuss as a group. Be sure to
discuss rounding if the students
do not bring up the concept.

What patterns did you see?
How familiar were you with the items
and images shown?
How did the pictures make you feel?
Why might I be showing you these
pictures?

15 minutes

Read article (individually,
highlighting the 3 most
important sentences to them; see
Appendix E).

What types of word problems do we see
when asked to calculate perimeter and
area?
Who is included in these word
problems? Who is excluded?
What kind of information do you need to
know to be able to understand the
scenario?

5 minutes

Read as a group (this provides
access for those who may have
lower reading abilities).
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15 minutes

Discuss as a group. Be sure to
discuss sales tax if the students
do not bring up the concept.

Who is the author of this passage?
What is the author’s main goal?
Is the author and/or the website
credible?
Do you agree with the passage? Why or
why not?
What were some of your 3 highlighted
sentences? Why did you highlight those
specific sentences?
How does this topic affect you, your
family, and your community?

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

After the activity today, what thoughts
do you have regarding sales prices and
marketing practices?
Did today’s lesson make you think
differently about sales prices and
marketing practices? Why or why not?
How might you use this information in
the future?
What implications does this have for
your family and friends?
What implications does this have for
society as a whole?
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CMPF Lesson 3: What is a 0% Introductory APR and can 0% Ever be Bad?
The third proposed CMPF lesson allowed students to explore 0% annual percentage rates and
discuss potential pitfalls. Table 6 shows the time breakdown for the proposed CMPF Lesson 3. CCRS
7.RP.3 and CCRS 7.EE.3 both apply to CMPF Lesson 3. CCRS 7.RP.3 states that students should be able
to:
Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems. Examples: simple
interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and
decrease, percent error. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
CCRS 7.EE.3 states that students should be able to:
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation
strategies. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
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Table 6
Proposed CMPF Lesson 3 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
20 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Ask students what they know
about credit cards, car loans, and
0% APR offers.
Be sure to discuss interest rates
and what happens when you do
not pay off a 0% APR offer.

What is a credit card? Do you use credit
cards?
What is APR? Have you ever heard of
0% APR?
How does a company make money off of
a 0% APR offer?
What happens if you do not pay off the
loan in the 0% time period?

30 minutes

10 minutes

Discuss APR that is not 0%.

How is interest calculated?

Have students research common
interest rates and use them in
real-world examples.

What are common interest rates?

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

Who typically uses 0% APR offers in our
society?
Knowing what we learned today, would
you still use 0% APRs in the future? Why
or why not?
Do you think this is an issue in our
society? Why or why not?
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CMPF Lesson 4: What are all these Payday Loan Stores Doing Here?
The fourth proposed CMPF lesson asked students to research payday loan stores and their policies.
Table 7 shows the time breakdown for the proposed CMPF Lesson 4. CCRS 7.RP.3 and CCRS 7.EE.3
both apply to CMPF Lesson 4. CCRS 7.RP.3 states that students should be able to:
Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems. Examples: simple
interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and
decrease, percent error. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
CCRS 7.EE.3 states that students should be able to:
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation
strategies. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
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Table 7
Proposed CMPF Lesson 4 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
20 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Ask students what they know
about payday loan centers (ex.
Dollar Loan Center).

What is a payday loan center? Do you
know of any examples off the top of your
head?

Explain how payday loan centers
make money.

Has anyone ever used a payday loan
center? How was your experience?

Provide examples of high interest
rates using real-life scenarios.

How do payday loan centers make
money?

Be sure to discuss interest rates
(using examples of how interest
rates affect total payment).
15 minutes

Divide class into groups of 3.

Where did you find payday loan centers?

Have each group search for
Which part of town are these payday loan
payday loan centers in Las Vegas, centers located?
NV.
Why might these payday loan centers be
in this location?
15 minutes

Groups present to the rest of the
class.

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

Why might payday loan centers be
located in these parts of Las Vegas?
How might you use the information you
learned today in the future?
Do you think this is an issue in our
society? Why or why not?
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CMPF Lesson 5: Why is it so Hard to Buy Airplane Tickets?
The fifth proposed CMPF lesson asked students to explore the hidden costs associated with
purchasing airline tickets. Table 8 shows the time breakdown for the proposed CMPF Lesson 5. CCRS
5.NBT.7, CCRS7.RP.3, and CCRS 7.EE.3 all apply to CMPF Lesson 5. CCRS 5.NBT.7 states that
students should be able to:
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings
and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.
[Note from panel: Applications involving financial literacy should be used.] (Pimentel, 2013, p.
61).
CCRS 7.RP.3 states that students should be able to:
Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems. Examples: simple
interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and
decrease, percent error. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
CCRS 7.EE.3 states that students should be able to:
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation
strategies. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
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Table 8
Proposed CMPF Lesson 5 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
15 minutes

20 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Use an online airplane ticket
website to show two or three
different prices/airlines for a
round-trip ticket.

Who has purchased an airplane ticket in
the past?

Ticket prices can be pre-selected
and print or digital depending on
technology and access within the
classroom setting (this lesson can
be presented to any group of
students regardless of their
technological access). Be sure to
discuss tax, add-ons, etc.
Divide class into groups of 3.

How do you select your airplane tickets?
Cheapest base price? Favorite airline?

Have each group fly from Las
Vegas to any destination.

Which two tickets/airlines did you choose
for your flight?

Have them choose two different
airlines/flights to use.

What were the final costs of the flights?

How was the experience?

What do you notice about the cost
presented? Are some costs not shown
initially?

Where is your group flying?

How were the costs broken-down?
Compare/contrast the two flights.
What do you notice about the cost
presented? Are some costs not shown
initially?
15 minutes

Groups present to the rest of the
class.

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity individually How might different airlines use numbers
through written response.
to make people think or feel a certain
way?
Why might companies have base fare
values that are different than the final
check-out value?
How might you use the information you
learned today in the future?
Do you think this is an issue in our
society? Why or why not?
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CMPF Lesson 6: What is with all These Different Types of Peanut Butter?
The sixth proposed CMPF lesson asked students to explore unit cost and unit rate through the
example of peanut butter. Table 9 shows the time breakdown for the proposed CMPF Lesson 6. CCRS
6.RP.2, CCRS 6.RP.3b, and CCRS 7.EE.3 all apply to CMPF Lesson 6. CCRS 6.RP.2 states that students
should be able to:
Understand the concept of a unit rate a/b associated with a ratio a:b with 𝑏 ≠ 0, and use rate
language in the context of a ratio relationship. For example, “This recipe has a ratio of 3 cups of
flour to 4 cups of sugar, so there is a ¾ cup of flour for each cup of sugar.” “We paid $75 for 15
hamburgers, which is a rate of $5 per hamburger.” (Pimentel, 2013, p. 64).
CCRS 6.RP.3b states that students should be able to:
Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. For example,
if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours?
At what rate were lawns being mowed? (Pimentel, 2013, p. 72).
CCRS 7.EE.3 states that students should be able to:
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation
strategies. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
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Table 9
Proposed CMPF Lesson 6 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
20 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Show students a shelf with 5
What do you notice in this picture?
different types and sizes of peanut
butter (with their differing price
Which jar of peanut butter would you
tags).
choose? Why would you choose that jar?
Be sure to discuss options (and
how too many options affect our
ability to make decisions).

What factors affect your choice?

Be sure to discuss unit rates and
how to calculate unit rates (both
with fractions and decimals)
15 minutes

Divide class into groups of 3.

For each group of items, choose one item
to purchase. Why did you choose that
Give each group a worksheet with specific item?
3 different groups of items that
they need to purchase.
What factors influenced your decision?
Have groups decide on each item
and provide reasoning why they
chose the item they did.

15 minutes

Groups present to the rest of the
class.

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

Would you have made a different decision
as an individual than you did as a group?

Why do you think companies provide so
many options to consumers?
How might you use the information you
learned today in the future?
Do you think this is an issue in our
society? Why or why not?
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CMPF Lesson 7: How Do Numbers Affect Us?
The seventh proposed CMPF lesson used advertisements to encourage students to think about
companies, adverting, and number positioning. Table 10 shows the time breakdown for the proposed
CMPF Lesson 7. CCRS 5.MD.1, CCRS 7.NS.2d, and CCRS 7.EE.3 all apply to CMPF Lesson 7. CCRS
5.MD.1 states that students should be able to:
Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system
(e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world
problems. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 68).
CCRS 7.NS.2d states that students should be able to:
Convert a rational number to a decimal using long division; know that the decimal form of a
rational number terminates in 0s or eventually repeats. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 72).
CCRS 7.EE.3 states that students should be able to:
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation
strategies. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 73).
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Table 10
Proposed CMPF Lesson 7 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
15 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Show ads and commercials
with different displays of
numbers (tables, graphs, pie
charts, percentages, decimals,
etc.) and discuss as a group.

What do you notice about these
numbers?

Pictures can be printed,
drawn, or digital depending on
technology and access within
the classroom setting (this
lesson can be presented to any
group of students regardless of
their technological access).

Are some data presentations more
convincing than others?

How did the number presentations
make you feel?

Would you rather see data presented
as a fraction, decimal, ratio, percent,
graph, or in some other form?

Be sure to discuss fraction,
decimal, and percent
equivalency, if the students do
not bring up the concept.
5 minutes

Gather information on a class
survey. Be sure to discuss unit
conversions.

How many pets do you have?
How many children do you have?
How tall are you (in feet/inches and
only in inches)?
How many hours per week do you
study outside of class?
What is your favorite color?
What is your favorite sport?
What is your favorite animal?
What is your favorite ice cream
flavor?
What is your favorite subject?
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10 minutes

Discuss bias and data
presentation as a class. Use
the example “What is your
favorite pet?” from the survey
data as an example to show
students how to word different
data presentations for bias.

20 minutes

Divide class into groups of 3.
Have each group choose one
of the questions and analyze
the data.
Then, have them present the
data in a way that is
biased/pushes the audience to
think or feel a certain way

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

How might different companies use
numbers to make people think or feel
a certain way?
Are there examples that you can think
of where companies or people used
the tactics we discussed today?
Will you be more aware of how
numbers are presented in the future?
How might you use the information
you learned today in the future?
Do you think this is an issue in our
society? Why or why not?
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CMPF Lesson 8: Should I Trust this Study?
The final proposed CMPF lesson encouraged students to think critically about statistics and
statistical presentations. Table 11 shows the time breakdown for the proposed CMPF Lesson 8. CCRS
7.SP.1 and CCRS 7.SP.2 both apply to CMPF Lesson 8. CCRS 7.SP.1 states that students should be able
to:
Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a population by examining a
sample of the population; generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if the
sample is representative of that population. Understand that random sampling tends to produce
representative samples and support valid inferences. (Pimentel, 2013, p. 76).
CCRS 7.SP.2 states that students should be able to:
Use data from a random sample to draw inferences about a population with an unknown
characteristic of interest. Generate multiple samples (or simulated samples) of the same size to
gauge the variation in estimates or predictions. For example, estimate the mean word length in a
book by randomly sampling words from the book; predict the winner of a school election based on
randomly sampled survey data. Gauge how far off the estimate or prediction might be. (Pimentel,
2013, p. 77).
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Table 11
Proposed CMPF Lesson 8 Time Breakdown
Time Allotment
20 minutes

Activity

Questions for Students

Ask students what they know
about polls.
Provide examples of polls,
statistics, and scientific studies.
Be sure to discuss polls, sampling
techniques, the Law of Large
Numbers, and survey bias.

15 minutes

Divide class into groups of 3.
Give each group a study to read
and analyze the data.

What is a poll? Have you been in a poll?
Do you trust results from polls? Why or
why not?
What do you think when you read articles
about different polls or scientific studies?
Do you tend to accept the information
that is presented?
How many people were
surveyed/polled/interviewed for this
study?
Who is the author of the study?

Have groups consider the
questions.

What agenda might the author of the
study have?
What agenda might the publishing
site/company have?
Do you trust this data? Why or why not?
What other information would be
valuable to know?

15 minutes

Each group presents to the rest of
the class.

10 minutes

Reflect on the activity
individually through written
response.

Why are polls and surveys sometimes
wrong?
Should you believe every poll or survey
you read?
How might you use the information you
learned today in the future?
Do you think this is an issue in our
society? Why or why not?
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Changes to the Proposed Transformative Convergent Parallel Study
Data were collected during the Spring 2020 semester. Unfortunately, during this time, there was a
worldwide pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus. Due to the highly infectious virus, the institution
where I was collecting data was required to complete the semester through online contact only. This
greatly impacted the study in terms of number of participants as well as the data collection itself.
Changes to Course Meeting Times
The first three weeks of class were held in the face-to-face classroom environment, as planned. All
lessons, topics, and activities were completed as proposed. However, at the beginning of week four, the
class was moved from the face-to-face environment to the online environment due to university responses
to the coronavirus.
In moving to the online environment, the class no longer met synchronously for all four class
days. Instead, the class met synchronously two days per week and asynchronous assignments and
activities were posted on a learning management system for students to complete.
Changes to the Course Calendar
Due to the change in meeting times and patterns in the online environment, the course calendar
greatly shifted. Instead of students completing assignments and covering topics by class, students
completed weekly assignments, watched pre-recorded mathematics videos, and completed online versions
of the CMPF lessons asynchronously. Weeks four through 10 of the online course calendar are provided
in Table 12, showing all the updates and changes made to the course in the transition to the online
environment. Items applicable to this research study are bolded.
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Table 12
Updated Topics and Assignment Breakdown by Week in the Online Environment
Week Number

Topic or Assignment Title

Subject Area

Week 4

America’s Preamble
Digital Literacy Assignment
Payday Loans Scavenger Hunt

Social Studies
Computer Literacy
CMPF Lesson #4

Week 5

Grammar
Argumentative Essay
Airplane Tickets’ Hidden Cost
Scavenger Hunt
Exponents and Powers
Scientific Notation
Order of Operations
Variables
Evaluating Expressions

Writing
Writing
CMPF Lesson #5

Themes
Test Taking Strategies in Reading
Writing Practice Test
Language Arts Practice Test
Solving Equations with Adding
and Subtracting
Solving Equations with
Multiplication and Division
Solving Two-Step Equations
Solving Equations Using the
Distributive Property
Solving Equations with Variables
on Both Sides
Solving Fractions and Decimal
Equations
Reading Mid-Term Exam
Mathematics Mid-Term Exam

Reading
Reading
Writing
Reading
Mathematics

Grammar Tenses
World War I
English Grammar Tenses
Assignment
Ratios
Proportions
The Percent Proportion
Direct and Inverse Variation
The Main Idea
Supreme Decision
Opinion & Analysis

Writing
Social Studies
Writing

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8
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Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Reading
Mathematics

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Reading
Social Studies
Reading

Argumentative Essay #2
TABE Language Practice Test
Peanut Butter Scavenger Hunt
Measures of Central Tendency
Box and Whisker Plots
Using Box and Whisker Plots
Theoretical Probability
Theoretical vs. Experimental
Probability
Odds

Writing
Reading
CMPF Lesson #6
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

Week 9

Social Studies Practice
Science Practice
Reading Practice
Prefix/Suffix
Common Suffixes
Common Prefixes
Suffix Practice
Statistics Scavenger Hunt
Functions and Mapping
Function Notation
Operations on Functions
Slope
Graphing Lines
Zero and Undefined Slopes
Writing Linear Equations

Social Studies
Science
Reading
Writing
Writing
Writing
Writing
CMPF Lesson #7
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

Week 10

Writing Practice
Argumentative Essay #3
Steps to a Great Essay
Should You Trust This Study?
Scavenger Hunt
Research Informed Consent
MSEAQ Post-Test
Reading Final Exam
Mathematics Final Exam

Writing
Writing
Writing
CMPF Lesson #8
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Mathematics

Research Study
Research Study
Reading
Mathematics

Effects on Participants
Originally, there were 13 students registered for the 10-week Adult Basic Education course. Of the
13 registered, nine students consistently attended class during the first three weeks. However, when the
institution shut down and we moved to remote learning, five students elected not to continue the course.
Therefore, of the original nine students who began the course, only four students made it to week four. All
four of these students completed the course once it moved to the online environment and all four students
chose to be a part of the research study.
Changes to the CMPF Lessons
Due to moving to the online environment, it was also necessary to modify some of the CMPF
lessons. CMPF Lesson 1, Lesson 2, and Lesson 3 were completed in the face-to-face environment, but
CMPF Lesson 4, Lesson 5, Lesson 6, Lesson 7, and Lesson 8 had to be completed online. To modify
these lessons, I turned these CMPF lessons into “Scavenger Hunts,” shown in Table 18, Table 19, Table
20, Table 21, and Table 22, respectively.
In these “Scavenger Hunts,” students had to complete independent research or activities in order to
obtain background knowledge. I then walked them through the necessary mathematics underlying the
CMPF lesson topic. After completing the background questions and the mathematics application, they
then had to reflect on the lesson. These reflections were used as the qualitative data strand of this study.
New CMPF Lesson 4: Payday Loan Center Scavenger Hunt
The proposed CMPF lessons also had to be altered in order to move to the online environment
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Students completed the CMPF Lesson 4 Scavenger Hunt during Week 4
of the course, the first week that we transitioned to the online environment. CMPF Lesson 4 Scavenger
Hunt was broken into five parts, outlined below.
Part 1. Answer the following questions using previous knowledge and/or using search engine
tools.
a. What is a payday loan center?
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b. What is a payday loan?
c. Do you know any payday loan centers in Las Vegas (think commercials, ads)?
d. Have you or anyone you know ever used a payday loan center? If so, what was your/their
experience?
e. How do payday loan centers make money?
f. What are some common interest rates on payday loans?
Part 2. Do a Google Maps search for Payday Loan Centers in Las Vegas. Take a screenshot and
add this to your document.
Part 3. Answer the following questions.
a. In which part of town did you find payday loan centers?
b. Why might these payday loan centers be in this location?
Part 4. Solve the following problems. Show your work by using formulas or by adding pictures of
hand-written work.
a. Savannah takes out a $2,500 payday loan. The payday loan center says that they charge
10% interest PER MONTH. How much will she pay in interest in one year? (Use the
simple interest formula).
b. George borrows $3,000 at a payday loan center. He pays $4,500 in interest. What was his
annual interest rate? (Use the simple interest formula).
Part 5. Write a one-paragraph (~3-5 sentences) response to the question: “Based on your research,
are payday loans more helpful or harmful? Why?” (Remember to choose a side and support it with
details/examples/opinions).
New CMPF Lesson 5: Airplane Tickets’ Hidden Costs Scavenger Hunt
The proposed CMPF lessons also had to be altered in order to move to the online environment
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Students completed the CMPF Lesson 5 Scavenger Hunt during Week 5
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of the course, the second week that we transitioned to the online environment. CMPF Lesson 5 Scavenger
Hunt was broken into five parts, outlined below.
Part 1. Answer the following questions using your previous knowledge and/or using search
engine tools.
a. Have you ever purchased an airplane ticket online? If so, how was your experience?
b. How did you select your ticket? (Cheapest base price? Favorite airline? Direct flight vs.
layover?)
c. What did you notice about the initial cost vs. the price you actually paid for the ticket?
d. Are there some costs that are not shown?
Part 2. Use an airline search engine (your choice) to fly from Las Vegas, Nevada to Raleigh,
North Carolina. You will depart between March 23 and March 27 and return between March 30 and April
3. The dates you choose to depart and return are up to you. Choose two different airlines to use. Take a
screenshot of the two flights’ departure and return dates/times.
Part 3. Compare these two flights’ costs. Calculate the total cost for each flight including:
a. base cost
b. cost for baggage check
c. cost for seat selection
d. cost for taxes
e. cost for insurance
Part 4. Read the following scenario and determine which flight has the lowest total cost.
•

Flight A has a base cost of $250. It costs $50 per checked bag and $12 to select a standard
seat. The airline charges $75 in airline fees and the total tax is 7% after all costs and fees
are calculated.
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•

Flight B has a base cost of $325. The first checked bag is free, and each additional checked
bag is $25. It does not cost anything to select a standard seat. The airline charges a $50
airline fee and the total tax is 6% after all costs and fees are calculated.

•

Amy has two bags that she needs to check on her trip. Which flight will have the lowest
total cost after all taxes and fees are applied?

Part 5. Write a one-paragraph (~3-5 sentences) response to each of these questions.
a. How do airlines use numbers to make people feel a certain way?
b. Are there any tactics/strategies that airlines use to artificially make the fares seem lower
than they actually are?
c. What do you think about these practices? Is it ok that they do this? Should these practices
be changed?
New CMPF Lesson 6: Peanut Butter Scavenger Hunt
The proposed CMPF lessons also had to be altered in order to move to the online environment
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Students completed the CMPF Lesson 6 Scavenger Hunt during Week 8
of the course, the fifth week that we transitioned to the online environment. CMPF Lesson 6 Scavenger
Hunt was broken into four parts, outlined below.
Part 1. Answer the following questions using your previous knowledge and/or using search
engine tools.
a. What is peanut butter?
b. Who invented it/discovered peanut butter?
c. How is peanut butter made?
d. How much peanut butter is consumed in the world and/or the United States?
Part 2. Complete the following activity.
How much does a typical jar of peanut butter cost? There are multiple answers to this
question. It depends on the size of the jar, the brand of peanut butter, and the type of
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peanut butter (chunky vs. creamy). Go to 3 different grocery store/supermarket websites
and find the cost of 1 jar of peanut butter. Take a screenshot of the three jars and then
proceed to Part 3.
Part 3. Compare and contrast the three different jars of peanut butter by creating a table. The
columns of you table should be each type of peanut butter. The rows on your table should be:
a. The store name
b. The brand name of peanut butter
c. The type of peanut butter (chunky or creamy)
d. The number of ounces of peanut butter in the jar
e. The total cost of the jar of peanut butter (assume before tax)
f. The unit cost of the peanut butter ($ per ounce; also assume before tax)
Part 4. Write a one-paragraph (~3-5 sentences) response to each of these questions.
a. Why are there so many different options of peanut butter? Why might companies want to
provide so many options?
b. Have you ever thought about purchasing items based on the unit cost? After this lesson, do
you think you will use unit costs to make decisions in the future?
c. Of the three options above, which jar of peanut butter would you pick to purchase? Why
did you make that decision? (Note: you do not have to pick the jar with the cheapest unit
cost. There could be other factors that influence your decision other than cost.)
New CMPF Lesson 7: Statistics Scavenger Hunt
The proposed CMPF lessons also had to be altered in order to move to the online environment
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Students completed the CMPF Lesson 7 Scavenger Hunt during Week 9
of the course, the sixth week that we transitioned to the online environment. CMPF Lesson 7 Scavenger
Hunt was broken into four parts, outlined below.
Part 1. Look at the following PowerPoint and then answer the following questions.
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a. What do you notice about the numbers presented in this PowerPoint?
b. How did the number presentations make you feel?
c. Would you rather see data presented as a fraction, a decimal, ratio, percent, graph, or in
some other form? Why?
d. Are some data presentations more convincing than others? Why or why not?
Part 2. Survey yourself and four of your friends. Ask the following questions in your survey.
a. How many children do you have?
b. How many pets do you have?
c. How tall are you? (in inches)
d. What is your favorite color?
e. What is your favorite sport?
f. What is your favorite animal?
g. What is your favorite ice cream flavor?
Part 3. Use a statistic to describe the answers you got for each survey question. When you have
finished this part, you will have seven different statistics – one for each survey question. You can use
either percents, fractions, decimals, ratios, bar graphs, tables, circle graphs, or drawings. The goal is to
make the statistic seem as important as possible while still being true. Examples include:
● People prefer the color red to any other color by a ratio of 3:1!
● 60% of people’s favorite color is red.
● More people like red than any other color.
● People like red three times as much as they like blue and green.
● 3/5 people prefer the color red.
Part 4. Write a one-paragraph (~3-5 sentences) response to each of these questions.
a. Have you ever thought about how advertisements use statistics? Why might they do this?
b. Some people say that numbers are objective. Do you agree with this statement?
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c. Can people use numbers to make you think or feel a certain way?
New CMPF Lesson 8: Should I Trust This Study? Scavenger Hunt
The proposed CMPF lessons also had to be altered in order to move to the online environment
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Students completed the CMPF Lesson 8 Scavenger Hunt during Week
10 of the course, the last week that we transitioned to the online environment. The CMPF Lesson 8
Scavenger Hunt was broken into three parts, outlined below.
Part 1. Read the article titled “Violent Video Games Linked to Child Aggression” and use the
data provided in the article to answer the following questions. You may also have to use a Google search
to answer part (a).
a. Who is the author of this study? What are their credentials/background?
b. How many people participated in this study?
c. What were the ages of the people in this study?
d. Which countries were the people in this study from?
e. Were the sample sizes (the number from each country and age group) about the same or
were they different?
f. Who did the article quote as an “expert” on the topic? What are their credentials?
g. Did the researchers collect the same data from all the participants?
Part 2. Read the article titled “Should You Trust That Research Study You Read About” and then
answer the following questions.
a. Do you agree or disagree with the statement “Violent video games cause children to
become violent”? Why?
b. Do you think that the researchers had enough participants in the study to make a valid
conclusion? Why or why not?
c. Do you think that the researchers came up with the accurate conclusion based on the data?
Why or why not?
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Part 3. Write a one-paragraph (~3-5 sentences) response to each of these questions.
a. When you read an article, do you tend to read it critically? (ie - think about the author, the
number of participants, the study design, the “experts” quoted)
b. Moving forward, will you think about articles you read more critically? Why or why not?
Summary
Although the proposed study had to be modified to move to the online environment in the wake of
the coronavirus pandemic, four students elected to continue in this study. All four students completed the
course and provided data for Chapter IV and Chapter V of this study.
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Chapter IV: Findings
In a convergent parallel mixed methods research design, both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies run in parallel (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
Quantitative and qualitative data are collected and analyzed separately and only compared and integrated
at the final interpretation phase. Convergent parallel designs bring together the “differing strengths and
nonoverlapping weaknesses” of quantitative and qualitative methods (p. 77). This chapter describes both
the quantitative and the qualitative data analysis.
After the data were collected, the quantitative data and the qualitative data were first analyzed
separately. The quantitative data were analyzed using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests (Wilcoxon, 1945) on
SPSS version 26 and the qualitative MSEAQ (May, 2009) pretest-posttest data were analyzed using
applied thematic analysis. Applied thematic analysis (Guest et al., 2012) was conducted without specific
qualitative analysis software; it was conducted using Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel. Data
interpretation and integration did not occur in the initial data analysis phase, which will be described and
discussed in Chapter V.
It is important to note that 15 of the 28 MSEAQ quantitative items were reverse coded. Therefore,
I had to change these to non-reverse coding before beginning data analysis.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The MSEAQ data is non-continuous, Likert-scale data. Due to these properties, the pretest-posttest
data collectively needed to be analyzed using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Wilcoxon, 1945). A
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test assumes:
1. Data are paired and come from the same population.
2. Each pair is chosen randomly and independently.
3. The data are measured on an interval or ordinal scale.
4. The data do not follow a specific distribution.
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Because the data collected were pre-post test data on an interval scale, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test made sense for analysis. All quantitative analyses, including descriptive statistics and frequency
distribution, were conducted using SPSS version 26.
Aggregate Student Data
Initially, I combined all four participants’ MSEAQ data. There are 28 items on the MSEAQ. All
four students answered all 28 items on the posttest. However, one participant did not answer one of the
items on the pretest. Therefore, there were 111 answered items on the pretest and 112 answered items on
the posttest.
Aggregate Pretest Data Descriptive Statistics
Once the data were coded correctly, to analyze the aggregate MSEAQ pretest data, I first
calculated descriptive statistics. The aggregate MSEAQ pretest data had a mean of 3.9369 and a standard
deviation of .89726. I then identified frequency distribution of the MSEAQ pretest items based on their
Likert Scale score.
Of the 111 aggregate MSEAQ pretest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning
the statement “never” applied, 6 items (5.4%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, 30 items (27.0%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, 40 items
(36.0%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 35 items (31.5%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of the aggregate MSEAQ pretest
data frequency is shown in Figure 5. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.
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Figure 5
Aggregate Pretest Data Bar Graph

Aggregate Posttest Data Demographics
Like the pretest data, I calculated descriptive statistics for the aggregate MSEAQ posttest data.
The aggregate MSEAQ posttest data had a mean of 4.5446 and a standard deviation of .83707. I then
identified frequency distribution of the MSEAQ posttest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of the 112 aggregate MSEAQ posttest items, 1 item (0.9%) was scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, 3 items (2.7%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, 10 items (8.9%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, 18 items
(16.1%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 80 items (71.4%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of the aggregate MSEAQ
posttest data frequency is shown in Figure 6. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be
conducted in Chapter V.
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Figure 6
Aggregate Posttest Data Bar Graph

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Aggregate Data
I then ran a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on the aggregate pretest-posttest data also using SPSS
version 26. There were 111 answered items on the pretest and 112 answered items on the posttest, so there
were 111 unique pretest-posttest pairs in this aggregate data.
To perform a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test in SPSS, I analyzed the data using that Nonparametric
Test of two or more related samples. Under “Customize analysis,” I selected the “Wilcoxon matched-pair
signed-rank (2 samples).”
Of the 111 unique pretest-posttest pairs, there were 62 positive differences, 11 negative
differences, and 38 ties in Likert scale scores, as shown in Figure 7. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also
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yielded the following data table, shown in Table 13. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will
be conducted in Chapter V.

Figure 7
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for Aggregate Pretest-Posttest Data
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Table 13
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Aggregate Data
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Aggregate Data
Total N

111

Test Statistic

2307.500

Standard Error

174.401

Standardized Test Statistic

5.487

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.000

Alex*
After analyzing the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual student’s MSEAQ pretestposttest data. Alex* (pseudonym) completed 27 items in the MSEAQ pretest and all 28 items in the
MSEAQ posttest.
Alex’s Pretest Data Descriptive Statistics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Alex’s individual MSEAQ
pretest data. Alex’s MSEAQ pretest data had a mean of 3.2222 and a standard deviation of 0.84732. I then
identified frequency distribution of Alex’s MSEAQ pretest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of Alex’s 27 MSEAQ pretest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, four items (14.8%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, 16 items (59.3%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, four items
(14.8%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and three items (11.1%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Alex’s MSEAQ pretest data
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frequency is shown in Figure 8. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.

Figure 8
Alex’s Pretest Data Bar Graph

Alex’s Posttest Data Demographics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Alex’s individual MSEAQ
posttest data. Alex’s MSEAQ posttest data had a mean of 4.2143 and a standard deviation of 1.03126. I
then identified frequency distribution of Alex’s MSEAQ posttest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of Alex’s 28 MSEAQ posttest items, 0 items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, two items (7.1%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, six items (21.4%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, four
items (14.3%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 16 items (57.1%) were
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scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Alex’s MSEAQ posttest data
frequency is shown in Figure 9. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.

Figure 9
Alex’s Posttest Data Bar Graph

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Alex
I then ran a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Alex’s pretest-posttest data. There were 27 answered
items on the pretest and 28 answered items on the posttest, so there were 27 unique pretest-posttest pairs
in Alex’s data.
I ran the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test using SPSS version 26. To perform the test, I analyzed the
data using that Nonparametric Test of two or more related samples. Under “Customize analysis,” I
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selected the “Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank (2 samples).” Of the 27 items that had pretest and
posttest scores, Alex noted 19 positive differences, one negative difference, and seven ties in pretestposttest scores, as shown in Figure 10. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also yielded the following data
table, shown in Table 14. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in Chapter V.

Figure 10
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Alex
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Table 14
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Alex
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Alex
Total N

27

Test Statistic

195.500

Standard Error

25.908

Standardized Test Statistic

3.493

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.000

Blake*
After analyzing the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual student’s MSEAQ pretestposttest data. Blake* (pseudonym) completed all 28 items in the MSEAQ pretest and posttest.
Blake’s Pretest Data Descriptive Statistics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Blake’s individual MSEAQ
pretest data. Blake’s MSEAQ pretest data had a mean of 4.1429 and a standard deviation of 1.04401. I
then identified frequency distribution of Blake’s MSEAQ pretest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of Blake’s 29 MSEAQ pretest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, one item (3.6%) was scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, five items (17.9%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, 12 items
(42.9%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 10 items (35.7%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Blake’s MSEAQ pretest data
frequency is shown in Figure 11. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.
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Figure 11
Blake’s Pretest Data Bar Graph

Blake’s Posttest Data Demographics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Blake’s individual MSEAQ
posttest data. Blake’s MSEAQ posttest data had a mean of 4.1429 and a standard deviation of 1.04401. I
then identified frequency distribution of Blake’s MSEAQ posttest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of Blake’s 28 MSEAQ posttest items, one item (3.6%) was scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, one item (3.6%) was scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, four items (14.3%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, nine
items (32.1%) was scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 13 items (46.4%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Blake’s MSEAQ posttest data
frequency is shown in Figure 12. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.
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Figure 12
Blake’s Posttest Data Bar Graph

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Blake
I then ran a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Blake’s pretest-posttest data using SPSS version 26.
There were 28 unique pretest-posttest pairs in Blake’s data. To perform the test, I analyzed the data using
that Nonparametric Test of two or more related samples. Under “Customize analysis,” I selected the
“Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank (2 samples).” Of the 28 pretest-posttest item pairs, Blake noted 10
positive differences, nine negative differences, and nine ties, as shown in Figure 15. The Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test also yielded the following data table, shown in Table 14. Further analysis and interpretation of
these data will be conducted in Chapter V.
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Figure 13
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Blake

Table 15
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Blake
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Blake
Total N

28

Test Statistic

99.000

Standard Error

23.393

Standardized Test Statistic

.171

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.864
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Cameron*
After analyzing the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual student’s MSEAQ pretestposttest data. Cameron* (pseudonym) completed all 28 items in the MSEAQ pretest and posttest.
Cameron’s Pretest Data Descriptive Statistics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Cameron’s individual
MSEAQ pretest data. Cameron’s MSEAQ pretest data had a mean of 3.6786 and a standard deviation of
0.54796. I then identified frequency distribution of Cameron’s MSEAQ pretest items based on their
Likert Scale score.
Of Cameron’s 28 MSEAQ pretest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, one item (3.6%) was scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, seven items (25.0%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, 20
items (71.4%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and zero items (0.0%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Cameron’s MSEAQ pretest
data frequency is shown in Figure 14. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted
in Chapter V.
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Figure 14
Cameron’s Pretest Data Bar Graph

Cameron’s Posttest Data Demographics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Cameron’s individual
MSEAQ posttest data. Cameron’s MSEAQ posttest data had a mean of 4.9643 and a standard deviation of
.18898. I then identified frequency distribution of Cameron’s MSEAQ posttest items based on their Likert
Scale score.
Of Cameron’s 28 MSEAQ posttest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, one item
(3.6%) was scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 27 items (96.4%) were scored
with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Cameron’s MSEAQ posttest data
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frequency is shown in Figure 15. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.

Figure 15
Cameron’s Posttest Data Bar Graph

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Cameron
I then ran a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Cameron’s pretest-posttest data using SPSS version
26. There were 28 unique pretest-posttest pairs in Cameron’s data. To perform the test, I analyzed the data
using that Nonparametric Test of two or more related samples. Under “Customize analysis,” I selected the
“Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank (2 samples).” Of the 28 pretest-posttest item pairs, Cameron noted
28 positive differences, zero negative differences, and zero ties, as shown in Figure 16. The Wilcoxon
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Signed Rank Test also yielded the following data table, shown in Table 16. Further analysis and
interpretation of these data will be conducted in Chapter V.

Figure 16
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Cameron
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Table 16
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Cameron
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Cameron
Total N

28

Test Statistic

406.000

Standard Error

41.854

Standardized Test Statistic

4.850

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.000

Drew*
After analyzing the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual student’s MSEAQ pretestposttest data. Drew* (pseudonym) completed all 28 items in the MSEAQ pretest and posttest.
Drew’s Pretest Data Descriptive Statistics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Drew’s individual MSEAQ
pretest data. Drew’s MSEAQ pretest data had a mean of 4.7143 and a standard deviation of .59982. I then
identified frequency distribution of Drew’s MSEAQ pretest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of Drew’s 28 MSEAQ pretest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, two items (7.1%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, four items
(14.3%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 22 items (78.6%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Drew’s MSEAQ pretest data
frequency is shown in Figure 17. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.
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Figure 17
Drew’s Pretest Data Bar Graph

Drew’s Posttest Data Demographics
As with the aggregate data, I also calculated descriptive statistics for Drew’s individual MSEAQ
posttest data. Drew’s MSEAQ posttest data had a mean of 4.8571 and a standard deviation of .35635. I
then identified frequency distribution of Drew’s MSEAQ posttest items based on their Likert Scale score.
Of Drew’s 28 MSEAQ posttest items, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “1,” meaning the
statement “never” applied, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “2,” meaning the statement “seldom”
applied, zero items (0.0%) were scored with a “3,” meaning the statement “sometimes” applied, four
items (14.3%) were scored with a “4,” meaning the statement “often” applied, and 24 items (85.7%) were
scored with a “5,” meaning the statement “usually” applied. A bar graph of Drew’s MSEAQ posttest data
frequency is shown in Figure 18. Further analysis and interpretation of these data will be conducted in
Chapter V.
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Figure 18
Drew’s Posttest Data Bar Graph

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Drew
I then ran a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Drew’s pretest-posttest data using SPSS version 26.
There were 28 unique pretest-posttest pairs in Drew’s data. To perform the test, I analyzed the data using
that Nonparametric Test of two or more related samples. Under “Customize analysis,” I selected the
“Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank (2 samples).” Of the 28 pretest-posttest item pairs, Drew noted five
positive differences, one negative difference, and 22 ties, as shown in Figure 19. The Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test also yielded the following data table, shown in Table 17. Further analysis and interpretation of
these data will be conducted in Chapter V.
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Figure 19
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Drew

Table 17
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Drew
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Drew
Total N

28

Test Statistic

17.500

Standard Error

4.287

Standardized Test Statistic

1.633

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.102
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Qualitative Data Analysis
To analyze the qualitative data, I used Applied Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al., 2012). ATA
is a very flexible method to use when analyzing qualitative data, as it is not tied to a particular
epistemological or theoretical perspective (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017).
To analyze the data in this study, I applied Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase framework for
doing thematic analysis. Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phrase framework can be seen in Table 18. Step 1,
Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4 are incorporated into this chapter, while Step 5 and Step 6 are included in
Chapter V.

Table 18
The Six-Phase Framework for Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 87)
Step

Description

Step 1

Become familiar with the data

Step 2

Generate initial codes

Step 3

Search for themes

Step 4

Review themes

Step 5

Define themes

Step 6

Produce the report
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Step 1: Become Familiar with the Data
For this first step, I first read through all four students’ responses to the initial demographic
questionnaire (see Appendix B). In addition to general demographic items, I included four short-answer
items that were related to previous mathematics experiences, relationship with mathematics, and thoughts
about mathematics. These for items were:
•

How would you describe your relationship with math when you were a child (under 10)?

•

How would you describe your relationship with math now?

•

Tell me a story about math in your life.

•

Some people say that there are people who are “good at math” and people who are “not good at
math.” Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

Pre-Set Codes
I read through student responses to these four questions multiple times to familiarize myself with
these data. From these initial data, I created pre-set codes that aligned with my research questions.
Creating pre-set codes aligns with the confirmatory ATA method, where “the conceptual categories are
determined prior to reviewing the text, and the codes are generated from your hypothesis” (Guest et al.,
2012, p. 39). However, these codes are dynamic and will likely change as data are analyzed. The four
initial pre-set codes were: Application of Mathematics to Life (APP), Attitudes Towards Mathematics
(ATM), Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (ERR), and Other (OTH).
Codebook 1.0
I then began creating a code book using these pre-set codes. The code “Other (OTH)” was
included for data that did not align with any of the current codes. After each iteration, the data in the
“Other (OTH)” category were analyzed.
The codes and codebook are living documents throughout Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4 of this
framework. Therefore, the codebook is developed in an iterative fashion, continuously being updated as
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new text is analyzed (Guest et al., 2012). Table 19 shows the initial codebook (Codebook 1.0) with the
four pre-set codes created for the first iteration of data analysis.
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Table 19
Codebook 1.0
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Life (APP)

This code discusses application of mathematics to participants’
current life. Look for:
•
•
•

Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)

Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in their jobs/careers
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in everyday interactions
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics when working with their own kids

This code discusses attitudes and dispositions that participants
currently have or previously had relating to mathematics. Look
for:
•
•
•
•
•

Statements that describe present beliefs towards
mathematics
Statements that describe present thoughts about
mathematics
Statements about when the participant was “little” or “a
kid” or “young”
Statements that describe when they were “in school”
Verbs in present or past tense

This code does not include explanations as to why they have
these current attitudes. The explanation/rationale as to why they
hold these beliefs is a separate code titled “Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning (ERR).”
Explanation, Rationale, and
Reasoning (ERR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale as to why they have the attitudes and beliefs towards
mathematics.
This code does not include general statements about current
beliefs or attitudes. General statements should be coded as
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM).”

Other (OTH)

This code is used for data that do not currently align with any of
the current codes. After each iteration, the data in this category
will be analyzed. Then, the codebook will be updated to reflect
data categorized as “Other (OTH).”
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Step 2: Generate Initial Codes
Since the goal of this study was to address specific research questions regarding students’ views of
mathematics anxiety, mathematics self-efficacy, social justice, and how CMPF lessons influence these
constructs, I began by using a theoretical ATA approach rather than an inductive ATA approach (Maguire
& Delahunt, 2017). In theoretical ATA, qualitative data are coded based on relevance to the research
question(s). However, new data should be incorporated through the ATA process and new codes and
themes should emerge.
I used an open coding method to complete this theoretical ATA. First, I coded the four shortanswer demographic questionnaire items based on the four pre-set codes and initial codebook. Once the
data from the demographic questionnaire were coded, I then used an iterative process to code each
subsequent CMPF lesson. Every time I coded new data, I updated the codebook to represent the changes
made from the new data, if necessary. Therefore, for each new CMPF Lesson reflection coded, I first
aligned the new data to the current codebook. Then, I updated the codebook, if applicable, to reflect
changes.
2.0 Generating Codes from Demographic Questionnaire.
I used the initial codebook to code the data from the four short-answer demographic questionnaire
items (see Appendix B for the Demographic Questionnaire). Each code was used except for the code
titled “Other (OTH).” I decided to keep the “Other (OTH)” code, though, as it was likely to be used in the
data coding process for the CMPF lesson reflections. Of the 28 items coded from the demographic
questionnaire, six items were coded as “Application of Mathematics to Life (APP),” 18 were coded as
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM),” and four were coded as “Explanation, Rationale, and
Reasoning (ERR).” Table 20 shows the alignment of the Demographic Questionnaire items to the four
initial, pre-set codes.
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Table 20
Alignment of the Demographic Questionnaire Items
Code
(Total Number of
Coded Items)
APP (6)

Coded Statement
I’d be able to calculate a customer’s total including tax on the salesfloor
before they got to the register
Coworkers asking me to double check store calculators for them
[I just use] addition and subtraction and multiplying. Other than that, I
don’t use much of anything else
I currently work at a bank now
I am constantly using + and – on a daily basis and multiplying
I use [math] if I need it

ATM (18)

I still love math though I’m a bit out of practice with some of it now
I think there’s people that naturally take to math
I sometimes help my kids when they can’t understand some math problems
It’s fun and interesting to learn math again
I sometimes dream about taking a math test. It’s kind of a nightmare
I agree with [that some people are ‘good at math’]
Some people feel comfortable and excited when they take math tests or use
it in real life
I do not agree with [that some people are ‘good at math’]
I feel if you are bad at math you choose to be
No, everything in this world can be learned
I’ve always loved math
I quickly became known as a math person
I liked math when I was little
Math was my favorite subject until middle school
I almost gave up math in 10th grade
I loved/hated math, mainly fractions
Loved math up until the 3rd grade
I think with math I got bored very quickly

ERR (4)

With a growth mindset and proper techniques anyone can be good at most
things including math
If you wanted to be good, it would simply require you to apply yourself and
become good at it
It was never the subject; it was the teacher and how they taught math that
bored me
There is a process start to finish that you can be taught then practiced –
math is just the same

OTH (0)
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2.1 Coding CMPF Lesson 1 Reflection
Once the data from the demographic questionnaire were coded, I then began coding the CMPF
Lesson 1 reflections using Codebook 1.0. All four students completed the CMPF Lesson 1 reflection. All
previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier “Previously Coded Items” followed
by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 23 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 1 reflections. Of the 23 new items coded, only eight
of them fit into a current category: seven fit into “Application of Mathematics to Life (APP)” and one fit
into “Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM)”. The other 15 were initially placed into the “Other (OTH)”
code category. Table 21 shows the first-round alignment of the CMPF Lesson 1 reflections.
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Table 21
First-Round Alignment of CMPF Lesson 1 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded Items)

Coded Statement

APP (13)

Previously Coded Items (6)
Buy some fabrics for crafting
I can measure area of rectangle of square before I cut off the fabrics
Redo our backyard but first we had to figure out the square feet our
backyard took and to change it into grass
Building something out of material to create a shape
With the correct perimeter and area, it will ensure the object I’m
building will come out perfectly symmetrical
My dad works in construction and needs to know measurements to
do his job
When shopping for furniture online and in store

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (18)
I figured there was only one way to solve it

ERR (4)

Previously Coded Items (4)

OTH (15)

Make it interesting
A felt confused
I definitely feel I can use this information in my daily life
After today’s and yesterday’s lesson there are many ways to solve
different problems
After today’s lesson it changed my outlook
Helped me understand the area and perimeter using a visual tool
Solving it backward or forward
Using actual squares
With physical blocks
Using string and a ruler
You can figure it out with the correct formula
Using the correct formula, you can get the answer
Use of visual aids
Visualize
Boxes and grids
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Analyzing these 15 items in the “Other (OTH)” category, I created two new codes that represented
these items: “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL)” and “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical
Reasoning (MEMR).” Five items were coded as “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL)” and 10 items
were coded as “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR).” I also updated the
code previously titled “Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (ERR)” to be “Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning (AERR)” to differentiate between mathematical explanations and reasoning vs.
attitudinal explanations and reasoning. Table 22 shows the second-round alignment of the CMPF Lesson
1 reflections.
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Table 22
Second-Round Alignment of CMPF Lesson 1 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded
Items)
APP (13)

Coded Statement

Previously Coded Items (13)

ATL (5)

Make it interesting
A felt confused
I definitely feel I can use this information in my daily life
After today’s and yesterday’s lesson there are many ways to
solve different problems
After today’s lesson it changed my outlook

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (4)

Previously Coded Items (4)

MEMR (10)

Using actual squares
With physical blocks
Using string and a ruler
You can figure it out with the correct formula
Using the correct formula, you can get the answer
Use of visual aids
Visualize
Boxes and grids
Helped me understand the area and perimeter using a visual tool
Solving it backward or forward

OTH (0)

Updating the Codebook. After coding CMPF Lesson 1 items, I updated the codebook to reflect
the coding changes. Table 23 shows the updated codebook after CMPF Lesson 1 reflections were coded
and any necessary changes were made. All changes are bolded. If no changes were made to the code, the
statement “No changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand column.
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Table 23
Codebook 2.1
Code
Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

Code Description
This code discusses application of mathematics to participants’
current work and home life. Look for:
•
•
•

Attitudes Towards the
Lesson (ATL)

Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in their jobs/careers
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in everyday interactions
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics when working with their own kids

This code discusses participant attitudes and thoughts
specifically about the CMPF lessons. Look for:
•
•

Statements that describe specific CMPF lesson details
Statements that describe how participants understood
or perceived the CMPF lesson

This code does not include specific details of the mathematics
learned in the lesson. Specific references to mathematical
concepts are a separate coded titled “Mathematical
Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR).” This
code specifically addresses student attitudes towards the
lesson.
Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)

This code discusses attitudes and dispositions that participants
currently have or previously had relating to mathematics. It also
describes attitudinal changes towards mathematics in
general. Look for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statements that describe present beliefs towards
mathematics
Statements that describe present thoughts about
mathematics
Verbs in present tense
Statements about when the participant was “little” or “a
kid” or “young”
Statements that describe when they were “in school”
Verbs in past tense
Participant comparison between past and present

This code does not include explanations as to why they have
these current attitudes. The explanations and rationales as to why
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they hold these beliefs is a separate code titled “Attitudinal
Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (AERR).”
Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale as to why they have specific attitudes and beliefs
towards mathematics.
This code does not include general statements about their current
beliefs or attitudes. General statements are a separate code titled
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics.”
This code does not include statements about specific details
of the mathematics learned in the CMPF lesson. Specific
references to mathematical concepts are a separate coded
titled “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical
Reasoning (MEMR).”

Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale of the mathematics learned in the lesson. It
specifically deals with the mathematical content. Look for:
•
•
•

Mathematical statements
Thoughts as to why a specific mathematical concept
makes sense
Steps to solve the mathematical content

This code does not include statements about current beliefs
or attitudes. General statements are a separate code titled
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM).”
Other (OTH)

No changes were made for this code.
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2.2 Coding CMPF Lesson 2 Reflection
Once the data from CMPF Lesson 1 were coded and the codebook was updated, I then coded the
CMPF Lesson 2 reflections using Codebook 2.1. Three of the four students completed the CMPF Lesson
2 reflection. All previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier “Previously Coded
Items” followed by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were seven items coded in the CMPF Lesson 2 reflections. Of the seven new items coded, all
seven of them fit into a current category: three fit into “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home
Life (APP),” three fit into “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL),” and one fit into “Attitudinal
Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (AERR).” There was no need to add or change any categories.
Table 24 shows the alignment of the CMPF Lesson 2 reflections.
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Table 24
Alignment of CMPF Lesson 2 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded
Items)
APP (16)

Coded Statement

Previously Coded Items (13)
It’s definitely interesting how intentional stores are with
manipulating their environment
Encourage customers to purchase items
Pricing also has an effect of some sort that helps to reinforce the
sale items price

ATL (8)

Previously Coded Items (5)
Today’s activity didn’t necessarily make me think differently
With my newfound knowledge I know when I’m getting a good
deal
The activity we did today made me definitely re-think how I
will purchase items in the future

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (4)
I consider myself a savvy shopper

MEMR (10)

Previously Coded Items (10)

OTH (0)

Updating the Codebook. Since no new categories were added, the codebook did not need any
new category updates. However, I did update the code “Attitudinal Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)” to include additional qualifications. Table 25 shows the updated codebook after CMPF Lesson 2
reflections were coded and any necessary changes were made. All changes are bolded. If no changes were
made to the code, the statement “No changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand
column.
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Table 25
Codebook 2.2
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards the Lesson
(ATL)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale as to why they have the attitudes and beliefs towards
mathematics.
•
•
•

Statements that describe present beliefs towards
mathematics
Statements that describe present thoughts about
mathematics
Statements that describe a non-mathematical reason
as to why they have certain beliefs or attitudes
o Ex. “I do have a retail background.”
o Ex. “I consider myself a savvy shopper.”

This code does not include general statements about their current
beliefs or attitudes. Statements about beliefs or attitudes towards
mathematics are a separate code titled “Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM).”
This code also does not include statements about specific details
of the mathematics learned in the lesson. Specific references to
mathematical concepts are a separate coded titled “Mathematical
Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR).”
Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

No changes were made for this code.

Other (OTH)

No changes were made for this code.
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2.3 Coding CMPF Lesson 3 Reflection
Once the data from CMPF Lesson 2 were coded and the codebook was updated, I then began
coding CMPF Lesson 3 using Codebook 2.2. All four students completed CMPF Lesson 3. All previously
coded data are represented in the table under the identifier “Previously Coded Items” followed by the
number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 22 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 3 reflections. Of the 22 new items coded, none of
them fit into a current category, so they were first placed into the “Other (OTH)” category. Table 26
shows the first-round alignment of the CMPF Lesson 3 reflections.
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Table 26
First-Round Alignment of CMPF Lesson 3 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded Items)

Coded Statement

APP (16)

Previously Coded Items (16)

ATL (8)

Previously Coded Items (8)

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (10)

Previously Coded Items (10)

OTH (22)

To increase consumer understanding of debt and interest rates we
can start implementing small bits of it in applied math courses
throughout a child/teen’s education
As a society, we can become more open to speaking about finances
We can make and watch fun educational content
[personal finance should be] taught in our school system
Basic things like debt and interest rates aren’t really taught
Take a class that give you a thorough rundown on how debt and
interest rates work
Ask questions on what you don’t know
Get the answer to what you actually asked
Educating the youth on simple life lessons
Explaining the difference in the term credit vs. actual money
Financial education for customers
Give specific information of debt/interest with purchasing
Be careful, it seems like free interest, but the interest is extremely
higher than you thought
What their credit line amount is
What they intend to use the card for
Read the terms and conditions of the contract and if they actually
understood it
Show them how to not mess up that 0% that they signed up for
Review the terms of the card with him
Explain what date and time frame he would need to pay off what
has been spent on the card
Avoid interest at the end of his promo
Try to pay off the full balance each month so you don’t have to pay
interest
Not to have more than a 30% utilization rate on their statements
because that’ll negatively affect their credit score
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Of the 22 items in the “Other” category, all 22 seemed to be related to societal change or advice they
would give to others. Therefore, I created a new code called “Statements About Society (SAS).” Table 27
shows the second-round alignment of the CMPF Lesson 3 reflections.
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Table 27
Second-Round Alignment of CMPF Lesson 3 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded Items)

Coded Statement

APP (16)

Previously Coded Items (16)

ATL (8)

Previously Coded Items (8)

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (10)

Previously Coded Items (10)

SAS (22)

To increase consumer understanding of debt and interest rates we
can start implementing small bits of it in applied math courses
throughout a child/teen’s education
As a society, we can become more open to speaking about finances
We can make and watch fun educational content
[personal finance should be] taught in our school system
Basic things like debt and interest rates aren’t really taught
Take a class that give you a thorough rundown on how debt and
interest rates work
Ask questions on what you don’t know
Get the answer to what you actually asked
Educating the youth on simple life lessons
Explaining the difference in the term credit vs. actual money
Financial education for customers
Give specific information of debt/interest with purchasing
Be careful, it seems like free interest, but the interest is extremely
higher than you thought
What their credit line amount is
What they intend to use the card for
Read the terms and conditions of the contract and if they actually
understood it
Show them how to not mess up that 0% that they signed up for
Review the terms of the card with him
Explain what date and time frame he would need to pay off what
has been spent on the card
Avoid interest at the end of his promo
Try to pay off the full balance each month so you don’t have to pay
interest
Not to have more than a 30% utilization rate on their statements
because that’ll negatively affect their credit score

OTH (0)
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Updating the Codebook. I then updated the codebook to reflect the new code “Statements About
Society (SAS).” Table 28 shows the updated codebook after CMPF Lesson 3 reflections were coded and
any necessary changes were made. All changes are bolded. If no changes were made to the code, the
statement “No changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand column.

Table 28
Codebook 2.3
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards the Lesson
(ATL)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards Mathematics
(ATM)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematical Explanations and
Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

No changes were made for this code.

Statements About Society
(SAS)

This code describes specific statements about society. It
includes pieces of advice participants would give to others
and/or changes they would like made to society. Look for:
•
•

Other (OTH)

Statements that describe changes that could positively
impact society based on what participants learned
Pieces of advice participants would share with others
based on what they learned (general advice, not explicit
mathematical formulas or calculations).
No changes were made for this code.
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2.4 Coding CMPF Lesson 4 Reflection
Once the data from CMPF Lesson 3 were coded and the codebook was updated, I then began
coding CMPF Lesson 4 using Codebook 2.3. All four students completed the CMPF Lesson 4 reflection.
All previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier “Previously Coded Items”
followed by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 29 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 4 reflections. Of the 29 new items coded, all 29 of
them fit into a current category: seven fit into “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life
(APP),” five fit into “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR),” and 17 fit into
“Statements About Society (SAS).” There was no need to add or change any categories. Table 29 shows
the alignment of the CMPF Lesson 4 reflections.
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Table 29
Alignment of CMPF Lesson 4 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded
Items)
APP (23)

Coded Statement

Previously Coded Items (16)
I personally have not had to take a payday loan before
I have known friends who have in which none of them stated they
had a good experience
They had to pay an extreme amount of interest on top of what they
borrowed
It was a vicious cycle or loaning, paying back, and loaning again
I have not spoken to anyone I know that has ever taken out a loan
My parents use payday loan centers to be able to pay rent
[using payday loans] isn’t the best experience but it’s what has to
be done to get by sometimes

ATL (8)

Previously Coded Items (8)

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (15)

Previously Coded Items (10)
For example, if I borrowed $100 with 15% interest rates then I
couldn’t pay the loan on the due date.
After the first roll over, you will owe $30 in addition to the $100 I
borrowed.
After six months, the fees will hit $180 plus the principal, leaving
me with a debt of $280.
I believe that payday loans are more harmful because of the
interest rates and the simpler ways to get around having to take
out loans.
Payday loans are harmful to anyone who decides to take
advantage of one due to the simple fact the interest alone is
extremely high

SAS (39)

Previously Coded Items (22)
The fees can trap you in a cycle of debt. Therefore, payday loans
are more harmful than other loans.
Payday loans come with high rates.
You usually need to take another payday loan to pay off the first
one
If you’re stuck on money, why take out a loan that you might not
be able to pay back in time and have to pay interest?
You could have prepared by beforehand looking up good
budgeting skills that could have prevented you from borrowing
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in the first place
Budget in a certain way that you would already have the money
for a rainy day
[payday loans] target people who are not financially stable and
cause them to get deeper in debt
I would consider [payday loans] harmful
Payday loan centers have very few requirements for getting a loan
The worst part is that the main targets of payday loan centers are
low-income and minority communities
Cycle of debt that is hard to break free from
Short term solutions that turn into long term problems
Companies make money through upfront loan fees and interest
charges on existing loans
Payday loan centers make money through upfront fees as well as
high-interest rates on their loans
Payday loan centers make money from high interest rates
If borrowers cannot pay the loan until the first due date, borrowers
can easily get caught in a debt cycle
Borrowers end up paying more in fees than the amount they
originally borrowed
OTH (0)

Updating the Codebook. Although no new codes needed to be added to the codebook, I did
update the “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR)” code to reflect that it can
include examples of mathematics or mathematical content. Additionally, I updated the code titled
“Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP).” I wanted to make sure there was a clear
delineation between “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP)” and “Statements About
Society (SAS),” as I could see some overlap without clarification in the codebook. Table 30 shows the
updated codebook after CMPF Lesson 4 reflections were coded and any necessary changes were made.
All changes are bolded. If no changes were made to the code, the statement “No changes were made for
this code.” is written in the right-hand column.
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Table 30
Codebook 2.4
Code
Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

Code Description
This code discusses application of mathematics to participants’
current work and home life. Look for:
•
•
•

Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in their jobs/careers
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in everyday interactions
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics when working with their own kids

This code is specifically used when the participants are
sharing experiences about their own life and how they use
mathematics in their work or home environments.
For pieces of advice to others and/or suggestions about how
mathematics can be used to help change or improve society,
use the code “Statements About Society (SAS).”
Attitudes Towards the Lesson
(ATL)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematical Explanations and
Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale of the mathematics learned in the lesson. It specifically
deals with the mathematical content. Look for:
•
•
•
•

Mathematical statements
Thoughts as to why a specific mathematical concept
makes sense
Steps to solve the mathematical content
Examples of mathematics or mathematical content
o Ex. “For example, if I borrowed $100 with 15%
interest rates then I couldn’t pay the loan on
the due date.”
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This code does not include statements about current beliefs or
attitudes. General statements are a separate code titled “Attitudes
Towards Mathematics (ATM).”
Statements About Society
(SAS)

No changes were made for this code.

Other (OTH)

No changes were made for this code.

2.5 Coding CMPF Lesson 5 Reflection
Once the data from CMPF Lesson 4 were coded and the codebook was updated, I then began
coding CMPF Lesson 5 using Codebook 2.4. Three of the four students completed the CMPF Lesson 5
reflection. All previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier “Previously Coded
Items” followed by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 26 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 5 reflections. Of the 26 new items coded, all 26 of
them fit into a current category: 10 fit into “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP),”
four fit into “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR),” and 12 fit into
“Statements About Society (SAS).” Table 31 shows the alignment of the CMPF Lesson 5 reflections.
There was no need to add or change any categories. There was also no need to update the codebook after
this iteration of coding.
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Table 31
Alignment of CMPF Lesson 5 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded
Items)
APP (33)

Coded Statement

Previously Coded Items (23)
I was able to compare the best price on one website
I usually choose reliable airline companies that don’t charge
passengers for checked bags and don’t impose fees for changes
or cancellations
I compare the best price and trip duration
I can find hidden fees by clicking the “show more” button or in the
next steps
Even though tickets appear cheaper at first glance, they can
potentially end up costing much more given the extra fees I will
have to pay
I always like to use southwest airlines which their layout makes it
simple and easy to purchase a ticket
I like how the website or app can filter
They keep the cost close to what the overall price of the ticket is
when you first select it
I have never had to purchase an airplane ticket
They charged me a lot in taxes and fees

ATL (8)

Previously Coded Items (8)

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (19)

Previously Coded Items (15)
The airlines use numbers: .99, .40, .77 to make people feel the
price is cheaper.
Even if the cost is a cent cheaper than other airlines, it can be
shown to people the lowest prices on the top list
For example, advertising the flight as $99.99 when at the end it
will cost you $156.74 with fees and taxes
Finally, the actual airline ticket prices are calculated at the end
with an extra cost of $50-150.

SAS (51)

Previously Coded Items (39)
I think these practices should be change for customers
It is convenient to be able to compare ticket prices with many
companies at once.
Unless they don’t look for it properly, they will have to pay for
unexpected expenses
These practices should be changed
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The airline companies use numbers to make people feel as if they
are getting a good deal
They will use numbers such as specific dates they can fly between
to get a better deal on flight cost
There are great strategies airlines use to make one feel as if they
are getting a great deal on a flight
I don’t agree with how [airline pricing] is done
Taxes and fees were shown at the end making your total look like
a lot more than you started with
I can see people thinking it’s cheap unless you saw what you are
really paying for
I don’t think these practices are bad or need to be changed
I think [the upgrade screen] shouldn’t be there because it makes
you feel like your flight will be horrible [if you don’t upgrade]
OTH (0)

2.6 Coding CMPF Lesson 6 Reflection
There was no need to update the codebook after coding the CMPF Lesson 5 reflections. Therefore,
the CMPF Lesson 6 reflections were coded using Codebook 2.4. Three of the four students completed the
CMPF Lesson 6 reflection. All previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier
“Previously Coded Items” followed by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 18 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 6 reflections. Of the 18 new items coded, all 18 of
them fit into a current category: nine fit into “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP)”
and nine fit into “Statements About Society (SAS).” Table 32 shows the alignment of the CMPF Lesson 6
reflections. There was no need to add or change any categories. There was also no need to update the
codebook after this iteration of coding.
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Table 32
Alignment of CMPF Lesson 6 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded
Items)
APP (42)

Coded Statement

Previously Coded Items (33)
I have never broken the price down by unit price, but it is
something I will think about moving forward
I don’t feel it will impact how I purchase the items that can be
broken down by unit price.
I have usually purchased items without thinking about unit costs
Since I learned about the unit cost through this lesson, I will
compare the unit costs before place to order specifically for the
k-cup coffee and toilet paper next time
I would pick ‘the 365 everyday value’ at Whole Foods – the unit
rate is similar to Skippy but it has healthier nutrition
I almost always shop based on unit cost when it comes to
groceries
For example, my mom used to buy a small 4.5 oz jar of minced
garlic for $1.58
I bought a 32 oz jar for $5 and it’s lasted us around 6 months and
it’s only half gone. That’s a savings of $13.96 so far
I have a rewards account at Albertsons that’ll save me money on
other purchases by buying there

ATL (8)

Previously Coded Items (8)

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

SAS (60)

Previously Coded Items (51)
The companies sell these different options so they can make more
profit
If one company makes a creamy and a chunky peanut butter they
will sell double the amount and make double the product
revenue on it
Many customers are smart and knowledgeable
People who consider themselves healthy want to purchase
healthier
products so that they check nutritional value or ingredients
Companies might want to provide so many kinds of peanut butter
customers can choose
I’m sure companies do market research to figure out which ones
go to the market to appeal to a profitable portion of the
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population
Different people have different expectations from their products
and they’re usually willing to pay more for the product that’s
more preferable
Some people are very adamant about only buying organic
products and they’ll happily spend nearly 50 percent more on a
product that meets that standard than a similar product of the
same quantity that doesn’t meet that standard
It may seem more expensive at the forefront, but you usually end
up saving money in the long run
OTH (0)

2.7 Coding CMPF Lesson 7 Reflection
There was no need to update the codebook after coding the CMPF Lesson 6 reflections. Therefore,
the CMPF Lesson 7 reflections were coded using Codebook 2.4. Only two of the four students completed
the CMPF Lesson 7 reflection. All previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier
“Previously Coded Items” followed by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 22 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 7 reflections. Of the 22 new items coded, all 22 of
them fit into a current category: one fit into “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP),”
eight fit into “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL),” six fit into “Mathematical Explanations and
Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR),” and seven fit into “Statements About Society (SAS).” Table 33
shows the alignment of the CMPF Lesson 7 reflections. There was no need to add or change any
categories. There was also no need to update the codebook after this iteration of coding.
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Table 33
Alignment of CMPF Lesson 7 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded
Items)
APP (43)

Coded Statement

Previously Coded Items (42)
Having worked in retail, they literally give you detailed books
about how every aspect of your store affects customers
psychologically

ATL (16)

Previously Coded Items (8)
In this PowerPoint, I noticed that the presentation uses statistics
such as percent, fractions, ratio, pie graph
It makes me interested in the information and understandable in a
short time
The presentation of trident is more convincing than others
I felt indifferent to the numbers, but I can see that they’re
supposed to persuade you or shock you in some way
For the most part I like to see a percentage or a decimal because
my brain just processes those quicker
I don’t think I’ve ever specifically thought about how statistics are
used in advertisements
I’m always a little skeptical of people and ads trying to sell me
something
The numbers were always used against them to shame them and to
show that they were poor workers when many of them weren’t

ATM (19)

Previously Coded Items (19)

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (25)

Previously Coded Items (19)
By representing 4 out of 5, our minds easily personalized and
internalized the information
For example, this kind of advertisement: ‘10% more free’ ‘#1
brand recommended by doctors’ seemed more reliable and
effective to decide to purchase
Because many people don’t know how to calculate the mean
values and what the range and standard deviation are and tend
to believe only what is reported
For example, a few weeks ago my uncle sent me a video on
Facebook about the drugs might have an effect on the
coronavirus and it said something close to 100% however when
I went to look at the study it was a study of 36 people
The last example shows the percentage and the number it
represents so you know it’s not a large survey group and
probably isn’t representative of a larger population
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Numbers are just numbers until you give them context and that
context can be different when presented by different parties
SAS (67)

Previously Coded Items (60)
People generally trust numbers like me
Advertisers use numbers and statistics to give perceived weight to
their products’ value or qualities.
Advertisers use statistics to identify the best consumers to target
and find out market trends
Even though numbers are objective and show facts, in some areas
use numbers to make people think a certain way about what
they want to persuade
We can see the results of political polls in the news
Presentation is everything because you can spin pretty much
anything to make your product look good and companies can
do the same thing with numbers
While numbers themselves are certainly objective, the way they
are interpreted and presented rarely is

OTH (0)

2.8 Coding CMPF Lesson 8 Reflection
There was no need to update the codebook after coding the CMPF Lesson 7 reflections. Therefore,
the CMPF Lesson 8 reflections were coded using Codebook 2.4. Only two of the four students completed
the CMPF Lesson 8 reflection. All previously coded data are represented in the table under the identifier
“Previously Coded Items” followed by the number of previously coded items in parentheses.
There were 26 items coded in the CMPF Lesson 8 reflections. Of the 26 new items coded, all 26 of
them fit into a current category: seven fit into “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life
(APP),” one fit into “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL),” two fit into “Attitudes Towards Mathematics
(ATM),” 13 fit into “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR),” and three fit
into “Statements About Society (SAS).” Table 34 shows the alignment of the CMPF Lesson 8 reflections.
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Table 34
Alignment of CMPF Lesson 8 Reflections
Code
(Total Number of Coded Items)

Coded Statement

APP (50)

Previously Coded Items (43)
I tend to read an article with critical thinking
I try to research the issue to get more information and to make sure
that it is reliable or not.
Sometimes I just read and believe the articles of famous
companies like New York Times and Forbes
As someone who’s played violent video games for as long as I can
remember, I’m one of the least aggressive and violent people
anyone knows
I think for the most part I do read articles critically
If I’m ever inclined to share an article, I’m definitely thinking
about how the author constructed it, what the purpose of the
article is
I don’t want to be someone who spreads around false information
because I just read the headline

ATL (17)

Previously Coded Items (16)
I learned that we should pay attention to a study’s sample size to
be a smart consumer

ATM (21)

Previously Coded Items (19)
I’d like to think more critically when I read articles from now on.
I will think about articles I read more critically

AERR (5)

Previously Coded Items (5)

MEMR (38)

Previously Coded Items (25)
I think children’s violent behavior can be influenced not only by
video games, but also for a variety of other reasons
No, participants in the study are not enough to make a valid
conclusion
1595 people seems to be enough, but it is too small to represent all
children of ages 9 to 18
I think there is not enough to draw conclusions from this study
alone
It is unknown what criteria the participation was selected
The questions that were asked to each group of participants were
different
Children rated their own behavior
There are some complicated reasons for children’s violent
behavior, such as temperamental tendency, health status,
cultural background, and parenting style
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I think given the fact that they’re trying to use this to hypothesize
about the majority of kids that play video games they should
have had a larger sample size
I also think that they should have had a control group they were
compared to since the age ranges they are looking at is a very
developmental stage of life and anger and aggression can be a
symptom of that developmental stage
I think a broader sample was needed, and more consistency with
the groups and the questions they were asked
I also think they needed a control group to compare to
The COVID-19 pandemic has made me a little more vocal in
regards to pointing out why the articles I’m sent are not the
most reliable
SAS (70)

Previously Coded Items (67)
I do think that a small portion of the population with pre-existing
circumstances can have aggression and violence exacerbated
but I don’t think it’s representative of the whole
Articles have a penchant for picking and choosing statistics to
entice readers
It’s hard to teach people how to think critically because they tend
to take it as a personal attack on their intelligence

OTH (0)

Updating the Codebook. Although there was no need to change any of the codes, there was no
longer a need for the code “Other (OTH)” at this point in the ATA process. Therefore, I removed “Other
(OTH)” from the codebook. Codebook 2.8, shown in Table 35, is the complete codebook at the end of
Step 2, with the code “Other (OTH)” being removed.
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Table 35
Codebook 2.8
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

This code discusses application of mathematics to participants’
current work and home life. Look for:
•
•
•

Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in their jobs/careers
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in everyday interactions
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics when working with their own kids

This code is specifically used when the participants are sharing
experiences about their own life and how they use mathematics
in their work or home environments.
For pieces of advice to others and/or suggestions about how
mathematics can be used to help change or improve society, use
the code “Statements About Society (SAS).”
Attitudes Towards the Lesson
(ATL)

This code discusses participant attitudes and thoughts
specifically about the CMPF lessons. Look for:
•
•

Statements that describe specific CMPF lesson details
Statements that describe how participants understood or
perceived the CMPF lesson

This code does not include specific details of the mathematics
learned in the lesson. Specific references to mathematical
concepts are a separate coded titled “Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR).” This code specifically
addresses student attitudes towards the lesson.
Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)

This code discusses attitudes and dispositions that participants
currently have or previously had relating to mathematics. It also
describes attitudinal changes towards mathematics in general.
Look for:
•
•
•
•

Statements that describe present beliefs towards
mathematics
Statements that describe present thoughts about
mathematics
Verbs in present tense
Statements about when the participant was “little” or “a
kid” or “young”
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•
•
•

Statements that describe when they were “in school”
Verbs in past tense
Participant comparison between past and present

This code does not include explanations as to why they have
these current attitudes. The explanations and rationales as to
why they hold these beliefs is a separate code titled “Attitudinal
Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (AERR).”
Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale as to why they have the attitudes and beliefs towards
mathematics.
•
•
•

Statements that describe present beliefs towards
mathematics
Statements that describe present thoughts about
mathematics
Statements that describe a non-mathematical reason as
to why they have certain beliefs or attitudes
o Ex. “I do have a retail background.”
o Ex. “I consider myself a savvy shopper.”

This code does not include general statements about their
current beliefs or attitudes. Statements about beliefs or attitudes
towards mathematics are a separate code titled “Attitudes
Towards Mathematics (ATM).”
This code also does not include statements about specific details
of the mathematics learned in the lesson. Specific references to
mathematical concepts are a separate coded titled
“Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR).”
Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale of the mathematics learned in the lesson. It specifically
deals with the mathematical content. Look for:
•
•
•
•

Mathematical statements
Thoughts as to why a specific mathematical concept
makes sense
Steps to solve the mathematical content
Examples of mathematics or mathematical content
o Ex. “For example, if I borrowed $100 with 15%
interest rates then I couldn’t pay the loan on the
due date.”
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This code does not include statements about current beliefs or
attitudes. General statements are a separate code titled
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM).”
Statements About Society
(SAS)

This code describes specific statements about society. It
includes pieces of advice participants would give to others
and/or changes they would like made to society. Look for:
•
•

Statements that describe changes that could positively
impact society based on what participants learned
Pieces of advice participants would share with others
based on what they learned (general advice, not explicit
mathematical formulas or calculations).

Initial Code Map
From the initial coding of the Demographic Questionnaire (see Appendix B) and the eight CMPF
lesson reflections, six initial codes emerged. These codes were non-overlapping. They can be depicted by
an initial code map as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20
Initial Code Map for CMPF Lesson Reflections
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Step 3: Search for Themes
Coding these eight CMPF lesson reflections was an iterative process. As I coded more and more
data, the codebook and items changed (as shown in the tables in Qualitative ATA Step 2.) Because this
was such an iterative process, I went back through each code to make sure that data were coded and
placed appropriately. The codebook changed significantly during this process to better incorporate all the
coded data, which is a typically part of the six-phase framework for thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke,
2006).
3.1 Reevaluating “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life”
At the end of the iterative process, 50 items were coded as “Application of Mathematics to Work
and Home Life (APP).” In reviewing the data and looking for themes within these 50 items, seven items
no longer fit into this category. One code, which stated “Since I learned about the unit cost through this
lesson, I will compare the unit costs before place to order specifically for the k-cup coffee and toilet paper
next time,” was recoded as “Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM).” The other six codes were re-coded
as “Statements About Society (SAS).” Table 36 shows the updated frequencies after these code changes
were applied. Code frequency changes are bolded. There was no need to add or change any categories.
There was also no need to update the codebook after this iteration of coding.
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Table 36
Updated Code Frequencies After Step 3.1
Previous Code Frequency

New Code Frequency

APP (50)

APP (43)

ATL (17)

ATL (17)

ATM (21)

ATM (22)

AERR (5)

AERR (5)

MEMR (38)

MEMR (38)

SAS (70)

SAS (76)

3.2 Reevaluating “Attitudes Towards the Lesson”
At the end of the iterative process, 17 items were coded as “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL).”
When reviewing the items coded in this category, one item aligned with “Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP).” Additionally, two items aligned with “Statements About Society (SAS).”
The other 14 items did not align with any current code. However, after analyzing and reevaluating
these codes, two themes emerged: statements about number positioning and statements about mathematics
self-efficacy and anxiety. These two themes are core themes to my research, so instead of creating subcodes with these two themes, I decided to dissolve the code “Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL)” and,
instead, create two new main codes: “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA)” and
“Number Positioning (NP).”
10 of the 14 items were then recoded as “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA)” and four of the 14 items were then recoded as “Number Positioning (NP).” Table 37 shows the
updated frequencies after these code changes were applied. Code frequency changes are bolded. Codes
that are struck through were dissolved.
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Table 37
Updated Code Frequencies After Step 3.2
Previous Code Frequency

New Code Frequency

APP (43)

APP (44)

ATL (17)

ATL (0)

ATM (22)

ATM (22)

AERR (5)

AERR (5)

MEMR (38)

MEMR (38)
MSEA (10)
NP (4)

SAS (76)

SAS (78)

Updating the Codebook. Although no new codes needed to be added to the codebook, the code
“Attitudes Towards the Lesson (ATL)” needed to be removed from the codebook and the codes
“Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA)” and “Number Positioning (NP)” needed to
be added. Table 38 shows the updated codebook. All changes are bolded. If no changes were made to the
code, the statement “No changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand column. Codes that
are struck through were dissolved.
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Table 38
Codebook 3.2
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards the
Lesson (ATL)
Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematics Self-Efficacy
and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA)

This code is used when participants describe their thoughts,
attitudes, and feelings towards mathematics (past, present,
or future). These are general statements describing their
personal comfortability/confidence in mathematics.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I have always loved math.”
“I almost gave up math in 10th grade.”
“Using the correct formula you can get the answer.”
“Helped me understand math.”
“I feel if you are bad at math, you choose to be.”
“It’s fun and interesting to learn math.”

This code is used for statements that describe mathematics
self-efficacy and/or mathematics anxiety.
Number Positioning (NP)

This code is used when participants describe how numbers
position others to think or act a certain way. Examples
include:
•
•
•

“People generally trust numbers.”
“Advertisers use statistics to identify the best
consumers to target and find out market trends.”
“Presentation is everything because you can spin
pretty much anything to make your product look
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good and companies can do the same thing with
numbers.”
To be coded as “Number Positioning (NP),” it specifically
must say the word “number” or the word “statistic.”
Statements About Society
(SAS)

No changes were made for this code.

3.3 Reevaluating “Attitudes Towards Mathematics”
After reevaluating the items coded “Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM),” the title no longer
seemed to be the most appropriate. Instead, many of the statements in this category were not just
describing students’ attitudes towards mathematics, but their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics
anxiety, specifically.
Of the 22 items currently coded as “Attitudes Towards Mathematics,” 21 of them were recoded as
“Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA).” One item did not apply to “Mathematics
Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA),” so it was re-coded as “Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP).” Table 39 shows the updated frequencies after these code changes were
applied. Code frequency changes are bolded. Codes that are struck through were dissolved.
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Table 39
Updated Code Frequencies After Step 3.3
Previous Code Frequency

New Code Frequency

APP (44)

APP (45)

ATM (22)

ATM (0)

AERR (5)

AERR (5)

MEMR (38)

MEMR (38)

MSEA (10)

MSEA (31)

NP (4)

NP (4)

SAS (76)

SAS (78)

Updating the Codebook. Although no new codes needed to be added to the codebook, the code
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM)” needed to be removed from the codebook. Table 40 shows the
updated codebook. All changes are bolded. If no changes were made to the code, the statement “No
changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand column. Codes that are struck through were
dissolved.
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Table 40
Codebook 3.3
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudes Towards
Mathematics (ATM)
Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematics Self-Efficacy
and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA)

No changes were made for this code.

Number Positioning (NP)

No changes were made for this code.

Statements About Society
(SAS)

No changes were made for this code.

3.4 Reevaluating “Attitudinal Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning”
There were originally five items coded as “Attitudinal Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR).” All five of these items now align with the code “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety
Statements (MSEA).” The five items were recoded as “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety
Statements (MSEA)” and the code “Attitudinal Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (AERR)” was
removed from the codebook. Table 41 shows the updated frequencies after these code changes were
applied. Code frequency changes are bolded. Codes that are struck through were dissolved.
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Table 41
Updated Code Frequencies After Step 3.4
Previous Code Frequency

New Code Frequency

APP (45)

APP (45)

AERR (5)

AERR (0)

MEMR (38)

MEMR (38)

MSEA (31)

MSEA (36)

NP (4)

NP (4)

SAS (76)

SAS (78)

Updating the Codebook. Although no new codes needed to be added to the codebook, the code
“Attitudinal Explanation, Rationale, and Reasoning (AERR)” needed to be removed from the codebook.
Table 42 shows the updated codebook. All changes are bolded. If no changes were made to the code, the
statement “No changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand column. Codes that are
struck through were dissolved.
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Table 42
Codebook 3.4
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

No changes were made for this code.

Attitudinal Explanation,
Rationale, and Reasoning
(AERR)
Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematics Self-Efficacy
and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA)

No changes were made for this code.

Number Positioning (NP)

No changes were made for this code.

Statements About Society
(SAS)

No changes were made for this code.

3.5 Reevaluating “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning”
There were originally 38 items coded as “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical
Reasoning (MEMR).” Of these 38 items, three now best aligned with “Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home and Life (APP).” Additionally, two now aligned best with the code “Mathematics SelfEfficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA),” five now aligned best with the code “Number Positioning
(NP),” and five now aligned best with the code “Statements About Society (SAS).” The remaining 23
items remained coded as “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR).” Table 43
shows the updated frequencies after these code changes were applied. Code frequency changes are
bolded. There was also no need to update the codebook after this iteration of coding.
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Table 43
Updated Code Frequencies After Step 3.5
Previous Code Frequency

New Code Frequency

APP (45)

APP (48)

MEMR (38)

MEMR (23)

MSEA (36)

MSEA (38)

NP (4)

NP (9)

SAS (78)

SAS (83)

3.6 Reevaluating “Statements About Society”
The largest category was the code “Statements About Society (SAS).” There were 70 items
originally coded as “Statements About Society (SAS).” Through the evaluation process, 13 additional
items were coded as “Statements About Society (SAS).” Of these 83 total items, 15 of them now aligned
best with the code “Number Positioning (NP).”
Of the additional 68 items, none of them could be recoded as any other code or sub-code. This
meant there was no overlap between these items and the other codes. In ATA, there should not be overlap
between codes; codes should be discrete and distinct. Therefore, these 68 items were uniquely distinct.
There were many themes evident in the remaining 68 items. The first theme I noticed was
statements of personal advice about mathematics topics to others. There were 20 codes that provided
advice to others about a mathematical concept. I called this code “Personal Advice About Mathematics
(PAM).” Because these items were so different from the other “Statements About Society (SAS),” I
decided to make the code “Personal Advice About Mathematics (PAM)” a new code instead of a sub-code
of “Statements About Society (SAS).”
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This left 48 items that were situated in the code “Statements About Society (SAS).” I decided to
keep these 48 items coded as “Statements About Society (SAS)” for this step. In Step 4, I will review this
theme again and look for any sub-codes. Table 44 shows the updated frequencies after these code changes
were applied. Code frequency changes are bolded.

Table 44
Updated Code Frequencies After Step 3.6
Previous Code Frequency

New Code Frequency

APP (48)

APP (48)

MEMR (23)

MEMR (23)

MSEA (38)

MSEA (38)

NP (9)

NP (24)
PAM (20)

SAS (83)

SAS (48)

Updating the Codebook. The new code “Personal Advice About Mathematics (PAM)” needed to
be added to the codebook. Table 45 shows the updated codebook. All changes are bolded. If no changes
were made to the code, the statement “No changes were made for this code.” is written in the right-hand
column.
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Table 45
Codebook 3.6
Code

Code Description

Application of Mathematics to
Work and Home Life (APP)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

No changes were made for this code.

Mathematics Self-Efficacy and
Anxiety Statements (MSEA)

No changes were made for this code.

Number Positioning (NP)

No changes were made for this code.

Personal Advice About
Mathematics (PAM)

This code is used when participants provide others with
advice about mathematics or mathematical topics, such as
debt and interest. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

“If you’re stuck on money why take out a loan that
you might not be able to pay back in time and have to
pay interest.”
“Be careful, it seems like free interest, but the interest
is extremely higher than you thought.”
“Read the terms and conditions of the contract and if
they actually understood it.”
“Ask questions on what you don’t know.”

Look for people providing advice to “you,” “they,” “him,”
and “he.”
Statements About Society
(SAS)

No changes were made for this code.
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Initial Thematic Map
From the re-evaluation of codes, themes began to emerge. The initial thematic map can be seen in
Figure 21. This thematic map is the initial mapping of themes observed after Step 3 in Braun and Clarke’s
(2006) six-phase framework for thematic analysis. Additionally, the final codebook for Step 3 (Codebook
3.7) can be seen in Table 46.
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Figure 21
Initial Thematic Map for CMPF Lesson Reflections

MEMR
(23)
MSEA
(38)

APP
(48)

CMPF Lesson
Reflections (201)

SAS
(48)

NP
(24)

PAM
(20)
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Table 46
Codebook 3.7
Code
Application of Mathematics
to Work and Home Life
(APP)

Code Description
This code discusses application of mathematics to
participants’ current work and home life. Look for:
•
•
•

Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in their jobs/careers
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in everyday interactions
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics when working with their own kids

This code is specifically used when the participants are
sharing experiences about their own life and how they use
mathematics in their work or home environments.
For pieces of advice to others and/or suggestions about how
mathematics can be used to help change or improve society,
use the code “Statements About Society (SAS).”

Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR)

This code describes participants’ explanations, reasoning, or
rationale of the mathematics learned in the lesson. It
specifically deals with the mathematical content. Look for:
•
•
•
•

Mathematical statements
Thoughts as to why a specific mathematical concept
makes sense
Steps to solve the mathematical content
Examples of mathematics or mathematical content
o Ex. “For example, if I borrowed $100 with
15% interest rates then I couldn’t pay the loan
on the due date.”

This code does not include statements about current beliefs or
attitudes. General statements are a separate code titled
“Attitudes Towards Mathematics (ATM).”

Mathematics Self-Efficacy
and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA)

This code is used when participants describe their thoughts,
attitudes, and feelings towards mathematics (past, present, or
future). These are general statements describing their personal
comfortability/confidence in mathematics. Examples include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

“I have always loved math.”
“I almost gave up math in 10th grade.”
“Using the correct formula you can get the answer.”
“Helped me understand math.”
“I feel if you are bad at math, you choose to be.”
“It’s fun and interesting to learn math.”

This code is used for statements that describe mathematics
self-efficacy and/or mathematics anxiety.
Number Positioning (NP)

This code is used when participants describe how numbers
position others to think or act a certain way. Examples
include:
•
•
•

“People generally trust numbers.”
“Advertisers use statistics to identify the best
consumers to target and find out market trends.”
“Presentation is everything because you can spin
pretty much anything to make your product look good
and companies can do the same thing with numbers.”

To be coded as “Number Positioning (NP),” it specifically
must say the word “number” or the word “statistic.”
Personal Advice About
Mathematics (PAM)

This code is used when participants provide others with
advice about mathematics or mathematical topics, such as
debt and interest. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

“If you’re stuck on money why take out a loan that
you might not be able to pay back in time and have to
pay interest.”
“Be careful, it seems like free interest, but the interest
is extremely higher than you thought.”
“Read the terms and conditions of the contract and if
they actually understood it.”
“Ask questions on what you don’t know.”

Look for people providing advice to “you,” “they,” “him,” and
“he.”
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Statements About Society
(SAS)

This code describes specific statements about society. It
includes pieces of advice participants would give to others
and/or changes they would like made to society. Look for:
•
•

Statements that describe changes that could positively
impact society based on what participants learned
Pieces of advice participants would share with others
based on what they learned (general advice, not
explicit mathematical formulas or calculations).

Interrater Coding and Reliability
To ensure reliability, I asked two recent Ph.D. graduates from the Department of Teaching and
Learning to be external reviewers. I provided them with the Codebook 3.7, the codebook at the end of
Step 3, as well as five specific paragraphs of various CMPF lesson reflections to code (see Appendix F).
There were 18 total sentences within these five CMPF lesson reflection paragraphs that could, potentially,
be coded.
Interrater Coding
Each of the six codes from Codebook 3.7 was given a numerical value for nominal categorical
assignment within SPSS. Additionally, if a sentence was not coded, it was assigned the value of 7 and the
code “No Code (NC).” Adding the seventh “No Code (NC)” category was necessary in order to have the
same number of items coded by each reviewer. Table 47 shows my coding, External Reviewer #1’s
coding, and External Reviewer #2’s coding along with the numerical assignments for each nominal
category.
•

“Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP)” = 1

•

“Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR)” = 2

•

“Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA)” = 3

•

“Number Positioning (NP)” = 4
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•

“Personal Advice About Mathematics (PAM)” = 5

•

“Statements About Society (SAS)” = 6

•

“No Code (NC)” = 7
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Table 47
Interrater Coding Comparison Table
Statement

My Coding

External Reviewer
#1 Coding

External Reviewer
#2 Coding

Basic things like debt and interest rates
aren’t really taught in our school
system.

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

For anyone already past that stage, take
a class that give you a thorough
rundown on how debt and interest
rates work.

PAM
(5)

PAM
(5)

PAM
(5)

Ask questions on what you don’t know.

PAM
(5)

PAM
(5)

PAM
(5)

But, also make sure you are getting the
answer to what you actually asked.

PAM
(5)

PAM
(5)

PAM
(5)

The companies sell these different
options so they can make more
profit.

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

For example, if one company makes a
creamy and a chunky peanut butter,
they will sell double the amount and
make double the product revenue on
it vs. just having one type of peanut
butter.

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

I have never broken the price down by
unit price, but it is something I will
think about moving forward.

APP
(1)

NP
(4)

APP
(1)

Payday loan centers have very few
requirements for getting a loan,
making them easy to access.

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

NP
(4)

The worst part is that the main targets
of payday loan centers are lowincome and minority communities
who turn to them as a last option
only to get stuck in a cycle of debt
that is hard to break free from.

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

SAS
(6)

In reality, payday loans are short term

SAS

SAS

SAS
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solutions that turn into long term
problems.

(6)

(6)

(6)

I'd like to think more critically when I
read articles from now on.

MSEA
(3)

SAS
(6)

NC
(7)

I learned that we should pay attention
to a study’s sample size to be a
smart consumer through the articles.

MSEA
(3)

NP
(4)

NP
(4)

Above all, I agree with this comment
“Don’t rely too much on any one
study.”

NC
(7)

NP
(4)

NC
(7)

I also think some authors write articles
that emphasize research results
rather than the background or
process of research to get attention.

NC
(7)

NP
(4)

NC
(7)

Therefore, I will think about articles I
read more critically.

MSEA
(3)

NC
(7)

NC
(7)

Today’s lesson helped me understand
area and perimeter using a visual
unit tool.

MEMR
(2)

MEMR
(2)

MEMR
(2)

This way makes it interesting and
reminds me of the concept.

MSEA
(3)

NC
(7)

MSEA
(3)

NC
(7)

NC
(7)

NC
(7)

Above all, it was so fun!

Interrater Reliability
To measure the interrater agreement between three raters, I used Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971; Fleiss
et al., 2003). Fleiss’ kappa is used in this instance because there are more than two raters. If there were
only two raters, Cohen’s kappa would have been used.
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In Fleiss’ kappa, there are three significant input values. First, there should be n number of
subjects (e.g. coded items), k number of evaluation categories (e.g. codes or themes), and m number of
judges (e.g. raters). For this calculation, I used the values 𝑛 = 18, 𝑘 = 7, and 𝑚 = 3.
SPSS version 26 has the capability of running a Fleiss’ kappa analysis. To calculate Fleiss’ kappa,
I clicked on “Analyze,” “Scale,” and then “Reliability Analysis.” I then move the three raters (myself,
External Reviewer #1, and External Reviewer #2) to the “Ratings” variable section. This analysis
produced the results in Table 48.

Table 48
SPSS Fleiss’ Kappa Output Table
Asymptotic

Overall
Agreement

Kappa

Standard Error

Z

Sig.

.604

.065

9.314

.000

Asymptotic 95% Confidence
Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
.600

.608

The Fleiss’ kappa analysis resulted in a kappa value of .604 (p<.001). There are no specific rules
around Fleiss’ kappa value. However, Altman (1999) stated that the Cohen’s kappa range values are a
good guideline for Fleiss’ kappa. Accepted Cohen’s kappa range values are provided in Table 49
(McHugh, 2012).
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Table 49
Accepted Cohen’s Kappa Range Values (McHugh, 2012)
Value of kappa

Strength of Agreement

< .20

None

.21 - .39

Minimal

.40 - .59

Weak

.60 - .79

Moderate

.80 - .90

Strong

> .90

Almost Perfect

With Fleiss’ kappa being .604, and the 95% confidence interval being .600-.608, the reliability
between all three raters can be classified as moderate. Additionally, Fleiss’ kappa is statistically
significant, showing that agreements between raters is statistically different than random agreement.
These results show that the six initial codes created in Step 3 were distinct enough to be coded accurately.
Since the six codes were confirmed by interrater reliability, there was no need to change the codes or
codebook.
Step 4: Review Themes
With the quantitative data analyzed, I then focused my attention to ATA Step 4 (Braun & Clarke,
2006). Themes had already begun to emerge from the data and codes created in Step 3. In Step 4, I
reviewed the codes and searched for additional sub-codes and overarching themes. The final codebook
after Step 4, including all sub-codes, can be seen in Appendix G.
4.1 Reviewing “Applications of Mathematics to Work and Home Life”
At the end of Step 3, 48 items were coded as “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home
Life (APP).” In reviewing the data and looking for themes within these 48 items, two subcategories were
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apparent. Therefore, I broke “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP)” into two
separate sub-codes: “Friends and Family Examples (APP-F)” and “Personal Examples (APP-P).”
Of the 48 items originally coded as “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life (APP),”
seven were recoded as sub-code “Friends and Family Examples (APP-F)” and 41 items were recoded as
sub-code “Personal Examples (APP-P).” The main code, “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home
Life (APP),” was retained as an overarching code/theme. Table 50 shows the updated sub-code
frequencies after these code changes were applied. New sub-code frequencies are bolded. The final
codebook after Step 4, including all sub-codes, can be seen in Appendix G.

Table 50
Updated Code and Sub-Code Frequencies After Step 4.1
Main Code Frequency

Sub-Code Frequency

APP (48)

APP-F (7)
APP-P (41)

MEMR (23)
MSEA (38)
NP (24)
PAM (20)
SAS (48)

4.2 Reviewing “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning”
At the end of Step 3, 23 items coded as “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning
(MEMR).” In reviewing the data and looking for themes within these 23 items, two subcategories were
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apparent. Therefore, I broke “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR)” into
two separate sub-codes: “Identifying Holes in the Data (MEMR-HD)” and “Mathematical Solving
Methods (MEMR-SM).”
Of the 23 items coded as “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR),” 15
were recoded as sub-code “Identifying Holes in the Data (MEMR-HD)” and eight items were recoded as
sub-code “Mathematical Solving Methods (MEMR-SM).” The main code, “Mathematical Explanations
and Mathematical Reasoning (MEMR),” was retained as an overarching code/theme. Table 51 shows the
updated sub-code frequencies after these code changes were applied. New sub-code frequencies are
bolded. The final codebook after Step 4, including all sub-codes, can be seen in Appendix G.

Table 51
Updated Code and Sub-Code Frequencies After Step 4.2
Main Code Frequency

Sub-Code Frequency

APP (48)

APP-F (7)
APP-P (41)

MEMR (23)

MEMR-HD (15)
MEMR-SM (8)

MSEA (38)
NP (24)
PAM (20)
SAS (48)
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4.3 Reviewing “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements”
In Step 3, the category “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA)” was created,
with 38 items coded. Upon further evaluation, I realized this code could be broken down into three subcodes: “Past Statements (MSEA-PA),” “Present Statements (MSEA-PR),” and “Future Statements and
Change Statements (MSEA-FC).”
17 items were sub-coded as “Future Statements and Change Statements (MSEA-FC),” 11 items
were sub-coded as “Past Statements (MSEA-PA),” and 10 items were sub-coded as “Present Statements
(MEA-PR).” The main code, “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA),” was retained
as an overarching code/theme. Table 52 shows the updated frequencies after these code changes were
applied. New sub-code frequencies are bolded. The final codebook after Step 4, including all sub-codes,
can be seen in Appendix G.

Table 52
Updated Code and Sub-Code Frequencies After Step 4.3
Main Code Frequency

Sub-Code Frequency

APP (48)

APP-F (7)
APP-P (41)

MEMR (23)

MEMR-HD (15)
MEMR-SM (8)

MSEA (38)

MSEA-FC (17)
MSEA-PA (11)
MSEA-PR (10)

NP (24)
PAM (20)
SAS (48)
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4.4 Reviewing “Number Positioning”
In Step 3, the category “Number Positioning (NP)” was created, with 24 items coded. Upon
further evaluation, I broke this code down into two sub-codes: “General Number Positioning (NP-G)” and
“Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).”
15 items were sub-coded as “General Number Positioning (NP-G)” and nine items were sub-coded
as “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).” The main code, “Number Positioning (NP),” was retained as
an overarching code/theme. Table 53 shows the updated frequencies after these code changes were
applied. New sub-code frequencies are bolded. The final codebook after Step 4, including all sub-codes,
can be seen in Appendix G.

Table 53
Updated Code and Sub-Code Frequencies After Step 4.4
Main Code Frequency

Sub-Code Frequency

APP (48)

APP-F (7)
APP-P (41)

MEMR (23)

MEMR-HD (15)
MEMR-SM (8)

MSEA (38)

MSEA-FC (17)
MSEA-PA (11)
MSEA-PR (10)

NP (24)

NP-G (15)
NP-P (9)

PAM (20)
SAS (48)
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4.5 Reviewing “Personal Advice About Mathematics”
In Step 3, the category “Personal Advice About Mathematics (PAM)” was created, with 20 items
coded. After reviewing this code, no sub-codes existed. Therefore, there was no need to update the code
frequencies or codebook in Step 4.5.
4.6 Reviewing “Statements About Society”
In Step 3, the larger category “Statements About Society (SAS)” was reevaluated. At the end of
Step 3, 48 items were still coded as “Statements About Society (SAS).” Upon further evaluation, I broke
this code down into four sub-codes: “Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” “Companies and Society
(SAS-CS),” “People and Society (SAS-PS),” and “Societal Change (SAS-SO).”
Eight items were sub-coded as “Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” 20 items were sub-coded as
“Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” 14 items were sub-coded as “People and Society (SAS-PS),” and 13
items were sub-coded as “Societal Change (SAS-SO).” The main code, “Statements About Society
(SAS),” was retained as an overarching code/theme. Table 54 shows the updated frequencies after these
code changes were applied. New sub-code frequencies are bolded. The final codebook after Step 4,
including all sub-codes, can be seen in Appendix G.
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Table 54
Updated Code and Sub-Code Frequencies After Step 4.6
Main Code Frequency

Sub-Code Frequency

APP (48)

APP-F (7)
APP-P (41)

MEMR (23)

MEMR-HD (15)
MEMR-SM (8)

MSEA (38)

MSEA-FC (17)
MSEA-PA (11)
MSEA-PR (10)

NP (24)

NP-G (15)
NP-P (9)

PAM (20)
SAS (48)

SAS-CD (8)
SAS-CS (17)
SAS-PS (11)
SAS-SO (12)

Final Thematic Map
After reviewing codes and themes in Step 4, the initial thematic map was updated. The new
thematic map can be seen in Figure 22. The final codebook after Step 4, including all sub-codes, can be
seen in Appendix G.
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Figure 22
Final Thematic Map for CMPF Lesson Reflections
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Summary
All the quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS version 26 in this step of the data analysis
process using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests (Wilcoxon, 1945). The qualitative data were analyzed using
Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel to complete an Applied Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al.,
2012). Qualitative data were analyzed using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase framework for thematic
analysis. Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4 were performed in this level of data analysis. Step 5 and Step 6
of the six-phase framework for thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) will be completed in Chapter V.
Step 5 and Step 6 will include reviewing the themes, defining and naming the themes, and producing the
report. Additionally, data interpretation and integration will be conducted and discussed in Chapter V.
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Chapter V: Conclusions and Discussion
In Chapter IV, Steps 1-4 of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase framework for thematic analysis.
were completed. However, Steps 5 and 6, defining themes and producing the report, respectively, are
conducted in this chapter. In the first part of this chapter, I will define the themes that emerged from the
applied thematic analysis (Guest et al., 2012). Then, I will use these themes as well as the MSEAQ
pretest-posttest data (May, 2009) analyzed in Chapter IV to answer the research questions. Finally, I will
discuss the implications of these findings, limitations of the research, and recommendations for future
research.
Final Qualitative Data Analysis and Discussion
Step 5: Define Themes
After iterations of coding, recoding, creating sub-codes, and searching for themes, six overarching
themes emerged from the data.
Theme 1: Application of Mathematics to Work and Home Life
The first theme that emerged from the data is “Application of Mathematics to Work and Home
Life (APP).” Of the 201 CMPF Lesson Reflection codes, 48 (23.9%) related to this theme. Two subthemes also emerged: “Friends and Family Examples (APP-F)” and “Personal Examples (APP-P).” These
two sub-themes and the overarching theme show how important mathematics and mathematical topics are
in reference to participants’ work and home lives.
Theme 2: Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical Reasoning
The second theme that emerged from the data is “Mathematical Explanations and Mathematical
Reasoning (MEMR).” Of the 201 CMPF Lesson Reflection codes, 23 (11.4%) related to this theme. Two
sub-themes also emerged: “Identifying Holes in the Data (MEMR-HD)” and “Solving Methods (MEMRSM).” These two sub-themes and the overarching theme show how participants began to think about
mathematics and mathematical topics throughout the course and the CMPF lessons.
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Theme 3: Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements
The third theme that emerged from the data is “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA).” Of the 201 CMPF Lesson Reflection codes, 38 (18.9%) related to this theme. Three subthemes also emerged: “Past Statements (MSEA-PA),” “Present Statements (MSEA-PR),” and “Future
Statements and Change Statements (MSEA-FC).” These three sub-themes and the overarching theme
show that participants do consider their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety throughout
their lives. They are able to describe previous points in time and their efficacy or anxiety at those point.
Additionally, they are able to describe their current/present mathematics self-efficacy or anxiety. Finally,
they can also look into the future and make statements about their ability to solve mathematical problems
and learn mathematical information at a future point in time.
Theme 4: Number Positioning
The fourth theme that emerged from the data is “Number Positioning (NP).” Of the 201 CMPF
Lesson Reflection codes, 24 (11.9%) related to this theme. Two sub-themes also emerged: “General
Number Positioning (NP-G)” and “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).” These two sub-themes and the
overarching theme show that participants are aware of how numbers position people within society – both
on a general level and on a personal level.
Theme 5: Personal Advice About Mathematics
The fifth theme that emerged from the data is “Personal Advice About Mathematics (PAM).” Of
the 201 CMPF Lesson Reflection codes, 20 (10.0%) related to this theme. No sub-themes emerged in this
theme. This theme show that participants not only think critically about mathematics in their own life, but
they also are able to provide advice and assistance to others about mathematical topics and concepts.
Theme 6: Statements About Society
The sixth theme that emerged from the data is “Statements About Society (SAS).” Of the 201
CMPF Lesson Reflection codes, 48 (23.9%) related to this theme. Four sub-themes also emerged:
“Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” “Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” “People and Society (SAS189

PS),” and “Societal Change (SAS-SO).” These four sub-themes and the overarching theme show that
participants are aware of the societal issues regarding mathematics and mathematical concepts. They can
not only spot injustices within society, but they can also critique injustices and provide suggestions for
societal change.
Step 6: Produce the Report
Step 6 of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase framework for thematic analysis is to finally
produce the report by detailing all the data analyzed in Steps 1 through 5. Step 6 will be completed
moving forward, as the qualitative data is integrated with the quantitative data to fully answer the study’s
guiding research questions.
Research Question #1
Research question #1 states: “Does learning mathematics through the Critical Mathematics
Pedagogical Framework-based curriculum affect Adult Basic Education students’ mathematics anxiety
and mathematics self-efficacy?”
There are two components of this question: a quantitative component and a qualitative component.
To fully answer this question, I had to integrate my quantitative and qualitative data.
Quantitative Data Interpretation for Research Question #1
To begin the data interpretation and integration, I looked at the results from the Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test (Wilcoxon, 1945) that were produced in Chapter IV.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Aggregate Data
The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on the aggregate data showed that of the 111 unique pretestposttest pairs, there were 62 positive differences, 11 negative differences, and 38 ties in Likert scale
scores, as shown in Figure 23. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also yielded the following data table, as
shown in Table 55.
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Figure 23
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Aggregate Data

Table 55
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Aggregate Data
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Aggregate Data
Total N

111

Test Statistic

2307.500

Standard Error

174.401

Standardized Test Statistic

5.487

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.000
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The null hypothesis for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is that there is no difference between
aggregate MSEAQ pretest and posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test yielded the result of
rejecting the null hypothesis (sig = .001). Therefore, there was a statistically significant difference in
aggregate MSEAQ pretest-posttest scores.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Alex
After rejecting the null hypothesis for the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual
student’s MSEAQ pretest-posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Alex’s data showed that of
the 27 unique pretest-posttest pairs, there were 19 positive differences, one negative difference, and seven
ties in Likert scale scores, as shown in Figure 24. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also yielded the
following data table, as shown in Table 56.

Figure 24
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Alex
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Table 56
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Alex
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Alex
Total N

27

Test Statistic

195.500

Standard Error

25.908

Standardized Test Statistic

3.493

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.000

The null hypothesis for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is that there is no difference between
Alex’s MSEAQ pretest and posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test yielded the result of rejecting
the null hypothesis (sig = .001). Therefore, there was a statistically significant difference in Alex’s
MSEAQ pretest-posttest scores.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Blake
After rejecting the null hypothesis for the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual
student’s MSEAQ pretest-posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Blake’s data showed that of
the 28 unique pretest-posttest pairs, there were 10 positive differences, nine negative differences, and nine
ties in Likert scale scores, as shown in Figure 25. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also yielded the
following data table, as shown in Table 57.
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Figure 25
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Blake

Table 57
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Blake
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Blake
Total N

28

Test Statistic

99.000

Standard Error

23.393

Standardized Test Statistic

.171

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.864
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The null hypothesis for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is that there is no difference between
Blake’s MSEAQ pretest and posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test yielded the result of retaining
the null hypothesis (sig = .864). Therefore, there was no statistically significant difference in Blake’s
MSEAQ pretest-posttest scores.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Cameron
After rejecting the null hypothesis for the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual
student’s MSEAQ pretest-posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Cameron’s data showed that
of the 28 unique pretest-posttest pairs, there were 28 positive differences, zero negative differences, and
zero ties in Likert scale scores, as shown in Figure 26. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also yielded the
following data table, as shown in Table 58.

Figure 26
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Cameron
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Table 58
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Cameron
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Cameron
Total N

28

Test Statistic

406.000

Standard Error

41.854

Standardized Test Statistic

4.850

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.000

The null hypothesis for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is that there is no difference between
Cameron’s MSEAQ pretest and posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test yielded the result of
rejecting the null hypothesis (sig = .001). Therefore, there was a statistically significant difference in
Cameron’s MSEAQ pretest-posttest scores.
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Drew
After rejecting the null hypothesis for the aggregate student data, I analyzed each individual
student’s MSEAQ pretest-posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test on Drew’s data showed that of
the 28 unique pretest-posttest pairs, there were five positive differences, one negative difference, and 22
ties in Likert scale scores, as shown in Figure 27. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test also yielded the
following data table, as shown in Table 59.
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Figure 27
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Drew

Table 59
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary - Drew
Related Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Summary
Drew
Total N

28

Test Statistic

17.500

Standard Error

4.287

Standardized Test Statistic

1.633

Asymptotic Sig (2-sided test)

.102
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The null hypothesis for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is that there is no difference between
Drew’s MSEAQ pretest and posttest data. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test yielded the result of retaining
the null hypothesis (sig = .102). Therefore, there was no statistically significant difference in Drew’s
MSEAQ pretest-posttest scores.
Quantitative Data Interpretation Summary
Using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, the aggregate student data showed a statistically
significant difference in pretest and posttest MSEAQ scores. Additionally, two students, Alex and
Cameron, also showed statistically significant differences in pretest-posttest MSEAQ scores. This
quantitative data alone shows that Alex’s and Cameron’s mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics
anxiety were statistically changed throughout this 10-week period.
While the other two students did not show statistically significant differences on their MSEAQ
pretest and posttest scores, their CMPF Lesson reflections do show changes in their mathematics selfefficacy and anxiety.
Qualitative Data Interpretation for Research Question #1
To interpret and integrate the qualitative components of this research study, I focused on the theme
“Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA).” I used these statements to add context to
the quantitative data. There were 38 items coded as “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements
(MSEA),” with 17 coded as the sub-code “Future Statements and Change Statements (MSEA-FC),” 11
coded as the sub-code “Past Statements (MSEA-PA),” and 10 coded as the sub-code “Present Statements
(MSEA-PR).”
Of the 38 items coded as “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA),” eight of
them belonged to Alex (21.1%), 10 belonged to Blake (26.3%), 13 belonged to Cameron (34.2%), and
seven belonged to Drew (18.4%).
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Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements Data Interpretation - Alex
Alex was one of the two students who showed a statistically significant difference in pretestposttest MSEAQ scores. They also discussed attitudes and thoughts towards mathematics throughout their
reflections. Of the 32 items coded for Alex, eight of them (25.0%) were coded as “Mathematics SelfEfficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA).” Four of these items were coded with the sub-code “Past
Statements (MSEA-PA)” and four of these items were coded as “Future Statements and Change
Statements (MSEA-FC).”
Alex began the course describing their previous experiences with mathematics and the effect that
these experiences had on their mathematics self-efficacy and anxiety. In the Demographic Questionnaire
(see Appendix A), Alex mentioned that they “loved math up until the 3rd grade.” However, they “got
bored very quickly,” which caused them to lose interest in the subject and fall behind their peers.
However, by the first CMPF lesson reflection, Alex changed how they wrote about mathematics
and their own self-efficacy and anxiety towards mathematics. In their first CMPF lesson reflection, Alex
mentioned that “After today’s and yesterday’s lesson, [I now know] there are many ways to solve
different problems.”
Alex also began to change their thought about mathematics and truly embraced the growth
mindset philosophy (Dweck, 2006). They stated that “There is a process start to finish that you can be
taught then practiced – math is just the same.” They later added that “Everything is this world can be
learned.”
Finally, Alex wrote of how they could apply their newfound mathematics self-efficacy in the
future. After CMPF Lesson 2, they stated that “With my newfound knowledge, I know when I’m getting a
good deal.”
In addition to the MSEAQ data showing a statistically significant difference in Alex’s
mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety, Alex’s reflections also show that they truly did adjust
their thinking towards mathematics and their own ability to do mathematics now and in the future.
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Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements Data Interpretation - Blake
Blake was one of the two students who did not show a statistically significant difference in their
MSEAQ pretest-posttest data. However, Blake’s mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy can
be further explained by their CMPF lesson reflections. Of the 41 items coded for Blake, 10 of them
(24.4%) were coded as “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA).” Two of these
items were coded with the sub-code “Past Statements (MSEA-PA),” two of these items were coded with
the sub-code “Present Statements (MSEA-PR),” and six of these items were coded as “Future Statements
and Change Statements (MSEA-FC).”
Like Alex, Blake began the course writing about their previous experiences with mathematics and
how these experiences shaped their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety. In their
demographic questionnaire, Blake wrote that they had a “love/hate [relationship with] math, mainly
fractions.” They always “just felt confused.”
However, as the course progressed, Blake also took on a growth mindset (Dweck, 2006) approach
to learning mathematics. When asked their thoughts on the statement “Some people are just ‘good at
math,’” they stated, “I do not agree with that statement.” They went on to explain that “I feel if you are
bad at math, you choose to be.” and “If you wanted to be good, it would simply require you to apply
yourself and become good at it.”
By the second CMPF lesson reflection, Blake was writing about using mathematics in the future,
showing their increased mathematics self-efficacy and decreased mathematics anxiety. They mentioned,
“I definitely feel I can use this information in my daily life.” Specifically, Blake stated that, “The activity
we did today made me definitely re-think how I will purchase items in the future.”
Blake showed a dramatic increase in mathematics self-efficacy and decrease in mathematics
anxiety throughout this course, as evidenced by their CMPF lesson reflections which discuss their
evolving views of their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety – even if those changes were
not captured in their MSEAQ data.
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Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements Data Interpretation - Cameron
Cameron, like Alex, did show a statistically significant difference in pretest-posttest MSEAQ
scores. Additionally, they discussed attitudes and thoughts towards mathematics throughout their CMPF
reflections. Of the 66 items coded for Cameron, 13 of them (19.7%) were coded as “Mathematics SelfEfficacy and Anxiety Statements (MSEA).” Three of these items were coded with the sub-code “Past
Statements (MSEA-PA),” four of these items were coded with the sub-code “Present Statements (MSEAPR),” and six of these items were coded as “Future Statements and Change Statements (MSEA-FC).”
Cameron also began the course describing their past experiences with mathematics. In their
demographic questionnaire, they stated that “I liked math when I was little” and “Math was my favorite
subject until middle school.” However, Cameron “almost gave up [on] math in 10th grade.” Cameron even
went so far as to discuss their nightmares involving math, “I sometimes dream about taking a math test.
It’s kind of a nightmare.”
In the beginning of the course, Cameron separated himself from “those that could do
mathematics.” When asked their thoughts on the statement “Some people are just ‘good at math,’” they
stated, “I agree with that statement.” They went on to explain that “Some people feel comfortable and
excited when they take math tests or use it in real life,” but made sure to distance himself from “those
people” that were “math people.”
However, as the course progressed, Cameron began to see himself as a “math person.” By the end
of the first lesson, Cameron began writing about how the CMPF lessons “made math interesting” and
having the material presented to them in this way “helped me understand mathematics.”
By the end of the course, Cameron truly saw themself as someone who could not only do
mathematics, but who could think critically about mathematics. In their CMPF lesson 6 reflection, they
stated, “Since I learned about the unit cost through this lesson, I will compare the unit costs before placing
an order – specifically for the k-cup coffee and toilet paper next time.” In their CMPF lesson 7 reflection,
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they stated that knowing mathematics and thinking critically “makes me interested in the information and
understandable in a short time.”
Finally, Cameron ended the course discussing their increase mathematics self-efficacy, their
decreased mathematics anxiety, and how they will use the CMPF lesson skills in the future. They stated
that they will “think more critically when I read articles from now on.” Both Cameron’s reflections and
MSEAQ data show that they truly did adjust their thinking towards mathematics and their ability to use
critical mathematical thinking in the future.
Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety Statements Data Interpretation - Drew
While Drew did not show a statistically significant difference in pretest-posttest MSEAQ scores,
they did discuss attitudes and thoughts towards mathematics throughout their reflections. Of the 62 items
coded for Drew, seven of them (11.3%) were coded as “Mathematics Self-Efficacy and Anxiety
Statements (MSEA).” Two of these items were coded with the sub-code “Past Statements (MSEA-PA),”
four of these items were coded with the sub-code “Present Statements (MSEA-PR),” and one of these
items was coded as “Future Statements and Change Statements (MSEA-FC).”
Drew’s mathematics self-efficacy was already high when they got to my class. In their first
reflection, they stated that they “have always loved math” and “quickly became known as a math person.”
With a goal to have a career in Finance, Drew had a good foundational knowledge of mathematical topics
and perceived himself as a doer of mathematics immediately.
Throughout the lessons, Drew’s CMPF lesson reflections confirmed their high mathematics selfefficacy and low mathematics anxiety. In their CMPF Lesson 2 reflection, Drew stated that “I consider
myself a savvy shopper,” so the lesson “didn’t necessarily make me think differently.”
Conclusions for Research Question #1
From a purely quantitative perspective, Alex and Cameron showed statistically significant
differences between their MSEAQ pretest and posttest scores. Additionally, the aggregate student data
showed statistically significant differences between MSEAQ pretest and posttest scores. However, after
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incorporating qualitative CMPF lesson reflection data, Alex, Blake, and Cameron all showed a change in
their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety levels. They were able to think with a growth
mindset and begin applying mathematical principles and critical thinking to mathematical situations and
data presentations.
Because Drew’s mathematics self-efficacy was already so high at the beginning of the course,
there was very little qualitative data to show statements about the future or changes in thinking towards
their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety. However, additional qualitative data from Drew
will be useful when looking at Research Question 2 and Research Question 3.
Research Question #2
Research question #2 states: “How do Adult Basic Education students describe the impact of
number positioning when taught using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework?”
Unlike research question #1, there is only one component to this research question: qualitative
data coded from the students’ CMPF lesson reflections. To answer this research question, I focused on the
theme “Number Positioning (NP).” I used these statements to add context to the quantitative data. There
were 24 items coded as “Number Positioning (NP),” with 16 coded as the sub-code “General Number
Positioning (NP-G)” and eight coded as the sub-code “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).” Of the 24
items coded as “Number Positioning (NP),” one of them belonged to Alex (4.2%), three belonged to
Blake (12.5%), 11 belonged to Cameron (45.8%), and nine belonged to Drew (37.5%).
Number Positioning Data Interpretation - Alex
Of the 32 items coded for Alex, only one of them (3.1%) was coded “Number Positioning (NP).”
Specifically, this item was coded with the sub-code “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).” In their one
mention of “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P)”, Alex stated, “Taxes and fees [i.e. “numbers”] were
shown at the end making my total look like a lot more than I started with.” This statement is in regard to
the “Airplane Tickets’ Hidden Costs Scavenger Hunt.” In this CMPF lesson, students had to simulate
purchasing airline tickets from various companies. At the end, they had to compare the total cost to the
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quoted cost on the initial screen. Alex’s reflection shows that they learned how numbers personally
positioned their to make specific choices and think in a specific way with regards to airline tickets.
Number Positioning Data Interpretation - Blake
Of the 41 items coded for Blake, only three of them (7.3%) were coded “Number Positioning
(NP).” All three were coded with the sub-code “General Number Positioning (NP-G).”
All three of Blake’s number positioning statements were in relation to their CMPF Lesson 5
reflection, which discussed airline tickets’ hidden costs. In this reflection, Blake mentioned that “The
airline companies use numbers to make people feel as if they are getting a good deal.” They go on to say
that the airline companies “will use numbers such as specific dates they can fly between to get a better
deal on flight cost.” Finally, Blake mentions how number positioning is influenced by the hidden fees.
They state that airlines use number positioning and hidden fees by, “For example, advertising the flight as
$99.99 when at the end it will cost $156.75 with fees and taxes.”
Blake’s reflection shows that they incorporated the knowledge of airline tickets and then showed
how this was an example of number positioning.
Number Positioning Data Interpretation - Cameron
Of the 66 items coded for Cameron, 11 of them (16.7%) were coded as “Number Positioning
(NP).” Seven of these items were coded with the sub-code “General Number Positioning (NP-G)” and
four of these items were coded with the sub-code “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).”
All of Cameron’s Number Positioning reflections occurred in the CMPF Lesson 5 and CMPF
Lesson 7 reflections. In their CMPF Lesson 5 reflection, Cameron stated that, “The airlines use numbers:
.99, .40, .77 to make people feel the price is cheaper.” In their CMPF Lesson 7 reflection, Cameron stated
that “People generally trust numbers.” They even went a step further and explained that “Advertisers use
numbers and statistics to give perceived weight to their products’ value or qualities.” and “Advertisers use
statistics to identify the best consumers to target and find out market trends.” Additionally, Cameron
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stated that “Even though numbers are objective and show facts, some areas use numbers to make people
think a certain way about what they want to persuade.”
From a personal perspective, Cameron stated, “I noticed that the presentations use statistics such
as percents, fractions, ratios, and pie graph” in order to persuade the viewer/reader. For example, they
stated that “By representing [the numbers] 4 out of 5, our minds easily personalized and internalized the
information.” They provided an additional example of personal number positioning by saying, “I can see
the results of political polls and statistics in the news.”
Cameron’s reflections show not only their mathematical competency throughout the course, but
their evolving understanding of number positioning. By the end of the course, Cameron had shown that
they could not only spot instances of number positioning but could identify ways in which they could
combat such positioning.
Number Positioning Data Interpretation - Drew
Of the 62 items coded for Drew, nine of them (14.5%) were coded as “Number Positioning (NP).”
Six of these items were coded with the sub-code “General Number Positioning (NP-G)” and three of these
items were coded with the sub-code “Personal Number Positioning (NP-P).” As stated earlier, Drew’s
mathematics self-efficacy was already high when they began the course. Therefore, many of the items
coded for Drew were more critical in nature.
By their CMPF lesson 2 reflection, Drew was writing about “General Number Positioning (NPG).” In their lesson 2 reflection, they stated, “Pricing [i.e. “numbers”] also has an effect of some sort that
helps to reinforce the same item’s price.” They continued pointing out instances of Number Positioning
throughout their reflections with statements such as “While numbers themselves are certainly objective,
the way they are interpreted and presented rarely is.” They explained more: “Numbers are just numbers
until you give them context and that context can be different when presented by different
parties…Presentation is everything because you can spin pretty much anything to make your product look
good and companies can do the same thing with numbers.”
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Drew also reflected on how Number Positioning affects him, personally. In response to the CMPF
lesson titled “Statistics Scavenger Hunt,” Drew stated, “For the most part, I like to see a percentage or a
decimal because my brain just processes those quicker.” They also stated that “I can see that [the
statistics] are supposed to persuade you or shock you in some way.” Additionally, Drew told a story from
their own life about how a former manager used numbers to make those beneath them perform in a
specific way. Drew stated that “The [sales] numbers were always used against us to shame us and to show
that we were poor workers when many of us weren’t.”
Drew clearly identified instances of “Number Positioning (NP)” both in general and in their
personal life and provided examples of when this had happened in the past. With nine out of their 62
items coded as “Number Positioning (NP),” Drew highlighted the practice of “Number Positioning (NP)”
and how it can be used by those in power to keep others down.
Conclusions for Research Question #2
Alex and Blake did not focus on “Number Positioning (NP)” in their CMPF lesson reflections.
Instead, much of their reflections were centered around mathematics self-efficacy and anxiety. From this,
I conclude that the first step in becoming a critical consumer of mathematics is to first realize that one has
the ability to learn and do mathematics. That is, mathematics self-efficacy is the first step in becoming a
critical consumer of mathematics and identifying “Number Positioning (NP)” is the next level on the path
to critical consumption of mathematics. Alex and Blake fell into the first step.
Cameron and Drew, however, already had a high-level of mathematics self-efficacy and a low
level of mathematics anxiety when they began the course. Therefore, they were ready to interact with
mathematics and mathematical presentations on a higher level. Throughout their CMPF lesson reflections,
they were able to articulate what Number Positioning is, where it exists, and how others use numbers to
maintain the status quo and retain power. It is significant that these two students mentioned Number
Positioning as much as they did, since two of the main Tenets of the CMPF are that Mathematics is Not
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Neutral (CMPF Tenet 2; Gromlich, in press) and that a Critical Critique of Mathematics Presentations is
Necessary in the mathematics classroom (CMPF Tenet 4; Gromlich, in press).
Research Question #3
Research question #3 states: “How do Adult Basic Education students describe society and the
need for societal change when taught using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework?”
Like research question #2, there is only one component to this research question: qualitative data
coded from the students’ CMPF lesson reflections. To answer this research question, I focused on the
theme “Statements About Society (SAS).” I used these statements to add context to the quantitative data.
There were 48 items coded as “Statements About Society (SAS),” with eight coded as the sub-code
“Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” 17 coded as the sub-code “Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” 11
coded as the sub-code “People and Society (SAS-PS),” and 12 coded as the sub-code “Societal Change
(SAS-SO).”
Of the 48 items coded as “Statements About Society (SAS),” seven of them belonged to Alex
(14.6%), 11 belonged to Blake (22.9%), 13 belonged to Cameron (27.1%), and 17 belonged to Drew
(35.4%).
Statements About Society Data Interpretation - Alex
Of the 32 items coded for Alex, seven of them (21.9%) were coded as “Statements About Society
(SAS).” Two of these items were coded with the sub-code “Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” one was
coded with the sub-code “Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” one was coded with the sub-code “People
and Society (SAS-PS),” and three were coded with the sub-code “Societal Change (SAS-SO).” Alex’s
“Statements About Society (SAS)” all were written during CMPF lesson reflections 3, 4, and 5, which
discussed 0% annual percentage rates, payday loan centers, and airplane tickets’ hidden costs,
respectively.
In their CMPF lesson 3 reflection, Alex mentioned that “Basic things like debt and interest rates
aren’t really taught” in schools today.” They went further to say that personal finance “should be taught in
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our school system” in order for societal practices to change. In their CMPF lesson 4 reflection, Alex
identified that “Companies make money through upfront loan fees and interest charges on existing loans.”
They further stated, “I believe that payday loans are more harmful because of the interest rates and the
simpler ways to get around having to take out loans.”
Finally, when completing the “Airplane Tickets’ Hidden Costs Scavenger Hunt,” Alex reflected
on companies’ practices of hiding fees and extra expenses until the end of the purchase process. They
stated, “I can see people thinking it’s cheap unless you saw what you are really paying for.” To make this
process more transparent, Alex said, “I think [the upgrade screen] shouldn’t be there because it makes you
feel like your flight will be horrible if you don’t [upgrade].”
All these reflection statements show Alex truly beginning to critique and analyze societal practices
around numbers and money. They were able to state practices that companies implement to make
consumers think or act a certain way. They were also able to articulate potential changes that would
eliminate poor practices or make information more transparent for consumers.
Statements About Society Data Interpretation - Blake
Of the 41 items coded for Blake, 11 of them (26.8%) were coded as “Statements About Society
(SAS).” Three of these items were coded with the sub-code “Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” five
were coded with the sub-code “Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” and three were coded with the subcode “Societal Change (SAS-SO).” There were no items sub-coded as “People and Society (SAS-PS)” for
Blake. Blake’s “Statements About Society (SAS)” also written during CMPF lesson reflections 3, 4, and
5, as well as CMPF lesson reflection 6, which discussed peanut butter and unit rates.
In their CMPF lesson 3 reflection, Blake also agreed that more education was necessary for people
in our society. Specifically, they stated that “educating the youth on simple life lessons” and “explaining
the difference in credit vs. actual money” are two ways that we can make profound societal changes. In
their CMPF lesson 4 reflection, Blake spent a lot of time critiquing the debt industry. They stated that
payday loans “target people who are not financially stable and cause them to get deeper in debt.” They
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expanded further, stating, “Payday loans are harmful to anyone who decides to take advantage of one due
to the simple fact the interest alone is extremely high.”
Blake also spent time in their CMPF lesson 5 and 6 reflections describing company policies as
they related to consumers. They stated that “The airline companies use numbers to make people feel as if
they are getting a good deal.” Blake also made a point to mention, “I don’t agree with how [airline
company pricing] is done.” To fix this issue, Blake said that “These practices should be changed by just
simply showing the final cost amount at the beginning,” when airlines post their ticket prices.
Blake also wrote about how companies interact with consumers when it comes to peanut butter.
While peanut butter was the specific example used in the CMPF lesson, the peanut butter represented all
items that consumer purchase, which Blake identified. They stated, “If one company makes a creamy and
a chunky peanut butter, they will sell double the amount and make double the product revenue…the
companies sell these different options so they can make more profit.”
With 26.8% of their reflection statements coded as “Statements About Society (SAS),” Blake
provided examples of how companies and the general public interact with numbers and values. They also
provided possible changes that could be made to improve societal practices as well as provided a detailed
critique of the debt industry.
Statements About Society Data Interpretation - Cameron
Of the 66 items coded for Cameron, 13 of them (19.7%) were coded as “Statements About Society
(SAS).” One of these items was coded with the sub-code “Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” four were
coded with the sub-code “Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” five were coded with the sub-code “People
and Society (SAS-PS),” and three were coded with the sub-code “Societal Change (SAS-SO).”
Cameron’s “Statements About Society (SAS)” spanned from CMPF lesson reflection 3 to CMPF
lesson reflection 6. In CMPF lesson reflection 3, Cameron provided two ideas for societal change in order
to fix current payday loan practices. They stated that we should “[provide] financial education for
customers” and “give specific information of debt/interest with purchasing.”
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In CMPF lesson reflection 4, Cameron critiqued the payday loan industry, stating that “Payday
loans come with high rates.” and “Payday loan centers make money from high interest rates.” They then
provided examples from the borrower’s perspective, stating that “If borrowers cannot pay the loan until
the first due date, borrowers can easily get caught in a debt cycle.” Because of these practices, “borrowers
end up paying more in fees than the amount they originally borrowed.”
Cameron similarly discussed the unfair practices of airline companies in their CMPF lesson 5
reflection, stating that “even if the cost is a cent cheaper than other airlines, it can be shown to people [as]
the lowest price on the top [of the] list.” While they says that “it is convenient to be able to compare ticket
prices with many companies at once,” they also states that “these practices should be changed for
customers” so that there is more transparency. Right now, “unless [customers] look for it properly, they
will have to pay for unexpected expenses.”
Overall, Cameron spent 19.7% of their time writing “Statements About Society (SAS).” They
were passionate about changing payday loan and airline business practices to make it easier and more
understandable for the consumer. While they stressed that they believes people are “smart and
knowledgeable” about certain topics, more “education for customers” is necessary, as many do not have
the skills they need to accurately understand or decode presented mathematical data.
Statements About Society Data Interpretation - Drew
Of the 62 items coded for Drew, 17 of them (27.4%) were coded as “Statements About Society
(SAS).” Two of these items were coded with the sub-code “Critical Critique of Debt (SAS-CD),” seven
were coded with the sub-code “Companies and Society (SAS-CS),” five were coded with the sub-code
“People and Society (SAS-PS),” and three were coded with the sub-code “Societal Change (SAS-SO).”
Drew’s “Statements About Society (SAS)” spanned almost every CMPF lesson reflection – from
CMPF Lesson 2 reflection to CMPF Lesson 8 reflection, excluding their CMPF Lesson 5 reflection. In
CMPF Lesson 2 reflection, Drew discussed how “stores encourage customers to purchase items” in a very
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specific way. They noted that “It’s definitely interesting how intentional stores are with manipulating their
environment.”
In their CMPF lesson 3 reflection, Drew discussed ways that society needs to change in order to
help people succeed financially. First, they stated that “As a society, we can become more open to
speaking about finances.” Additionally, Drew said that “To increase consumer understanding of debt and
interest rates, we can start implementing small bits of it in applied math courses throughout a child/teen’s
education.” However, they specifically mentioned that “we can make and watch fun educational content”
in order to get children and teens to buy-in and truly synthesize this information.
In their CMPF lesson 6 reflection, Drew described how both companies and people in society
interacted with numbers. They said that “companies do market research to figure out which [people] go to
the market to appeal to a profitable portion of the population.” This practice works, as “Different people
have different expectations from their products and they’re usually willing to pay more for the product
that’s more preferable.” For example, “Some people are very adamant about only buying organic products
and they’ll happily spend nearly 50 percent more on a product that meets that standard than a similar
product of the same quantity and doesn’t meet that standard.” Finally, while Drew recognized the need for
societal change, they wrote in their CMPF lesson 8 reflection that “It’s hard to teach people how to think
critically because they tend to take it as a personal attack on their intelligence.”
Drew spent 27.4% of their time writing “Statements About Society (SAS).” As stated earlier,
Drew had high mathematical self-efficacy entering the course, so their reflections tended to focus on
issues within society and how they could be changed or fixed. Although they mentioned that changing
society as a whole would be a difficult process, their writing seemed to exude an optimistic view towards
societal changes in the long run.
Conclusions for Research Question #3
All four students dedicated 20% or more of their reflections writing “Statements About Society
(SAS).” While they focused on the four areas (sub-codes) to different degrees, all four students identified
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issues within society and provided potential opportunities for change that could help consumers,
companies, and society as a whole.
These four students’ reflections on society show that they can describe societal practices through a
critical mathematics lens and provide potential solutions to the problems they see in the world around
them. This shows that when mathematical concepts are taught with intent (CMPF Tenet 3; Gromlich, in
press), then students begin to see mathematics as non-neutral (CMPF Tenet 2; Gromlich, in press) and
begin to critically critique mathematical presentations in the world around them (CMPF Tenet 4;
Gromlich, in press).
Discussion
There is a need for mathematics to be taught and learned in a more critically conscious and
critically numerate way (Darvin, 2007; Frankenstein, 1983; Skovsmose, 1994; Stoessiger, 2002;
Gromlich, in press). Low mathematics self-efficacy and high mathematics anxiety have been linked to
low mathematics performance, low mathematics achievement, mathematics avoidance, and an avoidance
of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) careers, which has an impact on
individual and global economic development (Hembree, 1990; Mutawah, 2015). Put in other words, low
mathematics self-efficacy and high mathematics anxiety do not just impact individuals; there is a negative
impact globally that stems from these factors. The significance of these factors, therefore, cannot and
should not be downplayed any longer.
Pedagogy of the Oppressed
In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1970) highlighted the political and educational structure of
Brazil in the 1970s: how it set up a two-tiered environment in which educators were often the oppressors
and those being educated were often the oppressed. Parallels can easily be drawn to modern day
mathematics education in the United States.
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Oppression is a strong word to use but it is also the most appropriate. ABE students are oppressed
by the current educational system; to say anything different would be to ignore the literature, the data, and
the personal narratives presented throughout this manuscript.
The Significance of the CMPF
According to Freire, everyone is complicit in the current power structure; both the oppressors and
the oppressees are trapped. The only way for true societal change to occur is for the oppressed group(s) to
liberate themselves and their oppressors from systems of oppression (Freire, 1970).
When I first began researching the mathematical equivalent of Freire’s (1970) critical literacy,
there were bits and pieces of information spread across the mathematical landscape. However, there was
no true unified theory that brought all the elements of critical literacy into the mathematics environment –
especially for ABE learners. Therefore, my first task was to create such a framework.
The data presented in this manuscript show that the CMPF has merit and value. While there are
changes that can and should be made moving forward, the four tenets (Prototypical Classroom Bias, NonNeutrality of Mathematics, Purposeful Intent, and Societal Critique) have shown to be a strong basis for
true change. When taught with the CMPF, students showed a change in mathematics self-efficacy and
mathematics anxiety, an increased awareness of number positioning in society, and were able to make
statements about society from a mathematical perspective.
These four students’ reflections on society show that there is merit to teaching mathematics
through the CMPF framework. When mathematics classrooms are not treated identically (CMPF Tenet 1;
Gromlich, in press) and mathematical concepts are taught with intent (CMPF Tenet 3; Gromlich, in
press), then students begin to see mathematics as non-neutral (CMPF Tenet 2; Gromlich, in press) and
begin to critically critique mathematical presentations in the world around them (CMPF Tenet 4;
Gromlich, in press).
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ABE Student Archetypes
In addition to changes in the areas mentioned above, two ABE student archetypes emerged. The
first ABE student archetype, personified by Alex and Blake, is a high mathematics anxiety, low
mathematics self-efficacy student. This type of student enters into the ABE classroom with fear and
trepidation towards mathematics based on past negative, oppressive experiences.
For this type of student, the CMPF provides stability, mastery experiences, and a sense of security.
Over time, their mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics anxiety levels begin to change. They are able
to think with a growth mindset (Dweck, 2006) and begin applying mathematical principles and critical
thinking to mathematical situations and data presentations. Most of their development, however, is spent
in the areas of mathematics anxiety and mathematics self-efficacy. From these data, it seems that the first
step in becoming a critical consumer of mathematics is to first realize that one has the ability to learn and
do mathematics. That is, mathematics self-efficacy is the first step in becoming a critical consumer of
mathematics.
The second ABE student archetype, personified by Cameron and Drew, is a student who already
has a higher-than-average mathematics self-efficacy and a lower-than-average mathematics anxiety.
However, this does not mean this type of student is any less oppressed; their oppression and the
expression of such oppression just looks different.
The CMPF also provides growth opportunities for this ABE student archetype. While the first step
in becoming a critical consumer of mathematics is to first realize that one has the ability to learn and do
mathematics, identifying number positioning and discussing statements about society is the second. The
CMPF provides opportunities for students to enhance their understanding of numbers in society and how
they can be critical consumers of mathematics and radical agents of change in their own lives and their
own communities.
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Limitations
There are many limitations to this research study that make it non-transferable and nongeneralizable. First, the research study was conducted with a small group of participants. With only four
students completing the course and the course reflections, the sample size is too small to provide a
complete picture of the ABE student experience in the CMPF classroom.
Secondly, and probably most importantly, this research study was conducted during the middle of
the Spring 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. Due to this pandemic, the previously in-person course was moved to
the online environment. This change, in itself, violates part of CMPF Tenet 1, stating that all mathematics
classrooms are not identical. To account for the prototypical classroom bias, I originally created lessons
that were not based on technology (or could be adapted if students did not have access to technology). By
being required to move to the purely online environment in the midst of this pandemic, student access to
information was limited by access to technology. This is a severe limitation that should be considered and
addressed in future research.
Recommendations for Future Research
While the data showed a snapshot of four ABE students’ experiences in a CMPF classroom (first
in a face-to-face environment and then in a purely online environment), it is just that – a snapshot. Future
research should be conducted in order to add more data on the CMPF classroom. A series of snapshots
will provide a more nuanced look into different students’ experiences.
Longitudinal Study
Future research could involve a longitudinal study, focusing on these four students and their
experiences moving forward. It could be interesting to see if MSEAQ scores change when looking at a
more long-term view instead of a 10-week course. It would also be interesting to see how students
identify number positioning and injustices in society from a mathematical perspective now that they have
the tools to do so.
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Revising the CMPF Model
Future research could and should be completed that refines and revamps the CMPF model. While
this model is based in critical mathematical literature, it was created by one person. Additional editing is
necessary to make the framework applicable across institutions, countries, students, and media.
CMPF Model Comparison
Another future research study would be to compare students taught with the CMPF model to those
who were taught using more traditional methods. It is important to differentiate changes that naturally
happen when people learn mathematics to those taught with lessons aligned to the CMPF.
A CMPF Curriculum
The results of this study show that there is merit to the CMPF. While this study specifically
identified eight lessons built on the CMPF, there is no reason to assume that the CMPF could only apply
to specific lessons. From the data presented here, I believe that the CMPF could be used to create an
entire curriculum. While every single lesson may not have all four tenets of the CMPF, the curriculum as
a whole could have all the aspects of the CMPF woven throughout.
ABE Student Archetypes
Finally, there is also merit in more research on ABE student archetypes. In this research study
with only four students, two ABE student archetypes emerged. It would be extremely interesting to see if
additional archetypes emerge with a greater participant pool.
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Appendix A: MSEAQ (May, 2009)
To better understand your background, please answer the following questions by circling the number that
most appropriately applies to the statement presented. If you do not want to answer a question, please
circle “no response”. The MSEAQ is shown in Table 60.

Table 60
MSEAQ (May, 2009)
MSEAQ (May, 2009)

No
Response

Never

Often

Usually

I feel confident enough to ask
questions in my mathematics
class

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I get tense when I prepare for a
mathematics test*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I get nervous when I have to use
mathematics outside of school*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I can do well on a
mathematics test

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry that I will not be able to use
mathematics in my future career
when needed*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry that I will not be able to get
a good grade in my mathematics
course*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I can complete all of the
assignments in a mathematics
course
I worry that I will not be able to do
well on mathematics tests*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I am the kind of person
who is good at mathematics

NR

1

2

3

4

5
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Seldom Sometimes

I believe I will be able to use
mathematics in my future career
when needed

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I feel stressed when listening to
mathematics instructors in class*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I can understand the
content in a mathematics course

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I can get an “A” when I
am in a mathematics course

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I get nervous when asking questions
in class*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

Working on mathematics
homework is stressful for me*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I can learn well in a
mathematics course

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry that I do not know enough
mathematics to do well in future
mathematics courses*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry that I will not be able to
complete every assignment in a
mathematics course*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I feel confident when taking a
mathematics test

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I am the type of person
who can do mathematics

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I feel that I will be able to do well in
future mathematics courses

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry I will not be able to
understand the mathematics*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I believe I can do the mathematics
in a mathematics course

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry that I will not be able to get
an “A” in my mathematics
course*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I worry that I will not be able to
learn well in my mathematics
course*

NR

1

2

3

4

5
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I get nervous when taking a
mathematics test*

NR

1

2

3

4

5

I am afraid to give an incorrect
answer during my mathematics
class*
I feel confident when using
mathematics outside of school

NR

1

2

3

4

5

NR

1

2

3

4

5
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Appendix B: Student Demographic Questionnaire
To better understand your background, please answer the following questions. If you do not want to
answer a question, please write “prefer not to answer”.
•

What is your full name? ___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What do you prefer to be called (nickname)? __________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

Where are you from? _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How long have you lived in the Las Vegas Valley? _____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How would you describe your race and/or ethnicity? ____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How would you describe your gender identification? ____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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•

How would you describe your military/veteran status? ___________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How would you describe your ability/disability status? __________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How would you describe your sexual orientation identification? ___________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What is your age? ________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What is your marital/relationship status? ______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What is your employment status? ___________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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•

Tell me about your family: ________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What is the highest grade that you completed? _________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What language was primarily spoken at home when you were a child (under 10)? _____________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

What language is primarily spoken at your home now? __________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How would you describe your relationship with math when you were a child (under 10)?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

How would you describe your relationship with math now?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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•

Tell me a story about math in your life. _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

•

Some people say that there are people who are “good at math” and people who are “not good at
math.” Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C: Area and Perimeter Activity
The area and perimeter activity required string, scissors, a ruler, and masking tape. This area and
perimeter activity was broken into four parts, outlined below.
There were four student learning outcomes associated with this activity:
•

Students will be able to differentiate between units of area and perimeter.

•

Students will be able to create a model of a square or rectangle.

•

Students will be able to identify the dimensions of a square or rectangle.

•

Students will be able to calculate area and perimeter of a square or rectangle.

CCRS 3.MD.8 and CCRS 4.MD.3 both apply to this activity. CCRS 3.MD.8 states that students
should be able to:
Solve real world and mathematical problems involving perimeters of polygons, including finding
the perimeter given the side lengths, finding an unknown side length, and exhibiting rectangles
with the same perimeter and different areas or with the same area and different perimeters.
(Pimentel, 2013, p. 59).
CCRS 4.MD.3 states that students should be able to:
Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and mathematical problems.
For example, find the width of a rectangular room given the area of the flowing and the length, by
viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an unknown factor. (Pimentel, 2013, p.
68).
Part 1. Break students into groups of three or four.
a. Instruct students to create a 3-inch by 5-inch rectangle using the string (tape the string
down to the table using the masking tape).
i.

Do not tell them that they have to use the scissors – just provide the scissors with
all the other materials at once.
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ii.

Do not tell students how to complete this part of the activity.

iii.

Tell students to measure how much string it takes to create the rectangle as they are
creating it.

iv.

Also tell students to record how they created their rectangle (ie. Some students
might measure 3, then 3, then 5, and then finally 5; others might measure 3, 5, 3, 5;
others might measure 6, cut it in half, then measure 10 and cut it in half; other
might still not cut the string into smaller pieces at all and, instead, just tape down
one large piece of string – all of these ways are correct and there should be no
guidance given at this point in the activity).

b. As students are working on this activity, walk around the room and notice how students are
completing this activity. This way you know how each group approached the activity.
c. Now discuss how students completed the activity.
i.

How did your group complete the activity?

ii.

Did another group complete the activity in a different way?

iii.

How are these two approaches similar? How are they different?

iv.

Is there more than one way to approach the problem?

v.

Does the orientation of the rectangle matter?

d. Ask students how much string they used to make the rectangle.
i.

How much total string did it take to create your rectangle?

ii.

Even though we used different approaches to create the rectangle, did each group
use the same amount of string? Why might this make sense?

iii.

What is this called in mathematics? (Answer: perimeter)

Part 2.
a. Tell students to tape a piece of string across the rectangle lengthwise every one inch,
measuring every one inch with their ruler.
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b. Tell students to tape a piece of string across the rectangle widthwise every one inch,
measuring every one inch with their ruler.
c. Tell students that this process should make a grid pattern.
d. Do not give any other instructions on the processes they are using to make the grid.
e. Tell students to count the number of small squares inside the rectangle. Then, discuss as a
group.
i.

How many small squares are created by this grid?

ii.

How does this make sense with our rectangle side lengths?

f. Discuss the difference between units (inches) and square units (square inches).
i.

What is the length of each side of each small square in the grid?

ii.

If each square is one inch on each side, how could we describe this?

iii.

What does it mean to be a square inch?

iv.

What is the difference between traditional units (like inches) and square units (like
square inches)?

v.

What is this called in mathematics? (Answer: area)

Part 3. Answer the following questions.
a. Now, tell students to create a rectangle that is 6-inches by 4-inches.
b. Also tell them to create a grid just like they did for the first rectangle.
i.

What do you notice?

ii.

What patterns are emerging?

Part 4. Predicting Perimeter
a. Using the patterns you found in Part 3, how much string would be required to make an 11inch by 7-inch rectangle? How do you know? How could you figure it out?
b. Using the patterns you found in Part 3, how many one-inch by one-inch squares would be
inside an 11-inch by 7-inch rectangle? How do you know? How could you figure it out?
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Appendix D: 99 Prices PowerPoint Images
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Appendix E: Why Do Most Prices End in .99?
By Remy Melina | February 17, 2011 11:19am ET
https://www.livescience.com/33045-why-do-most-prices-end-in-99-cents-.html
Many stores will be discounting their items and changing price tags to end in .99 during this long
weekend's President's Day sales. But seeing a price end in this number is so common that shoppers hardly
notice the extremely effective sales tactic.
It may seem silly to price items one cent short of a solid dollar especially when taxes will make the
overall cost more than a dollar anyway but the pricing tactic has been around for at least a century,
according to Lee E. Hibbett, an associate professor of marketing at Freed-Hardeman University in
Henderson, Tenn. Historians can't pinpoint who established the trick, but consumer behavior experts can
definitely explain why it helps move more goods.
Ending a price in .99 is based on the theory that, because we read from left to right, the first digit of the
price resonates with us the most, Hibbett explained. That's why shoppers are more likely to buy a product
for $4.99 than an identical one for $5 the item that starts with a 4 just seems like a better deal than the one
that starts with 5.
"We also tend to attempt to reduce the amount of effort expended on making product decisions, especially
with lower-cost items," Hibbett told Life's Little Mysteries. "So we may not really process the numbers
after the dollar amount."
Additionally, the .99 alone serves to make an item appear to be on sale, according to the article "Mind
Your Pricing Cues," published in the September 2003 issue of the Harvard Business Review. Priceconscious consumers have become conditioned to believe that they are getting a good deal when they buy
something with a price ending in .99 even if the markdown is minimal.
"Some retailers do reserve prices that end in 9 for their discounted items. Comparisons of prices at major
department stores reveal that this is common, particularly for apparel," wrote Eric Anderson, professor of
marketing at Northwestern University's Kellogg School of Management, and Duncan Simester, professor
of management science at M.I.T.'s Sloan School of Management, in their article.
For instance, the clothing stores J. Crew and Ralph Lauren typically price regular merchandise in whole
dollar amounts and stick 99-cent endings on discounted items. These retailers purposely avoid ending
their regular prices in .99 so that consumers won't associate the items with cheap deals. By contrast, stores
attempting to project an image of selling underpriced goods will make it a point to end all their items' tags
regularly priced and discounted alike in .99.
The power of "9" isn't restricted to the cents column, as Anderson and Simester illustrated by asking a
national clothing catalog to increase the price of one of its dresses. "You'd generally expect demand for an
item to go down as the price goes up," Anderson and Simester wrote. "Yet in our study involving the
women's clothing catalog, we were able to increase demand by a third by raising the price of a dress from
$34 to $39. By comparison, changing the price from $34 to $44 yielded no difference in demand."
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Appendix F: CMPF Lesson Reflection Excerpts for External Reliability

Please use the provided Codebook (Codebook 3.7) to code the following CMPF Lesson Reflections. As
stated in the codebook, please code phrases and/or sentences instead of individual words. Also, please
note that not every phrase/sentence needs to have a code!

CMPF Reflection A for Interrater Reliability Coding
Basic things like debt and interest rates aren’t really taught in our school system. For anyone
already past that stage, take a class that give you a thorough rundown on how debt and interest rates work.
Ask questions on what you don’t know. But, also make sure you are getting the answer to what you
actually asked.
CMPF Reflection B for Interrater Reliability Coding
The companies sell these different options so they can make more profit. For example, if one
company makes a creamy and a chunky peanut butter, they will sell double the amount and make double
the product revenue on it vs. just having one type of peanut butter.
I have never broken the price down by unit price, but it is something I will think about moving
forward.
CMPF Reflection C for Interrater Reliability Coding
Payday loan centers have very few requirements for getting a loan, making them easy to access.
The worst part is that the main targets of payday loan centers are low-income and minority communities
who turn to them as a last option only to get stuck in a cycle of debt that is hard to break free from. In
reality, payday loans are short term solutions that turn into long term problems.
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CMPF Reflection D for Interrater Reliability Coding
I'd like to think more critically when I read articles from now on. I learned that we should pay
attention to a study’s sample size to be a smart consumer through the articles. Above all, I agree with this
comment, “Don’t rely too much on any one study.”
I also think some authors write articles that emphasize research results rather than the background
or process of research to get attention. Therefore, I will think about articles I read more critically.
CMPF Reflection E for Interrater Reliability Coding
Today’s lesson helped me understand the area and perimeter using a visual unit tool. This way
makes it interesting and reminds me of the concept. Above all, it was so fun!
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Appendix G: Final Codebook
Table 61 shows the final codebook created after all sub-codes were added in Step 4 of the Applied
Thematic Analysis (ATA; Guest et al., 2012; Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Table 61
Final Codebook
Code
Application of
Mathematics to
Work and Home
Life (APP)

Sub-Code
Friends and Family
Examples
(APP-F)

Sub-Code Description
This code discusses application of mathematics to current
home and life for friends and family of the participant.
Look for Statements that describe how those around them use
mathematics in their everyday lives, where friends and family
are the main subjects of the sentence or phrase.
Examples include:
• “My dad works in construction and needs to know
measurements to do his job.”
• “They had to pay an extreme amount of interest on top
of what they borrowed.”
• “My parents use payday loan centers to be able to pay
rent.”
This code is specifically used when the participants are sharing
others’ experiences using and applying mathematics. If
statements discuss the participant as the main subject, use the
sub-code “Personal Examples (APP-P).”
For pieces of advice to others, use the code “Personal Advice
About Mathematics (PAM).”
For statements were society, people in society, companies, or
societal change are the main subject, use the code “Statements
About Society (SAS).”
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Personal Examples
(APP-P)

This code discusses application of mathematics to participants’
current home life or work. Look for:
•
•

Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics in everyday interactions
Statements that describe how participants use
mathematics when working with their children

Examples include:
• “I almost always shop based on unit cost when it comes
to groceries.”
• “I sometimes help my kids when they can’t understand
some math problems.”
• “I was able to compare the best price on one website.”
• “I currently work at a bank now.”
• “I’d be able to calculate a customer’s total including
tax on the salesfloor before they got to the register.”
• “I am constantly using + and – on a daily basis and
multiplying.”
This code is specifically used when the participants are sharing
experiences about their own life, where they are the main
subject of the sentence/phrase. If statements discuss others as
the main subject, use the sub-code “Friends and Family
Examples (APP-F).”
For pieces of advice to others, use the code “Personal Advice
About Mathematics (PAM).”
For statements were society, people in society, companies, or
societal change are the main subject, use the code “Statements
About Society (SAS).”
Mathematical
Explanations and
Mathematical
Reasoning
(MEMR)

Identifying Holes in This code is used when participants describe specific examples
the Data
of mathematics described related to a CMPF lesson. Examples
(MEMR-HD)
include:
•
•
•

“For example, if I borrowed $100 with 15% interest
rates then I couldn’t pay the loan on the due date.”
“For example, advertising the flight as $99.99 when at
the end it will cost you $156.74 with fees and taxes.”
“Finally, the actual airline ticket prices are calculated at
the end with an extra cost of $50-150.”
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Mathematical
Solving Methods
(MEMR-SM)

Mathematics SelfEfficacy and
Anxiety
Statements
(MSEA)

Future Statements
and Change
Statements
(MSEA-FC)

This code is used when participants describe specific methods
used to solve a mathematics problem. Look for:
•
•
•

This code is used when participants describe future thoughts,
attitudes, and feelings towards mathematics or make
statements about how their attitudes, thoughts, and feelings
towards mathematics have changed through the CMPF lessons.
These are statements describing their potential future
comfortability/confidence in mathematics or attitudinal
changes towards mathematics. Examples include:
•
•
•

Past Statements
(MSEA-PA)

“Visualize”
“Boxes and grids”
“With physical blocks”

“With my newfound knowledge I know when I’m
getting a good deal.”
“The activity we did today made me definitely re-think
how I will purchase items in the future.”
“I’d like to think more critically when I read articles
from now on.”

This code is used when participants describe their past or
previous thoughts, attitudes, and feelings towards
mathematics. These are general statements describing their
past comfortability/confidence in mathematics. Examples
include:
•
•
•

“I have always loved math.”
“I almost gave up math in 10th grade.”
“I quickly became known as a math person.”

This code is used for statements that describe mathematics
self-efficacy and/or mathematics anxiety.
Present Statements
(MSEA-PR)

This code is used when participants describe their present
thoughts, attitudes, and feelings towards mathematics. These
are general statements describing their present
comfortability/confidence in mathematics. Examples include:
•
•
•

“It’s fun and interesting to learn math.”
“I still love math though I’m a bit out of practice with
some of it now.”
“I consider myself a savvy shopper.”

This code is used for statements that describe mathematics
self-efficacy and/or mathematics anxiety.
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Number
Positioning (NP)

General Number
Positioning
(NP-G)

This code is used when participants describe how numbers
position others to think or act a certain way. This code
specifically describes non-personal examples of numerical
positioning. Examples include:
•
•
•

“People generally trust numbers.”
“Advertisers use statistics to identify the best
consumers to target and find out market trends.”
“Presentation is everything because you can spin pretty
much anything to make your product look good and
companies can do the same thing with numbers.”

Look for “numbers,” “statistics,” “advertisers,” and “results”
in relation to numerical positioning.
Personal Number
Positioning
(NP-P)

This code is used when participants describe how numbers
position them to think or act a certain way. This code
specifically describes personal examples of numerical
positioning. Examples include:
•
•
•

“For example, this kind of advertisement: ‘10% more
free’ ‘#1 brand recommended by doctors’ seemed more
reliable and effective to me.”
“By representing 4 out of 5, our minds easily
personalized and internalized the information.”
“I learned that we should pay attention to a study’s
sample size to be a smart consumer.”

Look for “I,” “me,” “my,” “us,” “our,” and “we” in relation to
numerical positioning.
Personal Advice About Mathematics
(PAM)

This code is used when participants provide others with advice
about mathematics or mathematical topics, such as debt and
interest. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

“If you’re stuck on money why take out a loan that you
might not be able to pay back in time and have to pay
interest.”
“Be careful, it seems like free interest, but the interest
is extremely higher than you thought.”
“Read the terms and conditions of the contract and if
they actually understood it.”
“Ask questions on what you don’t know.”

Look for people providing advice to “you,” “they,” “him,” and
“he.”
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Statements About
Society (SAS)

Critical Critique of
Debt
(SAS-CD)

This code is used when participants specifically critique debt
and/or debt practices.
•
•
•

“Cycle of debt that is hard to break free from.”
“Basic things like debt and interest rates aren’t really
taught.”
“Payday loans come with high rates.”

Look for key words such as “payday loans,” “debt,” and
“interest rates” as they relate to debt and debt practices. These
terms should be used to specifically critique these practices.
If a statement simply states that people have debt, it should be
coded as the sub-code “People and Society (SAS-PS).”
If a statement focuses on changes to societal/company
practices, it should be coded as “Societal Change (SAS-SO).”
Companies and
Society
(SAS-CS)

This code is used when participants describe companies within
society. These statements are general statements about
companies and their practices. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

“Stores encourage customers to purchase items.”
“There are great strategies airlines use to make one feel
as if they are getting a great deal on a flight
“If one company makes a creamy and a chunky peanut
butter they will sell double the amount and make
double the product revenue on it.”
“The presentation of Trident is more convincing than
others.”

Look for key words such as “companies,” “stores,” “payday
loan centers,” “airlines,” and specific company names.
This code is only used for statements about society and
societal practices. It does NOT include recommendations,
changes, or advice about how society can be changed.
If a statement focuses specifically on a critique of debt and
debt practices, it should be coded as the sub-code “Critical
Critique of Debt (SAS-CD).”
If a statement provides personal advice about mathematics, it
should be coded as “Personal Advice About Mathematics
(PAM).”
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If a statement focuses on changes to societal/company
practices, it should be coded as the sub-code “Societal Change
(SAS-SO).”
People and Society
(SAS-PS)

This code is used when participants describe aspects/attributes
of the general population or specific populations. Examples
include:
•
•
•

“Many customers are smart and knowledgeable.”
“Borrowers end up paying more in fees than the
amount they originally borrowed.”
“I think children’s violent behavior can be influenced
not only by video games, but also for a variety of other
reasons.”

If a statement focuses on statements about companies, it
should be coded as the sub-code “Companies and Society
(SAS-CS).”
If a statement focuses on changes to society and societal
practices, it should be coded as the sub-code “Societal Change
(SAS-SO).”
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Societal Change
(SAS-SO)

This code is used when participants identify the need for
societal change. It also includes statements that state there is
no need for societal change. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

“As a society, we can become more open to speaking
about finances.”
“We can make and watch fun educational content.”
“I don’t think these practices are bad or need to be
changed.”
“[personal finance should be] taught in our school
system.”

Look for the word “change.” However, it does not have to
explicitly include the word “change” to be coded as the subcode “Societal Change (SAS-SO).”
If a statement focuses on statements about companies, it
should be coded as the sub-code “Companies and Society
(SAS-CS).”
If a statement focuses specifically on a critique of debt and
debt practices, it should be coded as the sub-code “Critical
Critique of Debt (SAS-CD).”
If a statement simply states that people have debt, it should be
coded as the sub-code “People and Society (SAS-PS).”
If a statement provides personal advice about mathematics, it
should be coded as “Personal Advice About Mathematics
(PAM).”
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